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—News In Brief
Gun lobbyists ponder next move
after victory in House Thursday

0

WASHINGTON (AP) — Stimulated by a gun lobby whose
victory in the House was decisive but not total, Congress is
to weaken the 1968 law that reflected Americans' outragemoving
at the
murders of Martin Luther King Jr. and Robert F. Kennedy
.
Shortly after the House voted overwhemingly on Thursda
y to
weaken many provisions of the law — but to retain a ban
on interstate handgun sales — gun lobby strategists huddted
to plan
their next step.
At issue is whether the Senate should accept the House
bill, or
Insist on a conference to water down or eliminate provisio
ns won
by handgun control forces.
Retention of the prohibition on interstate handgun sales was
added to the House bill after heavy lobbying by gun
control
groups and uniformed police officers. They also succeede
d in
tacking on a ban on future possession and transfer of
automatic
weapons, but those currently owning machine guns
would be
allowed to keep them.
Sen. James A. McClure, R-Idaho, sponsor of a Senate
-passed
bill that also would weaken the current gun law, said
the House
measure was a "positive step" but contains "some
provisions
that I don't support."
His office said he has not decided whether to accept
the House
bill.
Rep. Harold L. Volkmer,14-mo.,sponsor of the House bill,
said,
"I'm going to recommend to the senators that they take
it and
run with it as Is."
And the lawmaker who sponsored the gun control language
.
Rep. William J. Hughes, D-N.J., also predicted
Senate
acceptance.
The key vote on Volkmer's bill was 286-136, with support
coming_ from 128 Democrats and 158 Republicans. There
were 118
Democrats and 18 Republicans opposed.

Elsewhere...
By the Associated Prev•

SAN FRANCISCO — The father of a murder victim was
booked
for attempted murder after he smuggled a gun into a courtro
om
using a hollowed-out book and opened fire Thursday, raft)*
the
alleged killer four times, police said.
WASHINGTON — A Brazilian fisherman says his son was
killed by debris from the space shuttle Challenger and he
wants
NASA to pay him $21 million. The space agency says there
is no
proof such a death occurred.
SAN'A, NORTH YEMEN — Vice President George Bush
arrived in this southwestern corner of the Arabian peninsula to
a lecture by an Arab leader about the legitimacy of Yasser Arafat,
the
PLO and "Israeli violations of human rights."
WASHINGTON — Federal investigators are examining
'allegations that Nicaraguan Contra rebels and their private America
n
backers have engaged in gunrunning and drug trafficki
ng, say
U.S. officials and sources close to the probe.
WASHINGTON — There is no good alternative site in
the
western Pacific Ocean for relocating the tub U.S. military
bases
in the Philippines and that makes it critical for the
United States
to retain rights to the bases, the Reagan administration
says.
WASHINGTON — After 10 years of marriage and 13 years
of
study to become a cardiologist, Dr. Joann Urquler
t decided it
was time to have a baby. She took three weeks off after
the birth
and hastily returned to work. She told her story at a
congressional hearing on the Parental and Medical Leave Act
of 1986, a
bill that would make unpaid leaves for childbirth, adoption
and illness standard for all employees.
NEW YORK — The race to print books by or about
former
federal budget director David Stockman moved into the
home
stretch this week. One publisher has announced a crash
production schedule to get books to reviewers at about the same
time as
Newsweek runs excepts from Stockman's own secrecy-shroude
d
tome.
MOSCOW(AP) — The official news agency Tass said the latest
U.S. underground nuclear test showed the United States had
reacted with contempt to worldwide calls that it join the Soviet
Union's self-imposed ban on atomic testing.
BEIRUT, Lebanon (AP) — An Irish teacher at the Americai
University of Beirut was reported missing and feared kidnapped
today in Moslem west Beirut, a university spokesman said.
SAN YSIDRO, Calif. (AP) — Border Patrol agents raided a
house and arrested 71 people, all believed to be undocumented
aliens from Mexico waiting for transportation north.
NASHVILLE, Tenn.(AP) — Singer Amy Grant, criticized by
some for departing from her gospel vocal style, has wrested the
Gospel Music Association's top award from longtime industry
favorite Sandi Patti.
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Mostly clear tonight and
Saturday. Low tonight in the
low to mid 408. High Saturday
65 to 70. Light northwest wind
tonight and Saturday.
Extended Forecast
The extended forecast calls
for partly cloudy skies Sunday with increasing
cloudiness Monday and a
chance of showers Tuesday.
Highs will be from 55 to 65
with lows around 40.
LAKE LEVELS
Kentucky Lake
355.7
Barkley Lake
355.7

Clowning around at the circus
Rizpah Shrine clowns (above) participated in staged a "bank robbery" during Thursday's Shrine Cicus in Murray. At right, youngsters
line up for elephant rides during intermission. Proceeds from the circus help provide free medical care for crippled and burned children.
Stall Outer by Mated Tuck

Water, sewer bid accepted for park
By GENE McCUTCHEON
Staff Writer
The low bid of United Pipeline
of Louisville was accepted by
the Murray City Council Thursday for extension of city water
and sewer lines to the industrial
park north of town.
United's bid of $458,261.55 was
accepted unanimously by the
council at its regular session.
The project is a joint effort of the
city and county, the Economic
Development Corporation and
the Industrial Foundation.
Estimated total cost of the
project is $650,000 with 40 percent of the funding from local

City and county crews are also
cooperating in site preparation
work for the construction of a
building to house Southeast
Book Company. Cleaver Constructon was recently awarded
the contract for construction of
the facility which is being built
by the Economic Development
Corporation at a cost of $650.000,
according to Steve Zea, executive vice president of the

Murray -Calloway County
Chamber of Commerce.
Other bidders on the water
and sewer extension phase of the
project included: Jim, Skaggs,
Inc., Bowling Green. $546,310;
Tilford Plumbing. Paducah,
$561.006.85; Asphalt Paving,
Calvert City, $602,366.80; Bass
Maintenance, Wickliffe,
$738,445.31; and Joe Lindley,
Inc., Paducah, $930,030.
In other business at Thursday's relatively short meeting.
the council:
— Approved Mayor Holmes
Ellis' recommendation that

Steve Andrus be appointed to the
zoning adjustment board filling
out the unexpired term of Mike
Baker, who resigned;
— Approved a resolution asking the Murray Electric System
to conduct a feasibility study of
the location, and possible relocation, of utilities for future
projects.
— Asked City Attorney Don
Overbey to review the city's
vehicle license ( city sticker( ordinance as it relates to the
stickers being purchased, but
not being displayed on the windshield by some local motorists

Stroup: MSU tuition increases budgeted
From Staff, AP Reports
Undergraduate tuition at most
of Kentucky's colleges and
universities will increase 6 percent to 9 percent next fall.
Spokesmen said the schools
are spending more to attract

Hubbard:
MCCH part
of grant
recipients
Carroll Hubbard, 1st Congressional District Congressman,
learned Thursday about seven
grants totalling $309,505 from
the Department of Energy to
area schools and hospitals.
Locally, Murray-Calloway
County Hospital was awarded
$52,075 in a grant made possible
by the National Energy Conservation Policy Act.
The funds are to be used to improve energy effeciency in
schools and hospitals by adopting energy saving procedures
and energy saving devices.
The money is also matched by
non-federal funds.
The institutions applied for the
grant through state energy offices. The state officer then
made reccommendations to the
Department of Energy field offices. Baked upon those reccommendations, the Department of
Energy selected the recipients
and will award the funds directly to the institutions
Two Marshall County institutions received grants. These
were the Marshall County Board
of Education with $11,921 and
(( ont'd

i

sources and 60 percent from the
federal government. Tommy
Marshall. Murray Municipal
Utilities superintendent told the
council.

nogg. ?)

students and need to recoup
some of their expenditures.
Murray State University
President Dr. Kala Stroup said
today the tuition increase had
been considered and approved
by the school's board of regents

•

Ust

at its November 1985 meeting
"We looked at the impact of
the increase on our students and
our budget at that time." she
said, indicating that the 6.3 percent increase had been approved by the Council on Higher

Education and anticipated in
formulation of university's
budget.
The increases are well above
the current and projected infla(Cont'd on page ?)

Community
post office

POST OFFICE

HAMM.ICY. 420441

established
in Hamlin
Mr. Edward E. Hayes. MSC
Manager/Postmaster,
Evansville, IN announced today
that effective April 7, 1986 a Community Post Office was established in Hamlin, Kentucky.
"Mr. and Mrs. Warren Parrish, owners of the General Store,
will be in charge of the Community Post Office,"Hayes said. Community Post Offices operate
much the same as a normal post
office except that a member of
the community operates the post
office, rather than a Postal Service employee.
Hayes added, "Mr. Jack
Hopgood, Postmaster at Murray
will serve as administrative
Postmaster and assist Mr and
Mrs. Parrish in the technicarprocedures of Post Office operations."
"We are extremely pleased to
be able to provide this service to
the community of Hamlin."
Hayes said.
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Strickland to deliver annual MSU Waterfield lecture
Dr. Rennard J. Strickland,
dean of the College of Law at
Southern Illinois University in
Carbondale, will deliver the annual Harry Lee Waterfield
Distinguished Lecture in Public-Affairs at Murray State University on Tuesday evening, April 15.
Scheduled at 8 p.m. in the
auditorium of the Wrather West
Kentucky Museum, the lecture is
titled "The Lawyer as Modern
Medicine Man." It is open to the
public at no admission charge.
The lecture series is sponsored

by the Department of Political
Science and Legal Studies and
supported by several student
organizations. including Pi
Sigma Alpha and Alpha Phi
iSitgrria honorary societies. and
Lambda Alpha Epsilon and the
Student Law Association.
Formerly the John W Shteppey Research Professor of Law
and History at the University of
Tulsa for nine years. Strickland
has been the law dean at SIU
since 1985. He also served at
Tulsa as director of the Indian

Law and History Collection.
Strickland recently received a
$25.000 planning grant to write
and narrate an eight-part series
proposed for the Public Broadcast SystenrtPHS t titled 'The
Magic Mirror: Law and the
Ameriean Spirit." Half-hour
episodes in the series will explore
the relationship of American
culture and the historical
development of American law.
An authority on Indian law,
Strickland served as director of
the Indian Heritage Association

from 1966 to 1984. His honors and
awards include a Distinguished
Service Citation from the
American Indian Coalition in 1985
and a Distinguished Service
AwttrtitrOMITte CWItThdran
tion in 1972.
His resident teaching experience also includes the
University of Washington, St.
Mary's University and the
University of West Florida. He
has served as a visiting professor
at the Harvard Law School, the
University of Kansas. the Univer-

sity of Florida, the University of
West Virginia and the University of New Mexico.
He earned the B.A. degree at
Northeastern (Okla.) State Col•
1efe7the-M:A.-111.fie University
of Arkansas and both the J.D. and
S.J.D. degrees at the University
of Virginia.
Waterfield: in whose honor the
lecture series is named, is a
Frankfort insurance executive
who served two terms as lieutenant governor of Kentucky. He is
a native of Calloway County,a

1032 graouate of Murray State, a
former member of the board of
regents and now serves as chairman of the MSU Foundation
board of _trustees,
The series was established to
bring to the campus outstanding
individuals from government and
the academic community to
discuss current issues in public
affairs. Dorothy S. Ridings of
Louisville, president of the
League of Women Voters of the
United States, was the lecturer in
1985.

Governor Collins continues signing
numerous measures into law for state
FRANKFORT, Ky. ( AP —
Gov. Martha Layne Collins on
Thursday signed the following
bills into law:
— Senate Bill 67. to authorize
the Department of Education to
purchase liability insurance for
drivers of vehicles owned by the
department.
— SB82. to change the training
requirements for experienced
members of local school boards.
— SB119. to permit a representative of the superintendent of
public instruction to serve on the
commission on fire protection
personnel standards and
education.
— SB162, to permit vehicles
operated by the Corrections

Cabinet to use blue lights and
sirens.
— SB229, to permit the
Department of Military Affairs
to create local bank accounts for
armories.
— SB290, to require a
minimum compensation of
$20,000 annually for county
attorneys.
— 8-13309, to permit the Insurance Department to create a
commercial insurance
association.
— SB311, the Unified Juvenile
Code.
— SB317, to allow conservation officers to exercise full lawenforcement powers in lifethreatening situations or if requested by another agency.

— SB331, relating to insurance
premium surcharges.
— SB339, relating to insurance
regulations.
— S8344, changing boundaries
of selected legislative districts.
— SB346. relating to state care
for the mentally retarded.
— SB352, relating to audits of
county clerks.
— SB353, relating to insurance
regulation.
— SB372, the "U-Drive-It" bill
to tighten regulations on use of
dealer plates and ensure tax collections on leased and rented
vehicles.
— Senate Joint Resolution 44,
study day-care services for state
workers.

Major Moves
County music star Hank Williams Jr.
moves worldwide headquarters to Paris
time off tour living at his home
make the Move about June 1.
Country singer Hank Williams
and 650-acre farm near KenHank Williams Jr. Enterprises
Jr. Wednesday revealeLiplans to
—ltictutter hisflow bxIThgs ATM—
cony—JR 1ns Pla—c—e, a - tttriryTZEIrtr"
"Hank has had property in
mail order business, the
nightclub near Paris. Tn., into
Paris for years and that is really
Bocephus Music Co., and the
the woeldwide headquarters for
his home," Kilgore said. "He
Hank Williams Jr. Fan Club
Hank Williams Jr. Enterprises.
fishes a lot and just loves it
which reportedly numbers about
a multi-million dollar business.
there."
20,000.
The nationally known country
A native of Shreveport, La..
star recently purchased all the
Williams. currently in
Williams moved to Nashville
club's stock from his partners
Nashville preparing for a West
with his late father, Hank
and plans to remodel the strucWilliams. As a youngster he Coast tour that begins this
ture, located on Highway 79 east
hunted and fished in the Ken- weekend, performs about 200
of Paris, into an office building
tucky Lake area of Henry shows each year in the United
and retail souvenir shop.
States and overseas.
County.
Paris and Henry County ofOne of the partners in the
The entertainer's business
operation has been located in
nightclub, Jerry Richardson, ficials said they feel the move
Cullman, Ala., for a number of
will serve as office manager of will be an asset to the
community.
the headquarters. The nightclub
years. Merle Kilgore, singer,
"I think we are opening
will continue to operate as
songwriter and Williams' exanother area for development
Hank's Place until April 30 and
ecutive vice president, will be
several surprise guest per- and I think it will boost
moving to Henry County along
tourism." Paris Mayor Bill
formers are expected, a
with several key people in
Culley said.
Williams' enterprise.
spokesman said.
About 30 people work for
Coming to Paris is a natural
Extensive remodeling of the
Williams, including his band and
building will begin May 1 with
move, Kilgore said, • because
road crew.
the headquarters expected to
Williams spends most of his

Tuition...
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Onf'd from page 1)
tion rates. But the schools and
national higher education
associations say colleges and
universities are still catching up
from the high-inflation years of
the late 1970s
early 1980s.
when tuition increases failed to
keep pace with double-digit
leaps in the Consumer Price
Index.
Undergraduates at the
University of Kentucky and the
University of Louisville, the
state's two largest universities,
will see an 8.4 percent tuition increase, from $1,144 to $1,240.
Tuition for out-of-state
students also will rise by 8.4.
percent, to $3,720.
At Murray State and Kentucky's other five regional
universities — Eastern Kentucky, Western Kentucky,
Morehead State, Kentucky State
and Northern Kentucky — tuition for in-state undergraduates
will rise from $884 this year to
$940 next year. an increase of 6.3
percent.
Tuition at the state's community colleges will rise by just
3.8 percent, from $520 to $540 for
full-time, in-state students.
At most schools, room and
board costs are rising also, but

at a smaller percentage than
tuition.
Increases in tuition and fees at
private colleges and universities
in Kentucky range more widely.
Lees Junior College at Jackson
is raising tuition and fees 19 percent, to $3,000; Cumberland College in Williamsburg 13.8 per-

cent, a $400 increase; and Union
College in Barbourville just 2.9
percent, to $4,270.
Tuition and fees at Centre College in Danville will rise 5.8 percent, from $6,650 to $7,040. The
school will remain the most expensive in Kentucky.

American aircraft carriers move
toward rendezvous near Sicily
WASHINGTON I AP — Two
American aircraft carriers today moved toward an expected
rendezvous near the island of
Sicily to await a final decision in
Washington on whether to
mount a military strike against
Libya. sources said.
The carriers Coral Sea and
America were described this
morning as nearing a point
"where it won't take long to
form a battle group and move
out."
The Coral Sea, ordered out of

port in Malaga. Spain, on Thursday, was described by the
sources as steaming eastward
and located to the south of Sardinia. The carrier America,
which left Livorno. Italy. on
Wednesday. was said to be
steaming to the north and west
of Sicily.
"They're steaming toward
each other and should meet near
Sicily." said one source. "From
that point, they'll continue sailing eastward into the central
Mediterranean."

Hubbard...
(('onf'd from page I)
Marsnail County Hospital with
$32,630.
The other four grants in the
district were awarded to
Caldwell County Board of
Education, Hopkins County
Board of Education,
Muehlenberg Community
Hospital and Ttigg County
Board of Education
The institutions will be receiving formal notification in the
next few days. said a spokesman
for Hubbard

ESCAPES SERIOUS INJURY — Ines Jackie Mayes, 24, of
Princeton, escaped serious injury Thursday about lunchtime
when this car she was driving went out of control and flipped over
about two miles north of Murray on U. 8.141. Mayes was taken to
Murray-Calloway County Hospital where she was treated and
released. The Murray Fire Department's Rescue Unit also
responded to the accident, which was investigated by Kentucky
State Police.
Insiff photo h,
Mt f litehenet
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royko says

by mike royko

Don't stop tourism
For one terrifying moment,
all the hate and violence of
the Mideast was focused on a
TWA jetliner bound for
Athens. A bomb exploded beneath a seat on that plane. A
man, two women and a baby
were sucked out three miles
above the Peloponnesus.
Their broken bodies were
found on a landing strip near
Argos.
A Palestinian terrorist
group claimed responsibility
for the bombing. But the
White House refused to rule
out any potential terrorist
group as perpetrator. The inevitable suspicion was that
Libya was striking back after
the confrontation with the
United States in the Gulf of
Sidra.
"Neither the United States
nor the world community can
cease our efforts to bring to
justice those who perpetrate
and support such actions," the
president's spokesman said.
This attack against air
travelers joins a growing list
of horrors which reached the
nadir of savagery last year.
when terrorists blew an AirIndia airliner from the sky
near the coast of Ireland, killing all 329 people.
Each terrorist has a cause,
a divine mission, an injustice
he4is seeking to avenge.
Mkt the logic behincl.terrorism explodes the end with the
means. The chain of civilization linking one human being
to another across frontiers of
culture is torn apart by the

terrorist bomb. With each
killing of innocents, it is getting harder to reforge the
links.
Western civilization was
launched by the journey of
Ulysses through the Greek islands. The Greek hero's odyssey, in which he learned so
much, suffered so much, and
returned safely to his homeland, has become the quest of
millions of modern travelers.
seeking, in their own lives, to
escape the confines of their
homes and pasts, to reach
some distant goal and to return.
The wine-dark sea is
stained with blood. It's almost
as if the Trojans of tht Iliad,
who lived in what is now Turkey, reached out of the Near
East and struck down Ulysses
in the midst of his odyssey.
Modern travelers have fallen
victim to the Trojan wars of
our time.
We mourn these four
Americans, three of whom
immigrated to this country.
The two women were returning to their native Greece for
a visit when they were killed.
The impulse is to strike
back. But revenge killing will
only plunge our civilization to
the depth of the terrorists.:
Tourists must have the
courage of Ulysses as they
face hidden bombs.---If travelers stop voyaging, Western
civilization will be impoverished and the darkness of a
new isolation wilt'dekend
upon the Mediterranean.

thoughts
in season

Give this lady your tired, your poor
I know that the lady is going to
call as soon as she reads this and
accuse me of being cruel,
callous and insensitive. She does
it every time I write something
about illegal aliens.
When I wrote that we should
have new,effective immigration
laws, she was on the phone telling me that I was selfish for
wanting to keep this country for
myself.
Actually, I'm in favor of admitting a certain number of immigrants, as this country has
always done, as long as they
come here legally. I just don't
think we should try to absorb
half of Mexico's population
overnight.
When immigration agents
rounded up some illegals who
were driving cabs, I wrote that it
wasn't a bad idea. I think that if
you are going to wheel a cab up
the Kennedy Expressway at 75
miles an hour. you should
understand enough English to
know that your passenger is
screaming in terror, not singing
to you.
The same lady called to say
that the agents were monsters
and that an illegal alien
shouldn't be deprived of the opportunity to work while in this
country illegally.

letters to
,the editor

looking back
Ten Years Ago
Renee Gibson, 5-year-old
daughter of Charles and Diana
Gibson of Mayfield, was named
Kentucky Little Miss in a
pageant held on the Murray
State campus.
,•
George McGovern, 1972
presidential candidate, was the
featured speaker at a luncheon
at MSU.
Births reported include a
daughter, Emily Lee to Mr. and
Mrs. Danny Leslie of Kirksey
and a son, Richard Wayne to Mr.
and Mrs. Gary Boyle of Murray.
Twenty Years Ago
Max Hurt was the master of
ceremonies at a talent show held
at Kirksey School.
A record high of 19,645 books
were checked out of the local
library during the month of
March, librarian Margaret
Trevathan reported.

—

The Civitan pancake day fundraiser was judged a sucess. Club
members were told that 333
pounds of pancake mix. 350
pounds of sausage and 60 dozen
eggs were among the items consumed during the event.
Thirty Years Ago
The Murray State University
campus was the site of the
meeting of the Paducah District
of Future Homemakers of
America. Twenty-five chapters
were represented at the
meeting.
Coffee was advertised for 85
cents per pound at the White
House grocery.
Murray State opened its track
season in a triangular meet with
Austin Peay and Middle
Tennessee.
Errol Flynn and Joanne Dru
were starring in The Warriors,
showing at the Varsity Theatre.
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By Ken Wolf
These words are spoken by a
character in a recent novel, Confessions of a Taoist on Wall
Street, written by David Payne:
Evangelism
is
that
peculiarly American in•
stitution in which the national talents for salesmanship and righteousness are
so felicitously combined.
Payne's character is not
always right. Sometimes we have
only
the
salesmanship:
sometimes
only
the
righteousness.
In any case it is only through
good lives that the evangel (good X11111 r ,news) can successfully be
11,%1I .115
spread.
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fund drive
a success
Dear Editor:
I think your readers would be
interested in knowing that the
Kentucky Army National Guard
Including officers and men on a
completely non-paid, voluntary
basis went out last weekend, the
5th and 6th of April, and raised
more than $125,000 for the
disabled of Kentucky through
services provided by the Kentucky Easter Seal Society!
This shows the quality of Kentucky's National Guard and the
officers and men who are trained and ready in case of
emergency to protect and assist
Kentuckians from every section
of the commonwealth.
In the 15 years that the Guard
has been working with the Kentucky Easter Seal Society to provide services for the disabled, it
has raised more than $1,125,000.
This money is given by generous
Kentuckians to Guardsmen who
volunteer their time at collection points throughout the state.
Their contribution this year is
particularly significant in light
of major cutbacks in federal funding for programs serving the
disabled. I particularly want to
commend Major General Billy
G. Wellman, who has served us
well as State Easter Seal Cam-

Ot
j
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t

Then there was the time some
and couldn't show the cops any that anything done to prevent ilstarry-eyed do-gooders said that
proof of ownership, would he be legal aliens from being here
is
illegals should not only have the
an "undocumented driver"?
unfair to those Hispanics who
right to be here, and to work or
That's why I prefer the words are citizens or legal aliens.
draw social benefits such as
"illegal alien." It mneans what
If I follow their argument.
welfare checks and food stamps,
it says: an alien who is here in they seem to be saying that if
but they should be permitted to
violation of our immigration somebody crawls through my
vote.
laws.
window at night, and I set the
When I finally realized that
Which leads me to the latest watch dogs on him. then I'm bethey weren't kidding, I sugoutburse of indignation by the ing unfair to people who I
might
gested that letting illegals vote
pro-illegal groups.
invite to my home for dinner.
might be stretching hospitality a
little. It might also tempt
The federal government just
Or if somebody grabs me on
Chicago politicians to import
established a policy that sounds
the street and demands that
them by the thousands before
so sensible, you wouldn't think
empty my wallet and give them
every election.
anyone could object.
my watch, and I yell for the
And the lady called to accuse
The policy is that illegal aliens
cops, I'm being unfair to the
me of being anti-Hispanic.
will not be permitted to live in
Salvation Army workers who
That's not true. It's just that if I
government subsidized housing.
collect money on the street at
can't vote in Mexico's elections.
In other words, if somebody
Christmastime.
I don't see why citizens of Mexsneaks into this country, your
I think I have a right to decide
ico should vote in ours.
tax dollars and mine won't be
who is going to be in my home or
But what bothers this lady
used to provide them with free
to whom I'm going to give
more than anything else, is my
housing.
money.
use of the words "illegal aliens."
That seems logical enough.
And I think that this country
She tells me that I should refer
After all, if a stranger wandered
has a right to decide that it won't
to them as "undocumented
into your home, and said he
provide free housing for people
workers."
wanted to live rent-free in your
who shouldn't be here in the first
That's the way they are
guestg room for awhile, you'd
place.
always described by the groups
probably call the cops.
Now that lady is going to call.
that oppose new immigration
But as soon as the new federal
She's going to say that I have a
laws. But it's not really precise
policy was announced, there
heart of stone and do I want
to call them "uncdocumented
was an outcry by several
those poor people living out in
workers." If I forgot my wallet
Hispanic organizations saying
the cold?
when I went to work in the mornthat this regulation was
I'm going to tell her, absoluteing, then I suppose I'd be an unsomehow unfair to all Hispanics. ly not. I think they should be put
documented worker.
That's what always confuses
up at the Drake Hotel. And she
•If somebody snatched my car
me. These groups keep insisting
should pick up the tab.
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"Where do you want to vacation this year, upstairs or downstairs?"
paign Chairman and as a
member of the Board of Directors of the Kentucky Easter Seal
Society.
Sincerely.
Guion Miller
Executive Director
Ky. Easter Seal Society, Inc.
233 East Broadway
Louisville, Ky. 40202.

Republic mortgage'
loan rates are...

Nuclear-arms race worries parent
Dear Editor:
As a father, as a citizen and as
a human, I am deeply concerned
about our having a future. I am
asking for your help.
A nation's no-first-strike intention must be demonstrated
by eliminating the redundancy
of conventional and nuclear
weapons. The United States
must unilaterally reduce its
stock of armaments and reduce
military spending to the level required only for deterrence and
legitimate defense. Nothing
short of a serious committment
to proper disarmament and concomitant concrete action could
convince the world of this country's desire for peace.
Only those directly involved in
our "war machine" benefit from
the existing absurd overkill
capacity. And even that "advantage" is short-sighted. The people of the United States sacrifice
enormously to support this irrational allocation of resources.
We sacrifice tranquility, comfort, talent, education, health.
security, and potentially our
very survival to support this
parasitic activity. How much
longer can people shoulder this
burden? And at what cost?
The North American nuclear
arsenal alone has the power to
annihilate life earthwide fifty
times over. Would we not be
more secure with but a tiny fraction of that awesome and hor-

rific atmoic stockpile?
And how much conventional
armament do we need for deterrence? NATO Commander Bernard Rogers says that an all-out
conventional war in Europe
would only last for a matter of
days or perhaps, weeks; after
which nuclear weapons would
likely be introduced.
Would our nation or any other
use atomic weapons without the
precedent of some conventional
armed conflict? Would any people commit mass suicide by initiating a nuclear war?
Atomic warfare is likely to be
ignited by conventional conflict
between the Great Powers. Why
not reduce the risk of nuclear
holocaust by reducing the
precipitating cause — the garantuan and still growing stockpile
of conventional arms. A "policing level" sufficient to defend
and protect is more reasonable.
At this more suitable lower
level of armament, the decision
to disarm internationally
becomes a real expectation.
Meanwhile, for present and
future benefit, urge our President, your Senators and Congressperson to work for elimination of redundant arms, both
nuclear and conventional. Show
the people's will for peace
Sincerely.
William Loran 1).1) S
1001 Thorndale Dr. 10356
San Rafael, Cal 94903
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15-YEAR FIXED RATE
• Reduce your monthly payments and your interest
rate by refinancing your existing loan
• Don't miss this opportunity to refinance at today's
lower rates
• Interest rates on mortgage loans are down to their
lowest level in almost seven years"
• Refinance your first and second mortgages with
Republic Savings Bank at today s lower rates
1201 Main Street
Murray. Kentucky 42071

Call Janice Lester
(502) 759-1630
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By Abigail
Van Buren

What's Up Front or On Top
Doesn't Count Much at All
DEAR ABBY: Why all the letters
about bald men? What makes people
think a man needs hair in order to,
be attractive? And why should any
man let his thinning hair grow long
enough to wrap around his head six
times to create the illusion of hair?
My husband is 33, and he's losing
his hair but fast. Do I care? Heck,
no! He gets more handsome and
distinguished-looking every day. I
can't wait until he is out of the
military so he can start.growing a
beard. I think guys with beards and
little or no hair on their heads are
the se,xiest-looking men alive.
Baldheaded men andltatchestedwomen have a lot in common. They
feel embarrassed because of what
they don't have. Some try to "fix it."
which is OK if they think they need
it. But once they wise up and realize
that what they are has nothing to do
with what's on their heads or what's
up front, they are much happier,
self-assured and together.
I am built like a 12-year-old boy,
but my husband thinks I'm sexier
than Dolly Parton.
Print this. 1Co many people need to
see it.
HAPPY
DEAltHAPPY:And I am happy
for you. You and your lucky man
sound like a peach of a pair.
•• •

DEAR ABBY: I am 60 years old
and an incurable collector—baby
clothes, news clippings, coupons,
jai's cleaned, of course) and miscellaneous items. I box and store these
items throughout my large house,in
the attic, closets, under beds, basement—anywhere they are not in
plain view.
My problem is not my collecting,
but my children. They are all grown
with homes taf their _own and find
my habit distasteful. When I leave
the house for work, shopping, vacation, etc.. they clean me out. They go
through my things and throw away
what they regard as unnecessary
and take for their own use whatever
they want. They have discarded, or
taken, some of my parents' belongings, baby clothes (special to me
only), household items and my
"junk."
I can't change the locks. My bus-

hand wouldn't hear of it. and gives
me no support.
Don't think I'm trying to defend
my habit. I know it's a quirk, but it's
harmless. I'm trying to defend my
privacy. If it were my husband
doing this, I wouldn't like it, but it is
his house as well, and I would have
to respect his right to live in a
clutter-free environment. My children, however, have no claim here
and have no right to go through my
drawers and closets and take my
things.
Please give me suggestions as to
how I can put an end to this. I'm
afraid to leave my house.
Thank you for any help you can
give me.
BARBARA
DEAR BARBARA: As long as
your "collection" does not present a fire hazard,is not in plain
view and inconveniences no one
in Your home,your children have
no right to enter your home in
your absence and clean it out.
Your husband's failure to support your right to privacy baffles
me. You say. "It is his house as
well,and I would have to respect
his right to live in a clutter-free
environment." Can it be your
collection is actually an inconvenience and source ofirritation
to your husband but he has not
verbalized it to you? Discuss it
with him, and if that's the case,
you owe it to him to stop collecting.
However, if it's as you described—"just a harmless
quirk"—and you are a competent, functioning adult, if your
children refuse to keep out,they
should be locked out.
* * *

CONFIDENTIAL TO POLITICAL ANIMAL IN ALBANY,
N.Y.: A man who was once the
governor of the great state of
New York said:"The test of our
progress is not whether we add
more to the abundance of those
who have much; it is whether
we provide enough for those
who have little." He was Franklin Delano Roosevelt.

June .Roach
Taylor
is now working at
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Actress is
being sued
for default

11
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Darnells celebrate 50th anniversary

LOS ANGELES ( AP i
— Actress Lindsay
Wagner is being sued by
a bank that alleges the
former "Bionic
Woman" TV star
defaulted on a $450.000
loan.
The Bank of Los
Angeles filed the
Superior Court suit
Monday. saying Miss
Wagner owes $417,857.12
on the 1962 loan, plus
interest.
"The money was owed, it was not paid on the
due date, we made
demands and we filed
the action." bank attorney Alan Chappell
said Tuesday.
Joel Brokaw, publicist
for Miss Wagner, said
the 36-year-old actress
could nothe reached for
comment on the suit.

Mr. and Mrs. Co(jie
and Daisy Darnell will
observe their 50th anniversary Saturday,
April 12. They were
married April 12, 1936 in
Metropolis, Ill.
Mrs. Darnell is the
daughter of Carl and
Eva (Turner) Hopkins.
She is retired ,from
Merit Clothing Factory.
Darnell is the son of
Tom and Josie (Jones)
Darnell. He is a retired
construction worker.
The couple has one
daughter, Judith Ainley,
Rt. 7 Mayfield. She is
married to Jerry
Ainley. They have one
daughter, Melissa Ann
Ainley.
Witnesses at their
marriage 50 years ago
were Truman and Vila
Turner.
No'formal celebration
is planned due to illness.

Christian Club luncheon will feature guest speaker
The Christian
Women's Club of Murray will have a "Safe
and Sound Luncheon"
on Tuesday. April 15th
from noon to 2 p.m. at
the Seven Seas
Restaurant, U.S. 641
North. The cost will be
$4.50 per person.
Featured guest will be
Trooper Richard
Wright, who will share
information on
safeguarding your home
from intruders. Born in
Madisonville, Ky. he attended Madisonville
• High School, and Murray State University.
Wright spent four
years, in the United
States Air Force, where
he worked in the training and handling of
dogs. He has served
with the Kentucky State
Police for nineteen
years.
He and his wife are
the parents of three
children.
Guest musician for
the luncheon will be
Mrs. Oneida White,
pianist and vocalist of
Hazel, Ky. Mrs. White
ancl her husband, John,
are the parents of four

sons, Kenneth, Kelly,
Bryan, and Bradley.
Well known in the
area for both musical
abilities. Mrs. .White
plays for weddings,
graduations, funerals.
She is also one of the
Golden Girls music
group, which performs
the golden oldies of the
1930s — 1950s.
Guest speaker will be
Mrs. Dcinna Taylor, of
Eads, Tenn., just outside of Memphis. Mrs.
Taylor and her husband,
Forrest, are both
originally from Atlanta,
Georgia. They are the

A senior piano recital by Pat Bomba of Murray
at Murray State University on Sunday afternoon,
April 20, has been cancelled. She had been
scheduled to perform at 3:30 p.m. in the Annex
Recital Hall of the Doyle Fine Arts Center.

Three articles accepted
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Two members of the Murray State University
journalism faculty participated in the Association
for Education in Journalism and Mass Communication (AEJMC) Southeast Regional Colloquium of Newspaper, History and Law Divisions
recently in Knoxville, Tenn. Ann Landini, instructor and adviser of The Murray State News.
presented a research paper."Images of Cherokee
Society: An Examination of Advertisements in the
Cherokee Phoenix, 1828-1834," in the History Division. Dr. Roger Haney, associate professor. served as panel moderator in the Law Division. Haney
has been a member of the Murray State faculty
since 1977 and Ms. Landini joined the faculty in
1985.
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Poet Carolyn Maisel, an English faculty
member at the University of New Orleans and
author of two books of poetry, will read from her
work on Monday evening, April 14, at Murray
State University. Her reading, scheduled to
begin at 7:30 p.m. in the Curris Center
auditorium, is open to the public at no admission
charge. It is the final program of the year in the
series of readings by visiting writers sponsored
by the Department of English on the campus.
Maisel, who earned both the M.A. and M.F.A.
degrees at the University of Iowa, had a book of
poems titled "Witnessing" published by L'Epervier Press in 1982. A second volume titled "Pig
Woman" will be released by the same publisher
this year. Her poems have also appeared in
many distinguished magazines and journals. including The New Yorker, Choice and The North
American Review.
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Free 12 oz. Mug to the First 75 Customers

One of more than
2200 clubs worldwide,
the Murray club meets
once a month for their
luncheon meeting. We
are not affiliated with
any particular church
or denomination, and
require no 'dues' or
'membership' to attend.
There is nothing to
'join'. All interested
ladies are invited to attend," said Edna
Butler. chairman of
local club.

David Heathcott 9f Murray,a senior at Murray
State University, was named "Outstanding Alpha
Gamma Rho" recently at the Department of
Agriculture's annual banquet. Heathcott. son of
Dr. and Mrs. Eldon Heathcott, serves as cochairman of recreation for the Agriculture Club
and is a member of Alpha Gamma Rho social
fraternity.

CHERI 3

'Woody AllenY

Hamburgers (Dressed Regular) . . 50

LUXURIOUSROCKING
CHAIR SEATS

Cheri • Cine • 2 HR. TEL. 753-331 4
lfr

Saturday, April 12 Only

may be made until 11
a.m. on Tuesday, the
day of the luncheon.

Poetry reading scheduled

Piano recital cancelled

Audubon Society to meet

MOVIES IN
MURRAY

child.
She is involved in
school activities, as well
as church and community, yet makes time
for reading, swimming
and her love for cooking
out and practicing
gormet cooking.
A nursery will be
available at a cost of $1
per family at Memorial
Baptist Church, 10th
and Main Street.
Reservations'for the
lunclieon and nursery
should be Made until
calling Murdena Simmons at 759-1860.
Nursery cancellations

DATEBOOK

IClete: i

Chestnut Street

parents of two
daughters; Cheryl, 17,
and Mary Ann, 13 years
old.
The Taylors moved to
the Memphis area approximately twelve
years ago, where Forrest is employed as
financial planner and investment broker.
For the last seven
years, Mrs. Taylor has
operated the Gloryland
Nursery. This
developed from a longtime love for flowers, instilled in her through
hours spent gardening
with her father, as a

Dr. Ronald Clement, associate professor in the
Department of Management and Marketing at
Murray State University, has had three articles
accepted for publication in professional journals.
"Promotion Practices in American Business
Colleges: A Comprehensive Investigation" is
scheduled to appear in the spring 1986 edition of
The Jackson Pur- Flowers."
Journal of Business and "Performance Apchase Audubon Society
praisal Interviewing: A 'Four-View' Approach"
the
Photography
for
will meet at 7 p.m. Monwill be included in the December issue of Trainday at the Paducah presentation primarily
ing and Development Journal. An article CleKenWest
done
in
was
Area Vocational Center,
ment co-authored with George Stevens of the
2400 Adams. Mr. tucky. Belt also includes
University of Central Florida titled "The Perforareas
other
from
slides
Newton Belt, naturalist
mance Appraisal Interviews:. What, When and
and artist from Bland- of the United States in How?"
will be printed in the April issue of
traveled.
he
has
which
ville, Ky. will present
Public Personnel Administration. CleReview
of
the program. The theme Visitors are welcome.
ment, who earned the B.S. degree at General
member
of
become
a
To
will be "Spring Wild
JPAS phone 442-5652. Motors Institute and the M.B.A. and Ph.D.
For more information degrees at Michigan State University, joined the
Murray State faculty in 1982.
phone 753-9385.
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DAR hears speaker
at luncheon meeting
The Captain Wendell
Oury Chapter of the
Daughters
of
the
American Revolution
met in March at the
Peoples Bank Community Room, 12th and
Chestnut Sts.
It was a Good Citizenship luncheon and a
delicious variety of foods
were provided by the
members. Hostess for
the luncheon was Mrs.
Leon Grogan.
The Regent Mrs.
James M. Byrn presided
over
the
business
meeting. Special guests
were DAR scholarship
winners Amberly Moss
and her mother Mrs.
Russell Moss and Jason
Billington
and
his
mother Mrs. Bob Billington. Mrs. Beauton
Hart was introduced as a
prospective member.
Dr. James L. Booth gave
an interesting program.
The Captain Wendell
Oury was organized in
1948 by the organizing
regent Mrs. Warren S.

Swann. Active charter
members are Mrs. Price
Doyle,
Mrs.
Leon
Grogan, Mrs. P.A. Hart
and Dr. Halene Visher.
The chapter takes its
name from an ancestor
of the organizing regent.
The time and place of
Capt. Oury's death is
unknown as family traditions have varying
"facts." He is said to
have
lived
near
Greensburg, PA and
later at Braddock, PA
before
moving
to
Virginia and later to
South Carolina in 1790.
Capt. Oury is listed in
Heitman's Register as
serving in the 8th Pennsylvania Regiment.
The family of Capt.
Oury has contributed
much to the development
of America. It has produced soldiers, teachers,
lawyers, tradesmen and
homemakers who were
eager to do their part in
peace and in war. To
them, we are grateful.

—community eventsFriday, April 11
Lynn Grove Roller
Rink will hold round and
square dancing from
0 to 11 p.m. The
Sharecropper Cropper
band will be featured.

Jennifer Price
and Carol Allen

The Murray Woman's
Club met for a general
meeting at 7 p.m., March
31, 1986 at the club house.
Mrs. Ann Brooks president presided and Mrs.
Evelyn Wallis introduced the program.
The devotion was
given by Mrs. Dorothy
McKenzie and the pledge
to the flag was led by
Krysta Harrell, a junior

— — — —
A revival will begin at
New Mt. Carmel Baptist
Church at the morning
service at 11 a.m. and
also a service at 6 p.m.
Bro. Stephen Cobb,
Murray will be the
featured speaker.
- — — —
A Ham Breakfast will
be held at Brooks
Chapel Methodist
Church at 7:30 a.m. The
breakfast is sponsored
by the U.M.W. Donations will be accepted.

Fraaces Drake
ARIES
(Mar. 21 to Apr 19)
flat
Though you're blessed with original ideas today, you may have trouble
getting them across to others. Business talks aren't favored.
TAURUS
(Apr. 20 to May 20)
tit
Long-range financial planning is to
your advantage, but you could make
some mistakes now whileshopping
or you could spend carelessly
GEMINI
(May 21 to June 20)
Despite some uncertainty about a
money matter and some resentment
about the job, you'll come into your
own when socializing. You get
needed relaxation.
CANCER
(June 21 to July 22)
"OE
People will know you stand for
something on the job. Here, your
thinking is brilliant and original. In
love, there may be confusion or
distrust.
LEO
(July 23 to Aug. 22)
Romance and travel are highlighted, but in the friendship area a
problem could arise. Al)erson unlike
any you've met may come into your
orbit.
VIRGO
(Aug.23 to Sept22)
In business you need to watch out
for fraud or tricky manuevers. Concentrate on domestic interests where
you'll enjoy good luck.
LIBRA
(Sept.23 to Oct.22)
You'll be on the same wave length
with a loved one, but in-laws may be

The hospital newborn 1010
Doran Rd., Mur(1 dismissals for ray;
Mrs. Dixie Pogue
Sursday, April 11 have (expir
ed), 509 S.
', sen released as Seventh
St., Murray.

DR.GOTT
Peter
Gott, M.D.

Sensible use
of sweeteners
By Peter H. Gott, M.D.
DEAR DR.GOTT — Which is safest
for children: sugar, NutraSweet or
saccharin?
DEAR READER — This is a tough
question because it is disarmingly
simple. .
Many nutritionists believe that
Americans eat too much sugar Although the substance itself is safe for
general use, a problem may arise because of quantity.
Some authorities have questioned
the safety of heavy reliance on aspartame (NutraSweet or Equal) in children's diets. Again, the question is one

the cause of some strain. A financial
proposition may be a trifle shady.
SCORPIO
(Oct. 23 to Nov. 21)
Though a new chance to increase
income arises now, you still have to
careful in your use of credit. Put off
joint financial decisions.
SAGITTARIUS
(Nov.22 to Dec. 21)
.
ffie
Some take up a new hobby.
Children surprise you in delightful
ways. Keep partners abreast of your
financial moves to avoid later problems.
CAPRICORN
(Dec.22 to Jan. 19)
You'll get new ideas today about
making, changes around the house.
Put work concerns aside for now. An
acquaintance is not at all helpful.
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
Friends and club activities are
emphasized now. However, a
business/pleasure meeting may prove
disappointing. Don't let others take
advantage.
PISCES
sew
(Feb. 19 to Mar. 20)
low
Having company over at present
may lead to problems. Opt for outside
activities. You're on the right track
regarding a career venture.

Gte

A

YOU BORN TODAY are creative
and versatile. You're good at getting
your ideas across to others and will
have success with the written and
spoken word. Once you overcome a
tendency to scatter your energies and
learn to specialize, you'll come into
YOUr own.

of quantity. Aspartame must not be
used by people who have the genetic
phenylketonuria
disorder
called
(PKU). Similarly, saccharin is probably best limited to small doses.
I believe that moderation is the best
approach, although all three substances are probably harmless in the
quantities ordinarily consumed. Potential trouble may arise if both natural and synthetic sweeteners are ingested in excessive amounts.
DEAR DR. GOTT — A few years
ago, my grandson, 14, was injured in
an accident. He suffered a blood clot
and had to have surgery on his head
which left his left foot and hand in bad
shape. Sometimes his hand tightens
up, and he also limps on his left foot.
Can anything be done to help him?
DEAR READER — Once damage
from an accident has developed. it is
usually permanent. However: your
grandson may be helped by a program
of rehabilitation supervised by a physiatrist. an M.D. who specializes in rehab medicine. Many hospitals have a
department of rehabilitation medicine; I think this would be an appropriate option for you to explore.
DEAR DR. GOTT — I'm a 69-yearold male and have what my doctor
says is peripheral neuropathy in both

President - Mrs. Frances
Galloway; First Vice
President - Mrs. Barbara
Peiper; Second Vice
President
Mrs.
Margaret Yuill; Recording Secretary - Mrs.
Janice Wallis; Corresponding Secretary Mrs. Charlotte Barker;
and Treasurer - Mrs.
Billie Hall
The Zeta and Creative

Arts Departments ssi
ed as hostesses for tf
meeting
The next nioetur,..
the General Chili ‘‘.01 le
a dinner meeting on 11,1s:
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This meeting will hi:
memorial servp
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installation of off!,..r. fp,
the coming year

Ann Herron entertains P.E.O.
with program on state parks
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,cwborn and dismissals
Hted for local hospital

Reminder
Murray Ledger &
Times Murray Today
society editor Jo
Burkeen will be away
from her desk for an
undetermined length of
time due to an injury
and subsequent surgery
that followed a fall
Monday.
As a result of her
absence, other
newsroom staff
members are performing her normal duties.
Staff members request that it not be
assumed that information for sections such as
Calendar. Datebook and
Church Directory that
happen regularly has
been collected. If the information is current,
please contact the paper
to make sure it will be

at Murray High School,
The minutes of the last also given by the
Civic
who had won first place meeting were read by
chairman Mrs. Peggy
in the District Art Con- Mrs. Barbara Peiper Billingto
n and History.
test. Matthew Cohen, a and Mrs. Billie Hall gave Resourc
e
Chairman
sophomore at Murray the treasurer's report. Mrs.
Frances Galloway,
High School, played his
who presented Mrs.
prize winning piano en- Other business was a Brooks
a Kentucky Colreport
from
the
cortry. Also present, but
onel Membership with
unable to perform, was resp,nding secretary
the aid of Rep. Freed
Jennifer Price of Murray Mrs. Dorothy McKenzie
Curd.
Middle School, the win- and the annual reports
Officers for the year of
ner of the Sigma speech from all department 1986-87
were elected and
contest
chairmen. Reports were they are as follows:

Your Individual
Horoscope

Saturday, April 12
West Fork Cemetery
s ill have a work day at 8
in For more informat ion contact Joe Sledd or
I. E. Outland.
— — — —
The second evening of
.1 youth oriented revival
— — — —
.sill be held at Sinking
The Missionary Socie:.rings Baptist Church
ty of Chestnut Grove
- taxiing at 7 p.m.
A.M.E. will be
— — — —
The first class of a celebrating at 3 p.m.
s o-week early prenatal There will be a prize
'Ass will be held from 9 given.
11 a.m. on the third
— — — —
our of MurrayCaldwell County
.,1loway County
Rhyming Poetry Sociesspital.
ty will hold a meeting
— — — —
\ Public Educations from 2-4 p.m. at the
miner will be held at George Coon Public
Iticah Area Voca- Library in Princeton.
— — — —
oil School.

Newborn
Vox baby girl, Karen,
ltt. 8. Box 15, Murray.
Dismissals
Mrs Sheila Key, Rt. 6,
Murray; Mr. Roger
Reed, Rt. 2, Benton;
Mrs. Velma Barger,
1609 Locust Dr.,
Murray;
Mrs. Elna Rickman,
1564 Canterbury, Mur.
r a y ; Mr Frank
Wainscott, Lakeland
Wesley Village, Benton;
Mrs. Ruth Lee, Rt. 3,
Murray.
Mrs. Mary Hosford,
Rt 5, Murray; Mr.
William Parker, 505 S.
13th St., Murray; Mr.
Leon Miller, Rt. 1,
Al mo.
Mrs. Eulala McCarty,

Matthew Cohen

Several contest winners featured at Woman's Club mee
ting

Sunday, April 13
The final services of
the revival at Sinking
Spring Baptist Church
will be at 11 a.m. and at
7 p.m.

The first day of a
youth-oriented revival
will be held at Sinking
Springs Baptist Church
.it 7 p.m. Jeff Brown, a
(orients at Murray
-:;tate University will be
eatured.

Evelyn Wallis
and Krysta Harrell

feet. He has not given me a very understandable explanation of what this
ailment really is or how it developed.
Can you do so?
DEAR READER — Peripheral neuropathy means that certain nerves to
the extremities — in your case, the
feet — are malfunctioning. This can
be caused by vitamin deficiency (particularly of the B-complex group), toxic minerals(like lead), nerve irritation
(such as ruptured discs between the
spinal bones), poor circulation, metabolic diseases (especially diabetes),
nerve infection (like shingles) and injury. drug effects (from a variety of
medicines), or a host of less common
diseases.

With her program on
Kentucky State Parks,
Miss
Ann
Herron
delightfully entertained
eighteen members of the
P.E.O. Sisterhood when
Chapter M met in the
home of Mrs. Frank
Stubblefield on Monday
evening, Apri1.7.
She described visits to
several of the many
State Parks pointing out
significant features of
Columbus-Belmont Battlefield State Park, Old
Fort Harrod State Park,
and Greenbo Lake State
Resort Park, among
others.
Miss Herron stated
that our Kentucky parks
are operated at much
less expense to the taxpayers than those in
many other states, and
that our state is well
known for the high quali-

ty of, and facilities
available in, our parks.
Having enjoyed a longtime acquaintance with
the late Jesse Stuart and
his wife, the speaker
closed her program with
slides taken at their
home in W Hollow where
she and Mrs. Olga
Freeman
recently
visited Mrs. Stewart.
With her they attended
services in the Methodist
Church at Greenup, the
home church of the late
author, and where his
funeral was held. Also
shown were pictures of
this building and of Mr.
Stuart's grave and of the
Jesse Stuart room in the
lodge at Greenbo State
Park.
These intimate glimpses into the home and
family of one of Kentucky's favorite sons

were much enjoyed t
Miss Herron's aucherss
For
this
regula!
meeting at the Chants!
Mrs. Robert Brys
president, presided, v. I'S
devotions led by M Harlan Hodges based
the fourteenth chaptsr
Matthew's Gospel
%
rangements were made
for the Chapter deleg; I.
who are to attend tt
convention of Kentoi k v
State Chapter of thf.
Sisterhood to be held at
the
Ramada
Inn
Brownsboro Road in
Louisville in May.
A delicious strawberry
dessert was served by
the hostess and her assis
tant, Mrs. Hodges. The
next meeting of Chapter
M will follow a luncheon
at the home of Mrs
Harry Sparks on April
19.

Celebrities to buy real estate
MARSHFIELD,
Mass.( AP — Joseph P.
Kennedy II and attorney
F. Lee Bailey have
entered the real estate
market in this posh
town.
The town planning
board held a hearing
Monday on Kennedy's
proposal to build a
gravel road on 32 acres
he owns with his wife.
Sheila, who said the couple wants to build a
summer home on the
property and that they
still expect to move soon
from their century-old
house in Marshfield —
part of the 10th Congressional District — to
Brighton in the Sth
District.
Kennedy, the 33-yearold son of the late Sen.
Robert F. Kennedy and
nephew of the late president, is a candidate for

Most neuropathies are treatable
once the precise basis has been identified. Because nerve dysfunction has so
many causes, it can be considered a
symptom. rather than a disease itself.

Congress in the 8th
district.
In another part of
town, Bailey put his
house on the market for
$950,000, his broker said.
The Marshfield Hills
property, which includes a 15-room house,

two swimming pools
guest house Nk ith S,± , !T• •
a helicopter landui_. 1, •
and 7.46 acres 0,t I,•;
went on the ni,u k
week ago, said brek,
Dave Stenberg vu H
neman Better !1 ri.
and Garden in Du\bur%

Maternity Wear

20% Off Reg

Price
Tops, Pants, Dresses.
Shorts & Swimsuits
Sizes 4-46

Sun Dresses '20"
PARKER'S
:syncId Shopping Phisa—Mayikad. Ky.

YOU ARE INVITED TO ATTEND...

Dr. Gott's new Health Report on
weight loss tells you how to lose
weight wisely — and keep it off. For
your copy. send 75 cents plus a long
self-addressed. stamped envelope to
P.O. Box 2597. Cincinnati, OH 45201
Be sure to ask for WINNING THE
BATTLE OF THE BULGE.
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Highway 94 East, Murray, Kentucky
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We are pleased to announce
• that Alyce Edmonds, bride.
elect of Nick Swift, has
selected her china and accessories from our complete
bridal registry. Alyce and
Nick will be married June 14

;
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April 14-20,
7:00 P.M. Nightly

JCPenney

The Shotocase
S

We are pleased to
announce that Val
Hendon, bride-elect of
Robert Boyd, has
selected her brass,
bedding and bath accessories from our
bridal registry. Val and
Robert will be married
May 10.

4
i
fr

759-1400

'(1 )(

Evangelist

Rev. Fred Lowrance
Smithland, Kentucky

Pastor, Rev. David Brasher
Nursery Provided
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Carr recognized by Home Ec association
Ann Carr, director of
the Child Development
Center at Murray State
University.
was
recognized as a 30-year
member-of the Kentucky
Home
Economics
Association (KHEA
.during the organization's
annual meeting April 2-4
in Frankfort.

She joined KHEA in
1956 and has held various
offices and committee
assignments in the Home
Economics Teacher division of the association. A
Trigg County native, she
earned the bachelor's
degree at Western Kentucky University and the
master's degree at the

THE ACES®

BOBBY WOLFF

"What so tedious as a twice-told
tale?”
— Homer.

There's no law that compels one
to repeat a finesse if it has apparently worked the first time. Some
defenders are cagey enough to
make things appear what they are
not.
South won the first spade and
took a winning club finesse (so he
thought). He couldn't wait for more
of a good thing, so he finessed again.
This time East took his king and returned a spade, attacking South's
last entry. West won, South having
refused this trick in hopes of a third
spade lead, but West was on his toes.
West switched the attack to the red
suits and the unhappy result was
down two.(Had West continued with
a third spade, dummy would have
unloaded the blocking club ace.)
Had West started with K-x-x in
clubs, the second club finesse would
have assured 11 tricks instead of 10.
However, since the second finesse
risked 830 points(630 for game and
rubber plus 200 for down two)for a
possible gain of 30 points, the finesse was a sorry bet.
After the club queen wins, South
should continue with the jack but
should rise with dummy's ace when
West plays low. A third club lead
from dummy wrecks East's plan,
and South's club suit is ready to be
run while South still has lite ace of
spades.

University of Kentucky.
Miss Carr joined the
faculty at Murray State
in 1966 after 10 years as
a teacher at Caverna
High School. She holds
the rank of assistant professor in the Department
of Home Economics.
"Bridging the Issues:
Consumer, Family, Pro-

4-11-A
NORTH
•7 5
V A K 85
•A K 7 2
•A 8 3

WEST
•Q J 10 9 6 2
•.1 72
•Q 5
+52

EAST
+83
•Q 10 9 4
•J 10 9 6
4K 6 4
SOUTH
4A K 4
•6 3
•8 4 3
4 Q J 10 9 7

Vulnerable: Both. Dealer: North.
The bidding:
North East
South
West
1•
Pass
2+
Pass
2V
Pass
2 NT
Pass
3+
Pass
3 NT
All pass
Opening lead: Spade queen
BID WITH THE ACES
4-11-B

South holds:

North
1+
2•

+83
V Q 10 9 4
•J 10 9 6
4K 6 4
South
1 NT

ANSWER: Pass. Two diamonds
should be the best part-score —
North would have made a jumpshift if game had been in the cards.
Seed bridge questions to The Aces. P.O. Box
12343, Dallas, Texas 75223, with seU-addressed,
etaniped envelope for reply.
Copyright, Mt United Feature Syndicate

COME TO THE

fessional" was the theme
for the three-day conference. Departmental
faculty who attended the
meeting with Miss Carr
were Dr. Virginia Slimmer, chairman, and Dr.
Alice Koenecke, Dr.
Joan Maupin, Ms. Mary
Conover, Sally DuFord,
Kathy Timmons, Judy
Payne
and
Linda
Vaughn.
Mrs. Slimmer conducted a workshop,
"Home Economics — A
World View," at the convention. and Dr. Conover
and
Ms.
DuFord
reported
their
on
research, "Thesis Versus Nonthesis as Predictors of Research Competency," which was
funded through a grant
from the American
Home Economics
Association.
Ms. Maupin conducted
a tour of the Capital for
consumer
affairs
students. Mrs. Slimmer,
Mrs. Koenecke, Ms. Conover and Ms. Timmons
represented the university at board meetings
during the convention
and Mrs. Koenecke also
presented a Leader's
Award at the meeting.

Baez cancelis
her concert
GREEN BAY, Wis.
AP
— Singer Joan
Baez has canceled an
April 17 concert here,
saying she was unhappy
that ticket prices were
too expensive.
"I think the ticket
prices bother me ..
because I've always
been a stickler for keeping them as low as
humanly possible so
that as many people
who wanted to come
could afford it," Ms._
Baez, a leading voice in
the '60s protest era, said
Monday.
Ticket prices for the
one-show event at the
Green Bay Performing
Arts Centre were $25.
$22 and $19.

Roach &Ant
Spray II

••••••••••
WEEKEND SPECIAL

••••••

Rent 5 Movies For $ 10

Non-Members

Rent 6 Movies For $ 10

•

• Water-based
lennula
• Kills ansects on
contact
• Long-Menng nosedual
keeps on kilning
• Controls numerous
household Mewl
pests al an
economical once
• WM not Main
carpets or luenews.
THIS AND OTHER
FINE ARAB PEST
CONTROL PRODUCTS
AM/LAMLE AT

Members

V.C.R. Rentals
$9.95 for the weekend
$12.50 for a week
Your movie professionals have over 50
VCR's to rent and 1875 movie titles
Open MI 8 Fri and 6 set

RENTAL4SALES
CENTER
200€ Mom

753 820)

FOCUS ON THE FAMILY
FILM SERIES
Featuring

Dr. James C. Dobson
Speaking on
The Strong-Willed Child
Shaping the Will Without Breaking the Spirit
Christian Fathering
Preparing for Adolescence: The Origins of Self-Doubt
Preparing for Adolescence: Peer Pressure and Sexuality
What Wives Wish Their Husbands Knew about Women:
The Lonely Housewives
What Wives Wish Their Husbands Knew about Women:
Money, Sex and Children

Student of the Week named
Kelly Cs.they has been named as WS.IP
and Century 21 student of the week for April T through
13.
Kelly is a student at Murray High School.
Kelly
Is very active as a member of the French
club
and Latin club, a member of Tri-Alpha,
served
as a bind officer and the co-editor of
the year
book. She is the daughter of L.D. and
Nancy
Cathey. Pictured with Kelly are Mark
Brady,
assistant principal at MHS, left, and
Renee
Wynn of Century 21, right.

Faculty to make presentations
Two members- of the
Department of Health,
Physical Education and
Recreation at Murray
State University will
make
presentations
April 11-12 at the national
convention
of
the
American Alliance for
Health, Physical Education, Recreation and
Dance in Cincinnati,
Ohio.
Dr. Dianne O'Brien
will make a multi-media
presentation sponsored

by the National Association of Sport and
Physical Education. Titled "Sell and Tell
Physical
Education
Public Information," her
discussion will include
examples from her
booklet, "Handbook on
Public Relations."
Dr. Pamela Rice and
Dr. Deb Thompson, an
assistant professor at
College
Bethel
in
McKenzie, Tenn., will

make a poster presentation to the research section of the conference.
"The Relationship of
Self-concept to Androgyny in Women
Physical Education Majors" is the topic of their
research.
An assistant professor
at Murray State, Mrs.
O'Brien earned the B.S.
degree at Murray State
University, the M.A. at
Indiana University and
the Ph.D. at Southern

LOUISVILLE, Ky.
(API — Ask Karen
Borders about sibling
rivalry, and she'll tell
you about the enormous
attention lavished on
her sister Bethgny.
Much of the care
came from Karen, who,
when Bethany was
diagnosed as having
cerebral palsy, became
an overly protective
sister.
"Bethany was being
suffocated by me,"
Karen admits. "She
needed to be more on
her own, and now that
she is, I see she's doing
fine."
The Sibling Information Network, based at
the University of Connecticut, specializes in
helping people such as
Karen, and through the
program Karen learned
that her concerns for
her sister were
common.
"There are a number
of basic concerns that
these siblings have,"
said Thomas H. Powell,
the network's director.
"First, they have the
same worries as their
parents about the
diagnosis and prognosis
for the handicapped
child.
"The siblings also see
their parents with extremely mixed emotions. They recognize
that having a handicapped child is stressful but
they don't know how to
help. They themselves
are afraid of catching it
( the handicap I or passing it on to their own
children."
With the network's
help Karen identified
her biggest fears.
"I was really afraid
for Bethany," the
17-year-old Louisville
teen-ager says. "She
was so little and
defenseless.
"At school, kids often
tease other kids, and I
knew she'd have to encounter this, and I was
afraid," Karen says.
"Just hearing a lot of
kids say things like,'Oh,
this is retarded. made
me feel very
defensive."

Powell, who edits a
The network providing a home that
newsletter for the net- describes itself as an welcomes other
work, weeds through organization for those children and friends,
dozens of letters from concerned with people, and allows for normal
the program's more with handicaps and relationships.
than 1.500 members in their families. The key
"There are natural
eight countries.
word is family, and get- rivalries that need to be
He believes siblings ting the family to talk is expressed," Geller said.
who are sheltered from the main obstacle.
"Natural rivalry is
the problems of having
"My other brother sometimes not permita handicapped brother and sister were a little ted by parents who
or sister sometimes suf- jealous of Bethany, and make a child feel guilty
fer silently. "They feel rightfully so," Karen because their brother or
guilt, and that's due to says."Mom was always sister is handicapped."
an overriding lack of in- going to meetings for
Karen admits she
formation," Powell Bethany, taking sometimes felt twangs
says.
Bethany to the doctor, of jealousy stoward
An associate, Daniel always on the phone Bethany.
Geller of Fairfield about Bethany. She
"It was like Bethany
University in Connec- didn't take the time to could say or do anything
ticut, says siblings may be on the PTA for us or she wanted, but we had
be seeking help without anything."
to be nice to her," Karen
saying so.
Karen's mother, Shar- says. "If Bethany pulled
"Some children rebel ron, listens attentively on our hair — and she
against the pressure by as Karen talks. She ad- did that a lot — we
acting out their frustra- mits she didn't try to didn't touch her. We felt
tions in other ways," stop Karen from we had to be careful of
Geller says. "Some are mothering Bethany. her."
poor students or "You allow it because
As a child grows
mischievious. On the it's a relief," she says.
older, normal adolesother hand, some kids
Karen's sibling group, cent fears are intenoverwork to get straight organized through the sified by the presence of
As just to be noticed."
Louisville United a handicapped sibling in
Entire families suffer Cerebral Palsy founda- front of their peers and
because respite care for tion, consists of seven the rest of the communithe handicapped is not teen-agers. With its sup- ty. "Dating is a tough
always affordable, port Karen has enough time for them,
Powell says.
developed her own in- as they try to find their
"Many of these terests. She sings in the identity," Geller says.
families don't go on choir, likes creative
Karen knows the
vacation or have never writing and socializes
been out to eat," he with friends. She is tribulations all too well.
"Sometimes Bethany
says. "I know some relating her experiences
says
things that don't
parents in their mid 40s with Bethany in essays
who look like they're in for college applications. make sense and she'll
talk on and on," Karen
their 60s. If that's not
"I talk about how havsays.
"It's especially
stress, I don't know ing Bethany for a sister
bad
when
I bring dates
what is.,,
has made me aware of
The network was people with handicaps, home. But it's not that
started, though, and has made me more I'm ashamed of her. I
because many parents tolerant of those who just don't want to make
were receptive to the are different, and more my friends
problems. "We kept on sensitive to their uncomfortable."
Such situations are
hearing from parents, needs," she says.
handled with acquired
'If you really want to
But the prospects of
help us, help our other college have Karen bat- aplomb. The future is
children," Powell says. tling the same over- more troubling.
It took an encounter protective tendencies
"They begin to worry
with peers in Louisville she conquered several about who's going to
for Karen to learn that years ago. "I'm really take over when mom
loosening her bond with afraid of going away to and dad die," Geller
Bethany was not the college," she says. "I says. "If there's an
same as abandoning her think that if I leave older female daughter,
sister.
home, she'll forget me she usually starts taking
"They said I needed to or need me."
over quite early."
let go a little. I didn't
Geller, a psychologist
Just like Karen did.
think it was hurting her, specializing in work
"Sometimes I feel
though — it was hurting with families of the han- that if I couldn't have
me more. ... I realize dicapped, recently co- talked about it in the
now she needs to be on authored a sibling study group, I would have
her own to develop her with Powell. The results stayed home with
own social skills," show that parents can Bethany the rest of my
Karen says.
minimize problems by life and be an old maid."

The New Image of Career Success . .

%%Wore changing Our mail.. ...\4.
onion% ed ow far doses and rte.%e im •
prmed our 'wale% of education to wo
"n the job Fake

—We will be out in time for you to attend the church
of your choice.
—Activities for preschoolers and films for children
provided.

First Baptist Church
203 5 4th St., Murray

502)443 8478 (502)8861302

4I

or Information Call 763-1854

Ms. Rice, formerly of
Paris, Tenn., joined the
MSU faculty in 1982. An
assistant professor, she
earned the B.S.E. degree
at the University of
Arkansas, the M.A. at
the - University
of
Alabama-Birmingham
and the Ed.D. at the
University of Arkansas.

Network

Begins April 13
Continuing each Sunday night for 7 weeks

linois
UniversityCarbondale. She has
been a member of the
faculty since 1978.
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ARTS & ENTERTAINMENT
Conklin to
perform in
Nashville

WKMS Highlights

91.3 FM

Monday •Irrlday
5 30 a m Morning Edition
S a m Daytime Classics Se,en hours
laSSH wi M1,1, hosted hy
,largaret Hunt and Joe Jar lawn
• • 4 rrm 'AR
1nerte3141Srdered 'Y41160,11l.si
itadl, 'was magazine
of the air
p m Radio Reader
Friday, April II
6 30p m Evening Classic, -(lasso al En.
ore C'H Hunt brings a
cert of your favorites from the 1A KMS classical I
thrar.
s61 pm Easy Street with Shelly Howell leatar..
,lit M,Shann Al Cohn
hare Brubeck Bud Shank and Joe %Mien,
1 1 p to Jazz Horizons with Cern
cilia,saturday.
. April It
6 a m The Flea Market
• to Music From the Front Pot,It Four
rours of folk and hluegra,
music from the WKMS record livrary will'.
laraLr Morgan and Pat i Ni-ill
12 Noon The Metropolitan Opera perform - I
'on Carlo
I 30 p m All Things Considered
5 p m A Praire Home Companion
7 pm Marian McPartland s Piano
Jazz will' guest Phinnuts Newborn
▪ p m Jazz Saturday Night An hour of rei
orded
perforrname,
p to Soulflight
II p m Beyond the Edge Forward mu,, tor
nordern people
Sunday. April 13
r; a m Music from Interlochen
7 a m Opus FS Margaret Hunt brings e
program ot classical must, from
the WKMS record library "MUSH from
Murray features re, dais by Mur
ray State faculty and students at * a m
9 3.0 a rn Saint Paul Sunday- Morning
1 AIS Angeles Piano Quartet per
forming works by Mozart. Brahms and FerroII am Chamber Music
pm The Big Broadcast of 1964. Harry James.
Sammy Have flak.- F11
11.11,
Iziuis Henson and the Andrew s,

Marray Middle School
fifth-grader Scott Conklin will be performing
with the Nashville Symphony Orchestra in
Nashville, Tenn., in the
Tennessee Performing
Arts Center at 2:30 p.m.
Sunday.
He will be playing the
first movement of the
Vivaldi A Minor Violin
Concerto. On March 22,
Conklin performed with
the Louisville Orchestra
on their final Family
Subscription Series concert. He was the first
winner of the Young Artist Competition to ever
perform in a public
subscription concert
series.

p m All Things Considered
5 p m Our Times Interviews and features produced by WKMS news
director Kent Jephipta
p m NPR Playhouse The Empire Strikes Berk The Coming
Storm
If 30 p m The Thistle and Shamrock
7 30 p m Our Front Porch Peter Madcap - Huth is guest
Is 30p m Easy Street with Kent Jenkins
features music by Teddy Wilson
Kenny Burrell Singers Unlimited and J J Johnson
10 p m Music from the Hearts of Spec.- Electronic and acousitil
meditative spat e Tusk
Monday. April ii
6 30 p to Evening Classics - Los Angeles Philharmonic Pergolesi
Stabal Mater. Stravinsky Pulcinella Christopher Hogwood
conductor
s 30 p to Easy Street with Bobby Bryan Duke Ellington Chet
Baker
Paul I hrsmond Helen Merril and others
Tur•da). April IS
it Sip m Evening Classics - The Saint Louis Symphony
Berlioz Romeo
Julirtte a dramatic symphony with Leonard Station ronducting
SUM!
LOUIS Symphony Chorus directed by Thomas
Peck
a 30 p to Easy Street with Bobby Bryan Cal Collins
Kai Winding Moses
Allison. Hobby Darin and others
Wednesday. April IS
p to. Radio Reader Dick Ester{ reading A Short History of a Srmin
Pia( e by T Ft Pearson
6 30 p m New York Chamber Music Series Emerson String
Quartet per
forming works by Beethoven Debussy and Franck
s Si pm Easy Street with Bobby Bryan
Thursday. April it
it 313p m New York Pralharmona Wagner Selections from
Taimhauser
Tristan [mil Isolde Gottrrdammerung and Siegfried Idyll Edo
he Vi arert
onduc tor. Ile inzing soprano
* 30 p m Easy Street with Bobby Bryan Jimmy Rowles Benny
Carter
Blue Mitchell Terri Gibbs Frank Foster and Jimmy Rushing

Alarket 4/4 banality

Located in Paris, Tennessee - Halfway between 314
and 514 N. Market St.

MONDAY 4-14-86 IS MARKET 414 DAY SALE
AND "FOUR FOURTEEN" IS GOING "ALL OUT"
FOR 14 HOURS EVERYTHING IN OUR STORE

Student art show planned at Murray State
The 1986 Student Art
Show, an annual event
sponsored and organized
by the Organization of
Murray Art Students
(OMAS),
will
be
presented again this
year in the Clara M.
Eagle Gallery, April
18-May 7. This year's exhibition will not only present the works of
students but also offer
them for purchase. This
will provide local community members the opportunity to purchase
well-crafted originals at
a very reasonable price.
The Eagle Gallery will
handle all sales during

regular gallery hours.
The juror of this year's
exhibition is Walter
Gabrielson, an artist/writer who is based
out
of
California.
Gabrielson, who is also
serving as a Visiting Artist April 9-11, will jury
the show Saturday. April
12.
Awards in excess of
$1,000.00 will be available
to student artists; The
MSU President's Purchase Award, The Dean
chf Fine Arts & Communications Purchase
Award, and awards
made possible by individuals and businesses
in the community make

up the total sum.
The show will open to
the public Friday, April
18 with an awards
ceremony and reception
held in honor of the artists beginning at 7:00
p.m. in the Clara M.
Eagle Gallery. Admission is free.
GENERAL INFORMATION: The Clara M.
Eagle Gallery is located
on the 4th floor of the
Price Doyle Fine Arts
Center, Murray State
University, Murray,
Kentucky. Open hours:
7:30 a.m.-9:00 p.m. Mon.Fri. 10:00 a.m.-4:00 p.m.
Sat., and 1:00-4:00 p.m.
Sun.

Theatre announces auditions for 'Oliver'
Paducah's Market
House Theatre is conducting a region-wide
.search for a young actor
to play the title role in
the musical "Oliver,"
auditioning April 21-22
for production in late
June.
"The boy we select for
"Oliver" must be a
great actor, singer and
dancer," said Paul
Meier, directing his
final show before leasving his post as MHT's
executive and artistic
director. "Ideally, he
will be between 11 and
14 and be ableNto project
the essential innocence
of the character."
R. Patton Lynch,
musical director for the
show, spoke of the vocal
demands for the part.
"Oliver sings several
very lyrical numbers including the memorable
'Where is Love.' We're
looking for a boy who
still has his soprano
range."
Other starring roles in
this lavish adaptation of
Charles Dickens' poignant Victorian attack on
child exploitation include Fagin, an elderly
"fence" who runs a
school for young
pickpockets; the Artful
Dodger, Fagin's
brightest pupil; Bill
Sykes, a villain in his
prime; Nancy, Bill's unfortunate "moll"; Mr
Bumble, a large pompous man in his 50's;

and Mrs. Corney, the to all, both black
and
sharp-tongued, widowed white, with a special
mistress of the work- welcome to newcomers.
house.
All those auditioning
Up to 20 other roles should plan to attend
at
are up for grabs in- 7 p.m. either April
21 or
cluding boys and girls 22 and be prepare
d to
from nine to 16 and adult sing a song. For
further
roles for both sexes up information, call
the
to late 60's in age. As Market House
Theatre
always, casting is open at (502) 444-6828.

Saturday Morning Special
Oil Change,
Filter & Lube

$1395
W. will also chock your car ovor

GERRALD BOYD'S AUTO REPAIR
& SERVICE CENTER INC.
514 S. 12th

753-1750

Treat yourself tonight'
8 Oz. New York Strip

'425

With choice of potato,
tossed salad & French Bread
•Thursday-Saturday Evening
April 10th-1 2th

ALL YOU CAN EAT BONELESS
FISH OR CATFISH STEAKS

'4.25
Homeplace Family Restaurant
'Every Thurs Fri & Sat Evening

1906 Coldwater Rd.

759-1864

WE NEED A LOGO
$50 First Prize
Plus Honorable Mention
*The Logo will be used for
the Jackson Purchase Arts
& Crafts Festival held in
Murray, Ky.
*The Logo must be unique
and have staying power.
For More Information call the
Chamber of Commerce at 753-5171.
Contest sponsored by the Business Committee
for
Jackson Purchase Arts & Crafts Festival
Send Entries to:

the

14% to 44% Off
414's Special Prices Start 4-14-86
at 7:14 a.m. til 9:14 p.m. for
14 Hrs. Only. Don't Miss
These Buys! Storewide Sale

FREE 7 Days Hawaii
Air-Hotel-For One
To Be Given Away July 4th
No Purchase Necessary. Just Register To Win

At 4:14 p.m. Sharp on 4-14-86.
TheseitSpecials for 14 Min.
Only 14...No Longer...Be Here
14 Wood Beds
14 Pitcher & Bowl Sets
14 Lamps 14 Pictures
14 Table Lights
14 Battery Cable Boosters

Oak Lane - Reg. $229.00

11414
'141414
$61414

CEDAR CHEST

SWIVEL CHAIRS
Pulaski Dark Oak - Reg. $299.00

HALL TREES
Marknont Blue Floral - Reg. $229.00

Forest - with Chest, Nitestand, Dresser, Hutch,
Mirror and Headboard - Reg. $999.00

BEDROOM SUITE

Jamison - with Chest, Headboard, Dresser
and Mirror - Reg $299 00

$21414

BEDROOM

Broyhill - with Chest, Headboard. Dresser. Hutch
and Mirror - Reg. $799.00

BEDROOM SUITE

94'4
'414
'414
'4'4

Stratford Beige Velvet Two - Reg. $219.00

Lane Cherry - with Cannonball Bed, Triple Dresser w/Mirror
and 5 Drawer Chest - Reg. $1999.00

BEDROOM SUITE

$ 1414
$ 1414

WING CHAIRS
P.H. Blue Plaid - Reg. $799.00

SOFA
Ethan Allen - Reg. $419.00

END TABLE

$8414
$15414
$11414
$41414
$11414

Broyhill Pine - Reg $279.00

14
$ 1 14

614' SOFA TABLE

Oak Kemp - Reg. $399.00

$31414

BUNK BED

Barclay Peach Velvet - Reg $699.00

SOFA

$31414

Furncraft - Reg $599.00

5 Piece - 2 Incliners on Sofa Reg. $1899.00

$31414
CURVED SECTIONAL..$121414 SOFA
Tell City Maple - Reg. $179.00
2 Pieces - with 2 Incliners,
Rocker Recliner to Match - Reg. $1599.00
WOOD ROCKER
$8414
Kemp
- Reg. $159.00
SOFA
$91414 CAPTAIN BED
14
Maple 24" - Pine 30" - Reg $80.00
$11
4
BAR STOOL
$4414 Broyhill - Table, 6 Chairs. China
Pair - Peach Velvet
DINING ROOM SUITE.. $71414
Burlington - Large Trestle Table, 6 Chairs
OCCASIONAL CHAIR $11414 Large
China - Reg $2699 00
9x 12
14
DINI
NG
ROO
M
SUIT
E.
$14
14
CARPET RUGS

$4414
$2414
$21414
$61414
$71414

6x9

CARPET RUGS
Marimont Cotton Print - Reg $649 00

SOFA
Franklin. 3 Piece - Reg. $1189.00

LIVINGROOM SUITE
Frankline 3 Pc. Rust Floral
- Reg. $1104.00

LIVINGROOM SUITE
American Charm - Reg $149.00

$7414

WOOD ROCKERS
Pennsylvania House Beige - Reg $599 00

CHAIR

$16414

Jamison Queen Sized Brown Plaid
- Reg $599 00

SLEEPER
Queen Sized Nylon Floral

SLEEPER
La 1-Boy Queen Sized Plaid

SLEEPER

$31414
$31414
""
9 °$31414

Rag $599 00

Reg

Imperial - 6 Chaks

Craftmaster Cotton Print Green
- Reg $699.00

SOFA
Maple Top - Reg $39 00

FERN STAND
Pennsylvania House
Dark Green Corduroy

JPAC Design

6/14arket

6E:7J.!

Reg $599 00

CHAIR
Stratford Blue Floral

Reg $39900

WING CHAIR

$41414
$1414
$21414
$19900

Jamison
(Twin Reg Queen)

BEDDING
RCA

Console

Reg $57900

COLOR 25" T.V.
Hitachi

Reg. $450.00

VCR

(Adjustomatic)

RCA Portable

Reg $359 00

COLOR 19" T.V.

Arts

Chamber of Commerce,
P.O. Box 190, Murray, Ky. 42071
All entries have to be mailed in by May 1

$ 1 4414

DINNETTE TABLE

1/2 Price
$51414
$41414
$31414

414 birmiture

111 North Market Street. Paris.
Phone 642-69%
Geraldine & Tem SOce... Nigrs.

•
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Local churches announce plans for Sunday services

Memorial Baptist
Church
The Rev. Terry Sills,
Director of Mission of
the Blood River
Association. will be the
guest speaker at 10:50
a.m. and 7 p.m. services
at - Memorial Baptist
Church.
Starkie Colson will
serve as deacon of the
week.
Milton Gresham,
minister of music will
direct the Sanctuary
Choir as members sing
"More, More About
Jesus."
The Ladies' Choir will.
present the choral worship at the evening
service.
---Grace Baptist Church
The Rev. R.J. Burpoe,
pastor, will speak at
10:50 a.m. and 5:30 p.m.
services at Grace Baptist Church.
"I'll See You In The
Rapture" will be sung
by the church choir at
the morning service
with -Leland- Peeler-as
director. Dwane Jones
will serve as organist
and Anita Smith will
serve a pianist.
----

with scripture from tist Church.
Food and fellowship from I Cor. 15:7a at from
Westside
Palestine United
Smithiand wil be
John 4:31-38 at South
Bro. Eddie Young will with Bible Study follow- First Presbyterian the
Baptist Church
Methodist Church
evangelist.
Pleasant Grove United be leading the 7 p.m. ing will be held at 6 p.m. Church.
Deacons on call are
Church school begins
Rev. Glynn Orr,
Methodist Church.
service.
on Wednesday.
The choir will sing the Charles Henry
and Jim- at 10 a.m. at Palestine pastor will speak at the
The choir will present
Sonny Lockhart will
_ -anthem. "Alleluia" by my Kelly.
United ,Methodist morning service at10:50
-a special directed by be serving as deacon of
First Baptist Church
Cesar Franck. Daniel
Church. Eugene a.m. and the evening
Truman Whitfield.
the week.
Rev. Greg Earwood, Craig will direct and
--- Rudolph serves as service at 6 p.m.at
Organist will be Tom Max McGinnis will be pastor, will speak at the Susan Chamberlin.WW
Lake-Land Apostolic
ndent.
Weat•sfde Hapttst
'my"Gaines and the directing the music with morning worship ser- accompany on the
ftev. James H. Cain. superinte
Worship services are Church.
pianist for the morning Laura Paschall serving vice at 10:45 a.m. and at organ.
pastor, will begin a new
at 11 a.m. and 6 p.m.
The choir will sing
service will be Kathy as organist and Sharon the evening worship serChurch School series entitled "Our InThe minister, Rev. "More Than WonderErwin and Carolyn Furches serving as vice at 7 p.m. at the Assembly begins at 9:30 heritance" from I Peter
Marvin L. Napier, will ful" at the morning serParks will serve as pianist.
First Rapt's( Church.
a.m. Classes are 1:4 and the book of speak on Jeremiah 10:23
vice under the direction
pianist for the evening
Hebrews in the 10 a.m.
Wayne Halley will available for al ages.
- -- and St. John 10:10-11 at of Bro. Tommy Scott,
service at 5:30 p.m.
Flint Baptist Church
preachin
g/teachi
direct the music. G.T.
ng
sesA nursery is available
the morning service.4music director. Music
Also assisting will be
Bro. Marty Robertson Moody. associate for all services.
sion at Lake-Land
for the evening service
Chris Liddle, Beau will be preaching on pastor, will assist in the
First United
Apostolic Church.
- - -will be a solo by Phylis
Methodist'Church
Jones, Leah Hill, Glen- "No Shortcuts" in the services.
At the 6 p.m. service,
Elm Grove Missionary
da Hill, Phil and morning service at.. 11
Dan Walker will conThe First United Archer.
Sunday School begins
Baptist Church
A baptismal will be at
Marylin Liddle, Richard a.m. and will continue at 9:30 p.m.
The pastor Rev. tinue his series of Methodist Church of
the close of the evening
Nesbitt, Bobby Hill, the series on "Reve,la- - -David Brasher will lessons frm the book of Murray announces the
service.
Hazel Lee Boyd and tions" during the evenPoplar Sluing
speak at the 11 a.m. and John. The Evangelistic following activities for
Sunday School begins
Michael Parks.
Baptist Church
ing service at 6:45 p.m
6:45 p.m. services at cervice will be at 7 p.m. Sunday services: Rev.
at
10 a.m. and there will
---at Flint Baptist Church.
The Lake -Land Rick C. Dye will be
Pastor Chester P. Elm Grove Missionary
First Christian Church
Leading the music Culver will speak at the Baptist Church. Music Apostolic Church is preaching on the subject be Children's Church at
Dr. David C. Roos, will be Mark Miller with 11 a.m. morning wor- will be under the direc- located at 402 Sunbury
Gone Fishing." The 10:50 a.m. for ages two
through five.
minister, will present Mrs. Gina Brandon ser- ship service on the sub- tion of Mitch
Circle.
scripture
lesson will be
Ash,
the sermon "Jesus The ving as pianist and Mrs. ject "Things That Can- church music director.
from
John 21:1-19. A
---Way" at the Sunday Sondra Rice as organist. not Be Shaken- from Special music
solo during the 8:30 a.m.
in the
Goshen United
worship service at the
---the book of Hebrews at morning service will be
service will be "The
Methodist Church
10:45 service of the First
University Baptist
Poplar Spring Baptist brought by Bobbie
Goshen United Good Shepherd" by Dr.
Christian Church.
Rev. Don Farmer will Church.
Burkeen and Juanita Methodist Church will Eula McCain. The AnMargaret Boone will speak at both morning
them at 10:50 a.m. will
Dan Hargrave will Lee and in the evening hear the pastor,
Rev.
present "Spring and evening services at lead the music; Louise service by Mabel
LONDON(AP)- BriDon Faulkner, .sp!ak at be "Lord Thou Hest
-Prayer" as a special -University Baptist. Short be the organist
Blalock and Mabel The 11 a.m. service. Joe Searched Me-Out"PaUl tain's queen-mother has
musical solo.
joined the nation's
Morning worship is at 9 Tonya Wells will serve Rogers. Glenda Lawrence will
be the lay Shehan will be directing
Worship leader will be a.m. and evening wor- as pianist. Children's Rowlett, Teresa
and Bea Farrell will be largest trade union, the
Sutter assistant.
Raylene Gagel.
ship is a 5 p.m.
1.4 million -strong
church will be at the and Lisa Owsalt are the
Dan Woods will give the organist.
Sunday School will
Sunday School will same time under the church musicians.
Transport and General
---the children's devotion.
start at 9:30 a.m.
follow the morning wor- direction of Tray
Workers Union, as an
Sunday School will
Charles Proffitt will
Coldwater
ship for each age level. Garland.
honorary member.
begin at 10 a.m. with direct the music with
South Pleasant Grove
Baptist Church
Sinking Spring
Dallas Carpenter will
Union general
The evening worship Brooks Oswalt as Direc- Carolyn Venable and
United Methodist
The Coldwater Bap- secretary Ron Todd said
Baptist Church
lead the adult study on service is at 6:30 p.m. tor and Church Training Tracy
Beach as tist
Rev. Bob Dotson.
Church announces Thursday he was
Bro. Jeff Brown will the subject of "Praise." The pastor will be will be at 6 p.m. with
accompanists.
pastor. will speak at the be speaking at 11 a.m.
the following activities delighted the 85-yearB.J. McGibney will speaking on the subject Jack Owens as director.
Sunday
school will
10:45 a.m. service on service as the last ser- lead the music with "When Life
Really
Focus on the Family begin at 10 a.m. and Bi- for Sunday services: old mother of Queen
"Harvesting Where vice of the youth reviv.al Gary L.. McClureThe pastor is Bro. Elizabeth II
as Begins."•
film "Preparing for ble study at 6:30 p.m.
had decided
Others Have Planted" at Sinking Spring Bap- pianist.
George Culp; the music to join.
Sunday School is at 10 Adolescence, Part II"
director is Bobby Manna.m. under the direction by Dr. Dobson will be
--The decision by Queen
ing; the pianist is Marge Mother
of Marty Futrell and shown at 5:30 p.m. in the
Russell Chapel United
Elizabeth
West; and the organist followed
Church Training will be fellowship hall on
Methodist Church
a visit to Lonis
Jennifer Culp. The don's Smithfiel
at 5:30 p.m. under the Sunday.
Worship service at
d meat
direction of Tray
Junior choir will also Russell Chapel United Sunday School hour is at market last month.
10
a.m.
The title of the
Garland. Both have meet at 6 p.m. on Sun- Methodist Church at
•
Under union rules, she
classes for all ages.
day. Revival wil begin 9:45 a.m. with the morning message is will receive a copy of
"The
Why
of Revival," the union's
---on Monday, April 14 and minister, Rev. Marvin
monthly
Fitst Presbyterian
continue through the •L. Napier speaking on from Psalms 85. The newspaper,and is ofevening
services
begin ficially entitled
Church
morning service on Jeremiah 10:23 and St.
to union
• Rev. Thomas Schell- April 20. Service-are at-7' John.101-10--W----- _at.§41-ta-The..tit1e of the... -.cash if-she-strffers arrin evening
message
is "Go jury at work.
ingerhout will speak on p.m. each night and a
Church school begins
put as an
On To Maturity," from
"From the Scrapbook of • nursery will be provid- at 10:45 a.m.
honorary member she
Hebrews
5:10-6:3.
a Saint- with scriptures ed. Rev. Fred Lowrance
---doesn't have to pay
---union dues or stop work7th & Poplar
ing in the event of a
Church of Christ
strike.
Charles Klinker will
Her husband. King
speak at the services of George VI who
died in
R. Martin I. spier
the 7th & Poplar Church
Palestine - Russell Chapel
body of persons having pensated and. that she of Christ. Morning ser- 1952. became an
tinned Methodist Churches
common rights, in- was putting con- vices are at 8:30 a.m. honorary member of the
same union at the in"For we are labourers terests, and priveleges; siderable
money of her and 10:40 a.m. Evening
vitation of Ernest
together with God: ye a corporation; society
own into the mission services are at 6 p.m.
are God's husbandry, ye generally; common work.'The
its first general
Bevin,
asked, "And The sermon for the morare building." (1st. Cor. character. St. Paul had
what do you get for this ning services will be secretary. who became
Sound of •loy to perform April 23 at Poplar Spring Baptist Church.
the nation's foreign
3:9)
"community" in mind work?" Her reply was, "Meek, not Weak"
with secretary
At a nearby for us, - when he said; "I
.
am more than amply scripture from Mathew
drugstore, the phar- "We are labourers
rewarded when I see the 5:5. The subject for the
macist is filling a together with God..."
In 1978, Soviet ofsmile on the faces of evening service will be
prescription which the Yes, we need all people
those who are "Christ, the Light of my ficials blamed the difdoctor has prescribed and their contribution. changed.
"
Life. my Shining ficulty of getting oil
As an outreach of the gospel and
contemporary Christian for a patient. Around the In the Church, some
from Siberian fields as
Example."
SuArt Ministries in Pen- challenges Christians to
Louis Pasteur, whose
music of Grammy corner, the automobile people are gifted in
Jerry
Bolls
will lead the reason for rising oil
sacola, Fla.. Sound of greater commitment to
award winner Amy mechanic is putting new prayer, others teaching, scientific discoveries so the song
service
at all prices in the Soviet
Joy. a Christian musical Christ."
Grant to a medley of spark plugs in the car of some in preaching the greatly benefited services.
• Union.
group with unity of purMembers of Sound of familiar hymns by the a customer. The farmer Word. Please read humanity, was often
pose, will perform on Joy are from all over
famous hymnwriter faithfully tends his herd Paul's catalog of Chris- heard to say, "In what THE FAR SIDI
By GARY LE1/4RSON
Wednesday. April 23 at 7 111 the United States and
of cattle, to make sure tian talents in: 1st. Cor. way can I be of service
Fanny Crosby.
p.m. at Poplar Spring represent several difSound of Joy has per- we will have milk over - Chapter 12, and he to humanity? My Time,
Baptist Church. Accor- ferent denominations.
formed concerts in loca- our cereal, tomorrow states in 1st. Cor. - My Life, and My energy
ding to Art Crane. presiThe musical group, tions as diverse as morning. In the court Chapter 13, that the belong to mankind."
dent of SuArt formed in 1978, appeals
Seoul, South Korea and room, the attorney is reason we speak or give,
Frances R. Havergal
Ministries. "Under the to a wide variety of auDixon's Mill, Alabama. pleading the case of his or whatever we do, we shared the deep meanlordship of Jesus Christ, diences. Their reperThey have played for a client. At the hospital, in must do it out of a heart ing of "community" in
Sound of Joy presents toire ranges from the
church with a member- the maternity ward, a of love. "Now abideth the grand old hymn;
ship of 1800 and for an nurse is attending the faith, hope and charity, "Take My Life, and Let
audience seated on new born babies with a these three; but the It Be". life, - hands,
We do all types of
bales of hay in a loving heart and careful greatest of these is feet, lips, silver and
muffler repair and inhands. At the airport. charity." (1st. Cor. gold, she offered to God.
backyard.
stallation. Dual exThe fourth verse states:
Sound of Joy performs the pilot makes a last 13:13)
There is a story of a Take my love, My God. I
almost 300 concerts a minute check of the
haust conversion (vans
year and has recorded ship's instruments, wealthy lady who gave pour at Thy feet its
GERRALD BOYD'S & trucks).
before heading for the much money, time, and treasure store; Take
four albums.
AUTO REPAIR &
For more information sky, and many destina- her services to a mis- myself and I will be contact Dan Hargrave tions. In the class room, sion in a slum area of Ever, only , All for
SERVICE CENTER
at 753-2326 or SuArt the teacher is busy in- the city. Week after Thee, Ever, only, all for
structing our children. week she laboured with Thee.
Ministries at ( 904
And, too, there is the people who many said
432-2766.
514
753-1750
The public is invited policeman, directing were undeserving.
.S. 12th
Estb. 1956
traffic, - untangling a When asked why she did
to the free concert.
In 1973. the U.S. amtraffic jam, so we can such a thing, she said, bassador to
Haiti, Clinmove on. Do you get the "I do it because of the ton Knox,
was released
picture? We need one great reward I by gunmen
in exchange
another in everyday liv- • receive." Her hearers for the release
of 12 Haiing. This is community! were astonished at such tian
prisoners, safe conWebster defines " a statement, thinking duct to
Mexico and
"And here we are last summer off the coast
cominunity" this way: a that she was not coin- $70.000.
of Helen, is this Hawaii or Florida?"

Queen Mother
made member
of UK union

Contemporary religious thought

Sound of Joy to perform

Mufflers
$2395

oINNINEMS1111mk.
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FREE! One Bag of
Garst Seed Corn
To Qualified Farmers*
Come by the store
and pick up
your bag of
Free Seed Corn Today.
To Qualify, You Must
Be Planting Corn
Yield Check Report Required

Ag Brokers, Inc.
Industrial Rd.
(NeAt to Ryan Milk)

753-4533

CAR OF THE WEEK

CAREY W.
CAMPBELL, M.D.

Certified by The American Board Of Neurological Surgery

Announces the relocation
of his office for the
Practice of Surgery of the Spine
To

1 Of Only 31100 hied,
'$3 Olds 442
T top, loaded Only 18,xxx certified miles
Out These Other Cots
'111 Olds Cut. Sup. Orlun. Cp..3 way burgundy. Loaded. 52,...cortlfloil adios. Rosily slserp.

2501 Broadway
Paducah, Kentucky 42001
Telephone: (502) 443-6563

McNutt Motor Sales; Inc.

Chpck

'43 lukk Ihrgel. T-top, light sable brown, tilt, crulso,
shire°. ',tor&
certified
Certifieel Mileage
Owner History

Pre Osa ned Cars

700 Alain
759-1839
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Wal Mail Sells

FKI111-11, .411'1111. II, 1986

i's

WAI:MART

Foam Ice Chest

Mal&ilitlidIEM=1150

•28 quart •Ideal for picnics or traveling
*Tight fitting lid keeps food and beverage
cold for hours
•Reg. 1.34

Percale Sheet Sets
'Cotton/polyester •180 thread
count 'Permanent press

Igloo 48 Quart Ice Chest

Hefty
Foam Trays

*Tough ABS plastic •Urethane insulated
*Guaranteed odor free
'Removable food tray
•Reg..23.46

'Pack of 20
•12 x 9 Inches
'Reg. 1.57

15%40% Off
Decorator Floor
Pillows
•Assorted colors

Wal-Mart Facial Tissue
•200 count
•2 Ply tissue
•Assorted colors
•Reg. 57'

11 ,31,
111 111il +,11(111iltimk? II 11.1: I-11 at)PAElI1

•Reg. 8.96

48
/
1 2 Inch x 50 Ft.
Garden Hose

141111111A111)11t7

Hammock

1 401 sllaS ticket-11M •ssal 101 cliaS Pew

•High Quality Vinyl
2 ply, all brass couplings
•Reg. 2.64

•34" x 80"
•Multi-striped polyester hammock
'
Includes heavy guage steel stand
'
Reg. 29.93

Travel
Pillow

4 Person.
15 x 9

4 Person..
12 x 9

Bedding Plants

CILMELIMMEURINIM2C

5 Man.

•

April Events
April 11th—Tent Display
April 12th—Early Bird Specials
April 14th—Alarm Clock Game
April 15th—Senior Citizen Day.

Bicycles

Off
15%
Special Selection

Top Soil

$

Peat Humus

$1 37

Sheep &
Cow Manure

$1 37

1 Gallon
Azaleas
Fertilizer

Fertilizer

April 16th — Jean Trade In Day.

37

4/$7
(2733)

Fertilizer (us a

Specials Through The Day

3/$1

S3) Ani sua

10 x 8

Saturday
Early Bird
Specials!
7-10 a.m. Only!

2333)

(1010)

$419
5483
11/EMEMI31711:11.

Trail Tent. ..18.93
\ Dome 3-Man..112.87

sieopiem •ssal Jo; sliaS ligyv-I•pA •ssiii ad i sips siegulem • •

•Polyester filled
'Non-allergic
•Dustproof
•Reg. 2.47

Bring in an old pair of leans and
receive $3.00 off any new pair of
leans $10 or more.
Moste,C Ord

*Craft Classes
.'
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Upcoming governor's race looks to be most expensive one yet
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
reporting periods.
With one candidate already raisAnother potential candidate.
ing more than $1.3 million, the
former Gov. John Y. Brown Jr.,
1987 governor's race is shaping
hasn't shown much of an inclinaup as the most expensive election to raise money.
tion contest in Kentucky history.
The John Y. Brown Jr. for
Lexington businessman
Governor Committee report filWallace Wilkinson, whose camed Thursday with the Registry
paign has put together that lofty
of Eleciton Finance showed only
Iota!: appears .perfectly
• "three" edhtribUtions totaling
to pay most of his own way to the
$1,050 and interest on bank
Governor's Mansion.
deposits of less than $100. There
Wilkinson has loaned $750,000
was a cash balance of $13,114.59.
to the Wilkinson for Governor
Brown paid for most of his
committee in $250.000 inown campaign in 1979, but has
stallments over the IRct three
said he will not do so again.

Without his personal loan of
$250,000, Wilkinson raised
$175,037.07 in the first three months of 1986.
The committee reported a
cash balance of $902,693.08, but
debts of $758,310.21, most of
which were the personal loans.
Wilkinson's fund-raising effOrt6,"eSpetitillY • his. Urge personal loans, have provided what
little debate has taken place in
the early jockeying among
Democrats.
A news release from the
Wilkinson campaign

acknowledges that the loans
have been downplayed by opponents, especially Lt. Gov.
Steve Beshear. Wilkinson said in
the release that it is an attempt
to obscure his overall success.
When the loans are excluded,
Wilkinson's total of $570,350 is
still ahead of Beshear's committee',
earlier reported total
fund-raising of $521,730 without
any loans to his own campaign.
Woodford County
thoroughbred breeder Brereton
Jones has easily outdistanced a
large field of potential rivals for

Open Daily 9-9; Sundays 12-6

lieutenant governor.
The Committee to Elect
Brereton Jones Lieutenant
Governor has reported
$330,455.35, including personal
contributions of $175,000.
Agriculture Commissioner
David Boswell has also had
some success raising money.
Aceotatifg to re rti flied with
the registry, the "Boswell Supporters for Better Government"
committee raised $36.706
through March 31.
Most of that total, $24,800,
came from the sale of baseball
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Police department
investigates bogus
checks surfacing
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36%----Our 13.97 Ea. Appliance choice. Steam dry iron, 2slice toaster, 5-speed hand mixer, can opener with
sharpener or 8-cup Percolator.
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TV has 6-function remote control VCR features 14day. 4-event programmer, wireless remote
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Sale Price. Bubble bath
helps make bathing fun
for children Mild formula gentle on skin In 16fl -oz size

Save 47%

39.96;0:
Our 49.96 Ea. Name brand watches for men and women.
Collection of stunning timepieces with 17-jewel analog or quartz
movement. Dress and sporty styles in choice of finishes.
Style may vary by 5/0.e

1.93 3.67
Sal* Price Pkg. Mars
plain or peanut chocolate candles. 1-1b.
net wt.

Our 6.97. Automatic mop.
Includes 4 refills.
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Our 3.67 Pkg.
Bounce fabric softener 60 sheets

5Boxes$1

Sale Price Pkg. 35
lawn/trash bogs.
33 gal., 33x40"

Our 99' Jar. Dill
hamburger slices.
32-oz net wt

Saki Price. Choice
of muffin mixes.
7-81
/
2 oz. size.

For$5 31%
Scive

Salo Price Box. 40
Tampax tampons
Choice of sizes
tn.
,3 lams

C Save
22%
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Mid. By Monroe Auto
Equipment Co

Some $5,000 in allegedly bogus
checks have been cashed locally
since April 3, according 'to
Detective Charles Peeler of the
Murray Police Department.
Peeler said an individual usbig the name John R. Henry
opening checking accounts at
the Bank of Murray and Peoples
Bank April 3, depositing $50 in
each account.
.
414, •
Since that time. Peeler
reported, 27 checks totaling approximately $5,000 had been
written on the two accounts.
"Some of the checks are
stamped Western Kentucky
Wholesale with a rubber
stamp," Peeler said, indicating
that they appear to be payroll
checks.
Other checks are drawn on the
name John R. Russell and have
been written as payment for
merchandise at a variety of
local businesses
Peeler said the man is
described as about 5-8 to 5-10
with sandy dark hair over the
ears and a moustache. He is
reportedly in his mid-30s.

Flight engineer:
Arrow Air charter
'flew like a dog

LIP -I,
,

99'

caps at $100 apiece. Boswell has
acknowledged that several top
employees in his department
were voluntarily selling the
caps.
The Friends of Dave Armstrong Committee reported raising a total of $11,500, with $10,384
cash on hand on March 31.
Armstrong, the current attorney general, has not said.
whether he will run for governor
or lieutenant governor, but is expected to seek the number two
office.
The Friends of Alice
McDonald committee reported
raising $8,303.
The committee formed to support the political aspirations of
the superintendent of public instruction had $5,873.15 on hand
,at the end of the March.
John L. Smith of Louisville,
the committee chairman, said
some of that total was from the
sale of ball-point pens at $100
each, but he declined to say how
much. Contributions of $100 or
less do not have to be listed individually on the spending
reports.
Pike County Judge-Executive
Paul Patton, whose billboards
have started appearing across
Kentucky--to--promote- Ms- cum
didacy, has not yet created a
campaign finance committee.

OTTAWA (AP) — The Arrow
Air military charter that crashed in Newfoundland in
December was overloaded when
it left Cairo, Leaked out all its
drinking water, had one engine
running hot and generally "flew
like a dog," the flight engineer
testified.
Charles Alonso, who was part
of the three-man crew that flew
the DC-8 from Cairo to Cologne,
West Germany — where another
crew took over — appeared at a
Canadian Aviation Safety Board
hearing on Thursday.
The plane, carrying eight
crew members and 248 U.S.
soldiers, crashed on takeoff
from Gander. Newfoundland,
Just before dawn on Dec. 12, killing everyone on board.
The troops were returning to
Fort Campbell, Ky., after six
months of peacekeeping duty in
Egypt's Sinai Peninsula.
Alonso said the right outboard
engine, No. 4. was scheduled to
be changed after the ill-fated
trip. Gauges showed that engine
to be hotter than the other three
during flight, he said, and on
takeoff "I had to throttle back
No. 4 a little bit to keep it within
limits" for temperature
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OUTDOOR LIFE
Bassin'
with the pn's
Over the many years
I've been fishing, I often
have found myself in a
situation where I've asked, "Now how would a
pro
handle
this?"Bassin' with the Pros"
is a new column that will
feature professional bass
.fishermen providing the
answers to many of the
questions I've asked, and
I hope to many of your
questions as well. The
column also will offer
tips on fishing equipment
and its proper use and
care to help all of us
catch more bass.
Before you hit the
water for the first day of
the new season, you
should make sure your
equipment is as ready
for bass action as you
are. Spring is the time of
year that most anglers
inspect their tackle that is, if they inspect it
at all. 'Tis the season to
check over your rods,
reels, line, lures and
tackleboxes. With the
costs of these items going up each year, proper
maintenance can keep
these tools productive for
many, many years.
Here's 'the
basic
"spring workout" that I
take my gear through.
"Tackleboxes - Completely empty the boxes
and sort the contents according to types of
tackle. Once the box is
empty, remove any rust
left by the lures and any
film residue. I use an old
toothbrush and a mild
dishsoap for this job.
Rinse
the
box
thoroughly, blot it dry,
and then let it air dry. I
complete the cleaning
process with an inspection of the box's hardware - handles, latches.
etc.
*Sharpen hooks - This
is probably one of the
most important areas
overlooked by most
anglers. A good, sharp
hook will catch more
fish. There are two types
of hooks, the straightpoint and curved-point.
Each is sharpened differently. The straight-

point hook is sharpened
with a file at three different angles to make a
triangular-shaped cutting edge. The curvedpoint hook is attacked
with a rounded hone,
which sharpens the two
sides of the hook. If you
can't eye the sharpness
of the cutting edges,
here's a test that my
father taught me: drag
the hook across your
thumbnail. If the hook
sticks into your nail
while you are applying
little or no pressure, then
the hook is sharp.
*Plugs - Polish your
plugs with a damp cloth.
Eliminate any rust on
the hooks and put the
original shape back into
them with a needlenosed
pliers. Check the lips,
hook hangers, propellers
and blades.
*Spinnerbaits - Check
all the metal parts for
the slightest sign of rust.
I touch up any lead heads
that show chipping. I
look at the skirts and
replace those that have
seen better days. I wash
each lure with a damp
rag and wipe dry.
*Spinners - Check all
the metal parts for that
nasty rust and remove it
wherever it occurs. Inspect the clevises and
blades for effortless
operation. Then, give the
spinners a quick coating
of demoisturizing oil.
*Jigs - Check the lead
heads for chipping and
repaint
them
if
necessary. Also, look
over the skirts for wear,
tear and discoloration.
Re-tie the skirts out of
bucktail or FisHair.
*Soft plastics - I keep
all my soft plastic lures
in a separate tacklebox,
or transfer a few of my
favorite plastic worms to
baby food jars for leakproof storage. The soft
plastic lure contains
plasticizer, an oily
substance that gives the
plastic its pliability. The
plasticizer can leak with
age or heat and can
damage other lures
stored nearby. If your

by jem maupin

by Trey Foerster
soft plastic "springs a
leak," be sure to scour
the affected compartment and discard the
pieces struck by the "oil
spill."
'Line - If
you
remember that the only
thing between you and a
trophy bass is your line,
you might start taking a
lot more interest in its
condition. Cut off about
five feet of line after
every two or three hours
of fishing. Remove any
portion of line that shows
nicks or abrasions.
*Rods - Wash your
rods with a dishsoap
solution and wipe them
dry. Inspect the blanks,
handles, guides, tips, and
wrapping for wear. If
there is something
wrong, don't hesitate to
take the rod to a
qualified repair shop for
the
necessary
improvement.
*Reels - All reels
need to be periodically
oiled and greased according to the manufacturer's instructions. As a
rule of thumb, I take my
reels to a repair shop
every year for their
"spring tuneup" - much
like I take my car in for
its checkup. I have the
shop check parts for
wear, repair or replace
parts necessary, oil and
grease the reels and put
on new line. With the proper
care
and
maintenance,
reels
should last you many,
many years. OMC has introduced a
new partially synthetic
outboard
lubricant
designed for today's high
performance V-6 outboards. Called Johnson'
GT and Evinrude' XP
High Performance lubricant, OMC says the product offers better engine
protection at high RPMs,
reduced piston scuffing
and ring sticking and
reduced carbon building.
Both lubricants may be
used in any outboard at
the
manufacturer's
recommended
fuel/lubricant ratio.

DALE HOLLOW Clear; stable, 4 feet
below pool, 58.
LAUREL - Clear;
stable, 1 foot above pool,
62.
NOLIN - Clear; tie\ CAVE RUN - Clear
ing, 5 feet below pool, 65. teriQurky rising slowly,
ROUGH RIVER - 4 feel below pool, 59.
PAINTSVILLE Clear to murky; stable,
Clear; stable, 5 feet
10 feet below pool, 62.
TAYLORSVILLE - below pool, 62.
BUCKHORN - Clear
Clear to murky; stable,
to murky; rising slowly,
2 feet below pool, 62.
20 feet below pool. 65.
HERRINGTON GRAYSON - Clear to
Clear; stable, 9 feet
murky; stable, 8 feet
below pool, 62.
below pool, 60.
GREEN RIVER DEWEY - Clear to
Clear; rising slowly. 5
murky; rising slowly, 4
feet belovv "Pool. 60.
feet below pool. 64.
CUMBERLAND FISHTRAP - Clear
Clear; stable. 7 feet
to murky; rising slowly,
•
below pool, 58
26 feet below pool, 65.

A NICE CATCH - Jim Overton (left) accepts $1,000 in prize money for catching a tagged fish during the Crappiethon at Kentucky Lake. Making the
presentation Is T.J. Mullins, sponsor of the fish in the tournament.

Don't try to tame wild animals
Each spring, the
Department of Fish and
Wildlife Resources
receives numerous requests to take over the
care of young animals
which people have taken
from the wild in the
mistaken belief they
they were abandoned.
Once the animals start
growing they are no
longer cute and cuddly
and seem to suddenly
become wild animals
which their keepers can
no longer handle.
At this time these
"good samaritans" find
they not only possess an
unmanageable wild
creature, but that they
are in possible violation
of the law for keeping
wildlife without a
permit.
A worse problem is
finding out too late the
reason the "orphan"
didn't scamper off when
first approached is
because it has rabies or
some other disease.
This is more common
than most people
realize, and too often
they find out the hard
way.
In truth, most of the
"orphaned" animals
found in the spring
woods are not orphans
at all. Their parents
have gone off in search
of food, or are hiding
nearby until the human
intruders leave. So if
you find a young animal
in the woods, do it, and
yourself a favor and
leave it alone, and avoid
any wild animal that
does not show a normal
fear of humans or which
is acting sick or
unusual.
Kentucky Afield
TN'Show moves
to Wednesdays
Starting April 9, 1986,
the popular Kentucky
Afield television program moves to Wednesday evenings at 7:30
p.m. EST, on the Kentucky Educational
Television Network.
Featuring host Jeremy
Dreier, Kentucky Afield
is of interest to sportsmen and all those who
love the outdoors.

1988 Kentucky Trout
Stamp contest
Winner Announced
Victor L. Erickson, A
Beaverton, Oregon. artist, designer and art
marketing executive
was named winner of
the 1986 Kentucky Trout
Stamp Contest. A panel
of five judges picked
Erickson's entry from
110 original works submitted by professional
and amateur artists
fro,rn across the
country.
The winning entry is a
water color rendering of
a male brown trout
chasing shiners through
a weed bed. Second
place in the 1986 competition was awarded to
D. Ed Philpot of North
St. Paul, Minnesota, and
third place went to
Terry A. Isaac, of
Salem, Oregon, Works
submitted by-seven artists received honorable
mention. "There's
always a hope of winning, but it's a surprise
when it happens,"
Erickson said, adding
that "I wouldn't have
entered if I didn't think I
had a chance of
winning."
Issued by the Kentucky Department of
Fish and Wildlife
Resources, the Kentucky trout stamp is a
license which sells for
$3.50. Revenue from the
sale of the 1-1 '2" x
2-1/4" stamp is used to
fund Kentucky's trout
stocking program and
trout management
research.
Last ,year's winner
was Kentucky artist....'woodcarver, Rick
Hill of Hart County.
Prior to 1984. Kentucky
trout stamps featured a
line drawing design of a
jumping rainbow trout.
Turkey Season
Opens April 16
Kentucky's wild
turkey season opens
April 16. and depending
on the county is either
seven or 14 days in
length. The season is 14
days long in all or parts
of Ballard, Bath, Pike.
Letcher, Menifee,

Harlan, Butler. Boyle.
Casey, Marion, McCreary and Pulaski
counties, as well as the
Beaver Creek, Cranks
Creek, Pine Mountain,
Pioneer Weapons
Wildlife Management
Areas, and the
Bluegrass Ordnance
Depot.
The seven-day season
includes all or part of
Adair. Bel 1
Breckinridge, Carter,
Christian, Crittenden,
Franklin. Greenup.
Henry, Lewis. Nelson.
Taylor, Webster, Hancock and Ohio counties.
Special areas such as
Ft. Knox. Ft. Campbell
and Land Between the
Lakes may have different open and closing
dates. Hunters should
check the 1986 Kentucky
Spring Turkey Hunting
Guide for details.
Only turkeys with
visible beard may be
taken. Shooting hours
are from one half hour
before sunrise until
noon. prevailing time.
All wild turkey
hunters must possess a
turkey permit 1$6.50 , iii
addition to a valid annual Kentucky hunting
license
Detensix e Turkey
Hunting
Turkey h ii nters
should avoid the colors
red. white and blue
because they are
similar to the coloration
of the gobblers head
Several hunters have
been wounded while
wearing these colors
Gobbler calls should
also be avoided because
ot the very great risk of
being mistaken for one!

This cold front has
made it tough fishing
the past two days! I got
used to that 75-80 degree
temperature and when
the chill factor dropped
into the 20s Wednesday
and Thursday mornings, the insulated
Coveralls come out
again.
Stanley, Brooks and
Steve Durican fished
with me both days and
on several occasions our
rod tips were shaking so
bad, it looked as if we
were fencing. I'm sure
some of the crappie we
caught were just as surprised as ourselves. I'm
finding crappie in 3-5
foot water and near
stumps or brush but not
down in it.
Several of the fish, the
bigger ones, were just
cruising along rocky
shorelines close to deep
water.
We have been casting
ultralight jigs most of
the time but when
fishing a drop off or
deep brush I switch to a
tube jig to match the
color-celector.
This system has worked pretty well so far and
if we get some more
water in the lake I think
it will be a great
combination.
A lot of the big money
"tagged" crappie are
being caught so if you
plan on fishing anytime
soon, you had better invest in that little ticket!
Bass fishing interest

is picking up with tournament dates rapidly
approaching.
Steve Cathey was in
the station earlier this
week and told me he
caught a 7 lb. 10 oz wall
hanger bass!
The bass shouldn't be
too far away from going
on the beds with the
water temperature
pushing 68-70 degrees. I
think this cold front
might slow them down a
bit but not for very long.
They already have the
urge to spawn in mind
so its just a matter of
time until we get a
warm south wind, then
look out, a lot of folks
will get their string
stretched!"
_ Most bassers are
throwing a wide variety
of lures which include.
crankbaits, spinner
baits, plastic worms,
pig and jig combos and
even a few topwater
stickbaits.
All of these will produce if conditions are
right and the lure is
presented properly.
I'm - sure you know
this already but
sometimes we forget to
stop and think!
We are still at low
water elevation so
please be carefull when
running, many stumps
and bars are just under
the surface and they can
be deadly! Pay attention to where you are
running!
Happy Fishing

David King and son. Jonathan. of Route 5. Murray are shown with their recent catch. The 7 lb.
and 4 lb. keepers were caught on spinner bait at
the Watershed in Graves County.
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BARKLEY - Clear,
rising slowly,
feet.
below pool, 67.
BARREN - Clear;
rising slowly, 12 feet
below pool, 60.
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State lake conditions listed
FRANKFORT, Ky.
(API - Unseasonably
warm and dry weather
has cleared most Kentucky lakes and summerlike conditions
prevail. Water
temperatures have improved fishing generally
and thousands of
anglers have taken
advantage.
Here is the lake-bylake rundown of conditions reported by the
Department of Fish and
Wildlife Resources, as
of the April 5 - 6
weekend:
KENTUCKY Murky to clear; rising
slowly, 4 feet below
summer pool. 64
degrees.
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Watson
delivers
winning
double

Sweep

By Kent Brown
Sports Editor
The Murray Tigers
split a double-header
with Henry County,
Tenn. Thursday. rallying to win the first game
4-3 in eight innings, then
losing the second 17-2.
Jay Watson had the
game-winning hit in the
first game, a two-out
single that scored Chuck
Baker from second.
Baker had walked and
moved to second on Ed
Hendon's single.
Trailing 3-2. the
Tigers tied the game in
the seventh. With one
out. James Payne hit a
screamer that the pitcher couldn't handle.
After Payne's single,
Chris Padgett grounded
out, moving Payne to second. Craig Schwettman came in to run for
Payne and scored on
Chip Adkins' single to
center field_
MHS also scored in
the first and fifth
innings.
Mark West walked
with one out in the first
and stole second. Watson and Payne then
walked to load the
bases. West scored
when Padgett was hit by
a pitch.
In the fifth, Baker,
who had waiked and advanced to second on
Hendon's single, scored
when Watson doubled
down the right field line.
Mark Miller started
for the Tigers and worked six innings, giving up
three unearned runs and
only two hits, while
striking out one and
walking six. West, 1-0,
relieved Miller after the
lead off batter walked in
the seventh and earned
the win.

Lakers take two
from Henderson,
sport 7-3 record
By Kent Brown
Sports Editor
The Calloway County
Lakers completed a
tough spring break
schedule Thursday by
taking both games of a
double-header from
Henderson County at
Henderson.
The Lakers played
.500 ball over their
break. Earlier in the
week, they lost two to
Lone Oak and split a
double-header with
Hopkinsville.
Both Lone Oak and
Hopkinsville are ranked
in the top ten in the
state.
The Lakers are now
7-3-

Not quite

Thursday, CCHS
scored in the top of the
seventh inning to win
the first game 6-5 and
tallied three runs in the
third and fourth innings
Staff pboto by (iris Es-an.
to win the second game
GRIT AND BARE IT - The throw to second came in a little too late to get a Henry County
6-3.
runner,during Murray High's 4-3 win of the first game of a double-header Thursday. Second baseman Chuck Baker
"We started coming
was covering the bag for the Tigers. Henry County won the second game 17-2.
together as a team
Thursday," assistant
coach Stan Waller said.
"We started to play the
way Calloway County is
expected to play, like we
played last year."
Mike Garland's twoout
double was the
Just how fast were the
Kite said his playing throw," Tom Watson season because of his
decisive blow in the first
greens?
partner, Curtis Strange, added.
1986 suspension from game.
Gary Player, the once had a 15-footer that
Gary Koch, winless the Professional Golfers
Greg Futrell led off
three-time Masters he just touched.
since claiming two vic- Association Tour, said
the
inning with a single
champion from South
"On any ordinary tories in 1984, and he felt comfortable all
and appeared to be
Africa, four-putted the vanilla green it wouldn't Taiwan's T.C. Chen, day and "that
makes stranded at first until
ninth and had a 77.
have gone six inches," who led the U.S. Open me confident because
British Open cham- Kite said. "This one after three rounds last today it was very Garland lashed a drive
to left field. Trying to
pion Sandy Lyle of went six feet past."
year. were One shot difficult."
nail Garland at second,
Scotland, who won his
The lush Augusta Na- behind the leaders with
Jack Nicklaus, who the left fielder overfirst tournament in the tional Golf Club course 69s.
has five Masters crowns threw the second
United States last week is known for its fast
Watson, a two-time among his record 17 ma- baseman, allowing
at the Greater greens, but they were Masters winner,
headed jor professional chamGreensboro Open. faster than usual Thurs- a group of six at 70 that pionships, had a 74 and Futrell to score from
three-putted twice and day because of swirling also included Australian Arnold Palmer, who has third, where he had
stopped.
had a 76.
northwesterly winds Greg Norman, Tommy won this event four
Futrell started and
Bernhard Langer, the that began in the morn- Nakajima of Japan, times, shot 80.
went six innings to earn
West German who won ing and lasted Dave Barr of Canada
Calvin Peete, the only the win, his second. Sam
this major title last throughout the day.
and Americans Tom two-time winner on the Taylor relieved Futrell
year. also three-putted
The wind also left the Kite and Bob Tway.
tour this season, had a in the seventh after the
twice in his round of 74. elite international field
Seve Ballesteros, 75 and Lee Trevino 76.
first batter had singled
"The greens were so of 88 wondering about seeking his third
John Mahaffey, who and got the save, his
fast you couldn't stop club selection.
Masters title in seven claimed the Tourna- first.
the ball." Langer said.
"You had to make years, was among seven ment Players ChamThe Colonels actually
"It kept going, going your mind up what the players at 71, a group pionship two weeks ago,
out hit the Lakers 10 to
and going."
wind was doing and go that also included 1984 was well back at 79 and 8.
Johnny Miller putted with it," Kratzert said. Masters champion Ben Mac O'Grady, mired in
Calloway opened its
from the back fringe in- "It was a difficult day to Crenshaw and PGA a feud with the PGA, scoring
with a run in the
to the water on No. 12 play."
champion Hubert had a 82 - sharing the third. David Lawrence
and took a triple bogey
"It was like guessing Green.
worst score of the day walked, then came
6. He eventually shot 74. what a pitcher will
Ballesteros, who has with amateur Michael around to score on Mike
seen little action this Podolak.
Wheeler's double into

Greens at Masters cause problems

By Ell SHEARER
AP Sports Writer
AUGUSTA, Ga. ( AP
- Tom Kite called them
the fastest greens he
had ever seen, but they
certainly didn't faze
Ken Green and Bill
Kratzert.
"I made about four or
five no-brainers today."
Green said Thursday
after sinking four birdie
putts of 35 feet or more
Adkins and Watson
in composing a 4-underwent 2-for-4. Hendon
par 68 that gave him a
.went 2-for-5. The Tigers
share. with Kratzert, of
had nine hits.
the first-round lead in
MHS committed five
the 50th Masters golf
errors.
tournament.
Henry County quickly
"I putted today proended the suspense of bably as well as anyone
who was going to win could putt here, and I
the second game by tail- don't say that boastfuling 11 runs in the first in- ly," Kratzert said after
ning and six in the starting the day with a
second
60-footer for birdie on
It was helped by four the first hole.
Tiger errors in the first
"i guess I just woke
inning, which were all up with a good touch to(('ont'd on page 13) day." Kratzert added.

Do Your Car A Favor Go To Goodyear
LUBE,OIL CHANGE
& FILTER

r

Card collection means business
$44
$46 $48
4-cyl

up to five quarts oil
'Special diesel oil and filter
type may result in extra
charges.

Electronic Ignition Systems
6-cyi.
8-cyI.
•Cneck battery starting charging combustion systems
Install new spark plugs
•Set urning •Adiust, carburetor, where applicable (extra
charge .1 removal is necessary)
Warranted 90 days or 4,000 miles. whichever comes first

GUARANTEED
AIR CONDITIONING
SERVICE
SALE PRICE
Ni trade
seeded

P185 80R13
P185'75R14
P195/75R14
P205/75R14
P205/75R15
P215/75R15
P225/75R15
P235/75R15

Save On Steel
Belted Radials
$2

5

P155/80fiii

whitewall

For former Murray resident

ENGINE TUNE-UP

El99
'Includes

116411‘

the gap in right-center.
The Lakers tallied
four more runs in the
sixth to take a 5-2 lead,
only to have the Colonels come back with
three runs of their own
in the bottom half of the
inning.
Chuck Adams led off
the sixth with a walk.
Taylor singled, sending
Adams to second.
Garland knocked in
Adams with a single and
moved Taylor to third,
where he scored on a
suicide squeeze bunt by
Jeff Clendenon. After
fielding Clendenon's
bunt, the pitcher
misfired to first,
Garland racing to third,
Clendenon racing to
second.
Carey Alexander then
lashed a single, plating
Garland and Clendenon
Alexander went
2-for-4, while Futrell
and Garland went
2-for-3.
Alexander also drove
in the Lakers first run in
the second game, as his
single in the third inning
scored Corey Wells who
had singled and moved
to third on Wheeler's
single and a wild pitch
Futrell followed Alexander's hit with a
sacrifice bunt, bringing
home Wheeler and moving Alexander to second. Alexander scored
when Taylor's grounder
got by the second
baseman for an error.
Wells started
Calloway's three-rut.
fourth with a single. He
went to third when
Wheeler's grounder got
by the shortstop for an
error. A walk to Alexander then loaded the
bases.
Futrell's single scored
Wells and Wheel
A
sacrifice b
dams
scored Alexander.
Taylor, 2-0, was thf•
winning pitcher, strik
ing out seven in five innings. Allen Bazzell got
his first save by working
the last two innings.
Wells went 2-for-2, as
CCHS had eight hits to
six for Henderson
County.
The Lakers play at
Reidland Tuesday.

$42.70
$45.50
$49.50
$53.80
$54.70
$57.55
$59.40
$63.10

•Includes performance and
leak test.
•Freon extra, if needed.

GOODYEAR
INFLATABLE BLIMP!

90 DAYS
StRAIHAIS

Tiempo
Radial

•Stool belted radial construction delivers strength
•FlexIbis sidewalk deliver a smooth. comfortable
rids, tread wow, and fuel efficiency. Tread
designed to dissipate heat for tint durability.

Your kids will love it' And
you II be a hero' Buy any two
Goodyear radials at any participating Goodyear retailer
now thru May 10 and get one
of these toy blimps FREE'

RUDOLPH GOODYEAR
611 S IVItirra

753 0595

Mike Embry
AP Sports Writer
It's a sad story that
former Murray resident
Paul Holland has heard
over and over.
A man diligently collects baseball cards during his boyhood years,
then goes off to college
or the armed services.
He returns home
several years later only
to find that his mother
has tossed his childhood
keepsakes into a
wastebasket, never to
be seen again
"That is the standard
story I hear," Holland
said. "That's one of the
main reasons old
baseball cards are so
valuable and so
scarce."
Holland is in the
business of bringing

back those cherished
bought quite a few cards card this year," Holland
memories of times when from 1980 to 1983 and said. "It was Dwight
Willie Mays and Mickey decided to open a Gooden (New York
Mantle were idolized as -gore."
Mets) in 1985.
much as Prince, John
Holland travels to col- Historically, the first
Cougar Mellencamp lectors' conventions and year a player is on a
and Phil Collins are to- shows, buying and card is the most
day by youngsters.
trading cards, much valuable."
He is the owner of like major-league teams
He said that each sucLexington Baseball do with players. He has ceeding card of a player
Card & Sports paid up to $1,500 for a usually decreases in
Memorabilia Shop, a compete collection of value, even if the player
business that emerged cards and $220 for a appears to be on his way
three years ago from his Pete Rose rookie card.
to baseball's Hall of
own collection.
Among his most priz- Fame in Cooperstown,
"I started collecting ed possesions are a Dale N.Y.
baseball cards when I Murphy bat, an old
"Hall of Fame
was a kid," said advertising panel from
Holland, who also is a a box of Bowman players. in most inLexington -Fayette baseball cards and a stances, are a sure thing
County police officer. "I ticket stub from the 1928 and the card doesn't go
up in price," Holland
got out of it when I was World Series.
said
"Everyone knew
14 because I thought I
Holland said the first
was getting too old for few weeks of baseball Carl Yastremski was
It.
season are second only going to be in the Hall of
"But I got back into it to the Christmas season Fame, so his cards
in 1980 when I was 24. I in the amount of stayed about the same.
baseball cards sold at
"But fringe players,
,
10
his store.
someone like Luis
Holland said that Aparicio, the cards will
Rose rookie cards now rise in value because it
go for as much as $350. wasn't expected."
He said one of the most
While football cards
expensive is the Mickey aren't as popular.
Mantle card of 1952 that Holland believes there
brings as much as will be an increased inHaw Location At Con$2,500.
terest from collectors
cord '4 Milo Post Tiro
That is a clue to what next year when the first
y.Oaks Moll On Hwy.
will be valuble 15 to 20 William "Refrigerator"
60.
years from now, Perry card comes to the
442-2110
Holland said.
market "It could be
Open Mon.-Set, 9.3
"Vince
worth
$2 to $3 right from
Coleman
(St
Peat/mob, K y.
Louis Cardinals) is a big the start," he said,

me To
rder
Uniforms For
Baseball &
Softball
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Major League Baseball

Creeping in

LOOKING TO SCORE — Murray State's Steve Groehn waits for an oppurtunity to score from third in
the first inning of the Thoroughbreds' 9-5 loss in the second game of a double-header with Austin Peay
Thursday at Reagan Field. The 'Breda won the first game 5-3 on Tom Gargiulo's grand slam in the fifth
Inning. Thursday's games were MSU's first outings against an OVC Southern Division foe.

Mmor League Baseball
At A Glance
By The Assoaated Press
AMERICAN LEAGUE
East Division
WI
GB
Pct
Milwaukee
3
0 1000
Baltimore
1
667
2
1
Detroit
2
1
687
1
New York
2
667
I
Toronto
2
1
1
667
Boston
333 2
1
2
Cleveland
1
2
333 2
West Division
Minnesota
667 —
1
2
Seattle
2
I
887
California
1
2
333
1
Kansas City
1
2
333
I
Oakland
I
2
333
1
Texas
1
2
333
1
Chicago
0
3
000 2
Thursday s Games
New York 6, Kansas City 5 10 innings
Boston 4. Detroit 2
Milwaukee 8. Chicago 5
Oakland 3. Minnesota 0
Baltimore 5. Cleveland 1
Toronto II. Texas 10
Seattle 5. Cattfornia 2
Friday's Games
Toronto 'Clancy 0-0. at Kansas City (Gubicza 0-0,
Detroit i Terrell 0.01 at Cleveland I Niekro 0-01
Milwaukee I Weginan 0-0. at New York Tewksbury
0-0r. Ini
Baltimore (Davis 0-01 at Texas !Mason 0-0,, I n
Boston 'Clemens 0-01 at Chicago (Bannister 0-01.
ml
n
Seattle i Wilcox 0-0 at Minnesota Blyleven 0-01. in
California I Romanic* 0-0 , at Oakland I Langford
0-0r, in.
Saturday's Games
Toronto at Kansas City
Milwaukee at New York
Detroit at Cleveland

Gargiulo's homer is game-winner
Austin Pay's Larry and, ultimately, out of
Miller appeared to be in Reagan Field.
control Thursday in the
Gargiulo hit the pitch
first game of the Gover- on a line over the left
nors' double-header field fence for a grand
with Murray State.
slam, sparking the
• •
Through the first four 'Breds to a 5-3 win in the
innings, he had allowed first OVC Southern Divionly three hits and no sion contest for both
clubs.
runs.
Austin Peay tallied
Miller, however, ran six runs in the top of the
into some control pro- seventh in the second
blems in the fifth, con- game to earn a split of
trol problems that sent the twin-bill with a 9-5
an 0-2 pitch to Tom victory.
Gargiulo over the plate
In the first game, the

Governors scored once
in the fourth and twice
in the fifth to take a 3-0
lead behind Miller.

in the fifth and finishing
the game.
Miller's record dropped to 3-5.
MSU had five hits.
But Miller walked
Phillip Wessel, hit Austin Peay had four.
Russell lArger and Neither team commitwalked Greg Doss to ted an error.
Both teams scored
load the bases. Jay Contwice
in the first inning
nell singled in Wessell,
then Gargiulo crushed of the second game.
Trailing 2-0, the
the game-winner.
'Breds tied the game on
David Johnson, 3-1, a single by Burger that
got the win for the scored Gargiulo, who
Thoroughbreds, relievhad been hit by a pitch,
ing starter Rich Garner and David Butts, who

Atlanta's Wilkins scores 57
Fun is scoring 57
points, as Dominique
Wilkins did. Not so
much fun is having to
win a game at Boston
Garden, which the
Cleveland Cavaliers
must do.
Wilkins laid waste to
the New Jersey Nets
Thursday night in

posting the highest individual scoring performance of the NBA
season in a 126-117
defeat of the Nets.

NBA scoring title. He season, but it's nothing
leads with a 30.3 like the barrier standing
average to 29.8 marks between Cleveland and
for Utah's Adrian the final Eastern ConDantley and Denver's ference playoff berth.
Alex English.
"It's something that
Dantley and English
Thursday night's
I'm enjoying, because face uphill struggles if 102-101 loss to the
it's just a fun thing to be they are to overtake Milwaukee Bucks dropinvolved with," Wilkins Wilkins in the last ped the Cavaliers a
said of the chase for the weekend of the regular game back of Chicago in
the battle for the 16th
playoff spot in the
23-team NBA. Cleveland
hosts Chicago in Sunday's regular-season
got a big win out of our 6-4 to Ecarma.
No. 3 doubles team to
No. 5 Paul Austin finale, but by then it
beat them."
whipped Arterburn 6-2, may be over. That's
because tonight the
7-5.
The Racers were
Cavs must visit Boston
without the services of
Brunner and Garden. where the
Alan Farmer, who plays
Schneider, playing at Celtics have lost only
No. 6 singles and No. 2
No. 1 doubles, rallied to once in 39 games this
doubles. Farmer stayed
defeat Burke and season.
at MSU to take a test.
Brueggeman 1-6, 6-4,
Chicago, meanwhile,
7-5. Burke and BruegJonas Bergram filled
geman are the 29th can clinch a playoff
in for Farmer and beat
ranked doubles team in berth by defeating the
Mark Fraley 6-2, 4-6, 6-3.
touring Washington
college tennis.
MSU's top four seeds
Bullets tonight.
lost Thursday.
No. 2 Gundersen and
In other NBA games
No. 1 John Brunner
Austin beat Garnet and
Thursday night, it was
fell to Brendan Burke
Fraley 6-0, 4-6, 7-6.
Denver 115, Phoenix
4-6, 7-5, 6-4, while No. 2
The Racers play at 113; the Los Angeles
Jens Bergrahm dropped
Eastern Kentucky this Lakers 117, Houston
a 7-5, 6-3 decision to Tim
afternoon, then play at 1 1 3 ; Utah 119,
Brueggeman.
Morehead State Satur- Sacramento 108;
No. 3 John Schneider
day and at Tennessee Portland 115, the Los
lost 6-4, 6-1 to Tim
Sunday. The Volunteers Angeles Clippers 100;
Garnet. No. 4 Bard
are ranked 16th in the and Dallas 115, Seattle
Gundersen lost 2-6, 6-4, nation.
109.

Netters nip Louisville 5-4
Down 4-2 going into
doubles play, the Murray State Racers rallied
and pulled out a 5-4 win
over Louisville Thursday in Louisville.
The Racers' No. 3
doubles team, Jeff Cox
and Nathan Rowton.
gave them the victory
by defeating Todd
Arterburn and Rex
Ecarma 6-3, 6-7, 6-4.
MSU is now 16-7, including two wins over
the Cardinals.
"It isn't very often
when you go into
doubles play needing
three wins to win the
match and do just that,"
coach Bennie Purcell
said. "This was a real
fine win for us.
Louisville has an excellent squad. and we

Murray splits two
(Coned from page 12)
drove them in with a
that Murray made in the
double.
game.
Tony Robinson, 0-1,
"We are making the started and got the loss.
errors on the routine Payne relieved him in
plays, not the hard the first. Bruce Thurones," coach Cary
mond relieved Payne in
Miller said. "We are the second and worked
making the hard plays.
three strong innings.
"This a young
"Bruce pitched a real
ballclub, and I think it is
going to work itself out fine game. for us,"
Miller said. "He's a
of making the errors it
has been making so far. freshman who is going
I really like this team. It to be an excellent pitis young, and it is going cher for Murray High
School.
to get better."
The second game was
"Robinson didn't do
called after five innings that bad of a job either.
because of the ten-run He just didn't get any
rule.
help The second game
The Tigers scored its shows you what errors
only runs in the fourth. can do."
West singled. then HenThe Tigers. 2-3, travel
don doubled down the to Obion County, Tenn .
right field line. Watson Monday

For All
Your
Farming
Needs...
'Lime Spreading
•StacDust® Sales
*AU Types of Seeds
(Grass, Corn, Etc.)

Ag Brokers, Inc.
Industrial Rd.
753-4533
(Next to Ryan Milk)

had walked. Burger and
Gargiulo had moved to
third and second on an
error by the right fielder
on Steve Groehn's fly
ball.
Murray State took a
one-run lead in the second. With two outs,
Gargiulo, Butts and
Groehn walked. David
Winder then struck out,
but the ball got away
from the catcher, allowing Gargiulo to score
and Winder to reach
first.
MSU added two more
runs in the seventh.
Butts singled and
Groehn walked before
Winder hit an RBI
double. Burger's
sacrifice fly plated the
final run.
Johnson, 3-2, took the
loss. He relieved starter
Steve Van Waes in the
seventh. David
Rheinecker and Scott
Heidorn also pitched in
the seventh.
Cary Dunn, 3-1. was
the winning pitcher. He
came on in the second
inning for starter Vance
Page and worked until
the seventh, when John
Frazier relieved him.
Andy Stewart
homered and doubled
for the Governors. Chris
Murray hit two home
runs, the first with none
on in the sixth, the second with two on in the
seventh. Lew Harrison
also homered for Austin
Peay.
The Thoroughbreds.
12-17 overall, 1-1 in the
OVC. managed only
four hits, while the
Governors had ten.
MSU plays a doubleheader at Tennessee
Tech Saturday.
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National Basketball League
National Basketball Association
At A Glance
By The Associated Press
EASTERN CONFERENCE
Atlantic Division
W L
z Boston
65 15
x.Philadelphia
53 27
x-New Jersey
39 42
x.Washington
38 42
New York
23 57
Central Division
k-MIlwaukee
56 25
x-Atlanta
49 32
x-Detroit
45 36
Chicago
29 51
Cleveland
28 52
Indiana
26 54
WESTERN CONFERENCE
Midwest Division
y Houston
51 30
x•Denver
47 34
x-Dallas
43 37
x- Utah
41 40
x-Sacramento
37 44

Pct
GB
813 —
663 12
481 2814
475 27
288 42
691 —
605
7
556 11
1
383 26,
350 27'1
125 2911

630
580
538
506
457

4
7,1
,
10
14

x -San Antonin
34
Pacific(Minion
z-L A Lakers
61
x-Portland
39
L A Clippers
31
Phoenix
30
Golden State
30
Seattle
30
x-clinched playoff berth
y -clinched dIvision'tatle and playoff
z-clinched conference title Thursday's Games
Atlanta 126, New Jersey 117
Milwaukee 102 Cleveland 101
Denver 115, Phoenix 113
L. A Lakers 117. Houston 113
Utah 119. Sacramento 108
Portland 115. LA Clippers 100
Dallas 115, Seattle 100
Friday's Games
Cleveland at Boston
Indiana at Philadelphia
Detroit at New York
Washington at Chicago
Portland at Golden State

47

420 17

19
41
49
50
50
51

763
488
386
375
375
370

THE INSURANCE CENTER OF MURRAY
901 S. SYCAMORE

753-835
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ANNUAL PERCENTAGE RATE FINANCING

ENDS APRIL 16TH

7.7%
with approved credit

All Escorts
(except Ponies)
EXP's

with approved credit

Ow Porn
Mir Plebes.
Aft., Nebel*

Crown Victorias
T-Birds (6 cyl.)
Tempos
Mustanges (4 cyl.)
Broncos II
Rangers (4x2's, 4x4's except S Series)
F-1 50's (4x2's, 4x4's)
E-150 Econoline Vans

2 119
200

99'

Who.
S.DOWNI
LAW

99'

AC., ISIS

CebsI.

H•avy-Outy Rim-Au/it Seek

t /esin secOodS SfrOng 00tros.
*ormule '8 Or
QUANTITIES LIMITED
Litert 214111111TIES PER CUITOMEll

MURRAY •
AUTO
Chestnut St.
753.2571

—
22
30
31
31
3148

berth

9.9%

.
I

-

Seattle at Minnesota
California at Oakland
Boston at Chicago. In •
Baltimore at Texas in,
— — NATIONAL LEAGUE
East Division
W. L
Pct
GS
St 1.4)01s
o 1000 —
New York
1
o i000
Montreal
1
1
500
1
Philadelphia
1
1
500
1
Pittsburgh
0
I
000
14.
Chicago
2
000 2
Nest Division 2
San Francisco
1
667 —
Los Angeles
2
2
500
San Diego
2
2
500
it,
Atlanta
1
500
Cincinnati
I
500
'es
Houston
1
2
333
1
Thursday's Games
St Louis 4. Chicago 2
New York at Pittsburgh, ppd bad weather
Montreal 6. Atlanta 3
Houston 4. San Francisco 0
San Diego 3. Los Angeles 2
Friday's Games
New York I Darling 0-O' at Philadelphia 1K Gross
0-0r. In,
Chicago 'Trout 0-01st Pittsburgh I McWilliams 0-01.
In r
Atlanta i Palmer 0-01 at Houston Deshales 0-0r, n
Montreall Hesketh 0-0 I at St Louis I Forsch 0-01. fl,
Cincinnati (Denny 0-0 rat San Diego .1Show 0-1 r, n
San Francisco . Mason 0-0r at Los Angeles I Reuss
0-01, In,
Saturday's Games
New York at Philadelphia
Chicago at Pittsburgh
Montreal at St Louis n •
Atlanta at Houston 'n
San Francisco at Los Angeles n,
Cincinnati at San Diego .n

PARKER FORD
701 Main St.
753-5273

•
•

KO.
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Legal

1

Lega;

Civil Action File No. 88-CI-018
Commissioner's Sale
The CcartMonWealth of. Kentucky Calloway
Circuit Court Anna Humphreys. Plaintiff versus Potter Enterprises. Inc., Farmers Bank
& Capital Trust Company,Calloway County.
Kentucky, and Commonwealth of Kentucky
Defendants
Notice of Sale
By virtue of a Judgment and Order of Sale
of the Calloway Circuit Court rendered at the
February 28 Term thereof. 1986, in the above
cause, for the sum of Thirty Thousand Three
Hundred Eighty-seven and 15/100 Dollars
$30,387.15) with interest until paid, and its
cost therein, I shall proceed to offer for sale
at the Court House door in the City of Murray.
Kentucky. to the highest bidder, at public auction on the 28th day of April, 1986, at 10:00 a.m.
or thereabout, for cash, the following described property, to-wit:
Being 43.28 acres adjacent to the Tennessee
Valley Authority Kentucky Lake property in
Calloway County, Kentucky,and described as
follows: Beginning at T.V.A. Monument No.
49-1 and running thence South 4 degrees 10
minutes 19 seconds West leaving said T.V.A.
property 1103.98 feet to an approximately 1
inch diameter galvanized pipe: thence North
80 degrees 27 minutes and 43 seconds East
1650 feet to an iron rod; thence South 00
degrees 19 minutes 15 seconds East 305.03 feet
to an iron rod; thence South 89. degrees.32 .
minutes 09 seconds East 540.12 feet to an iron
rod: thence North 19 degrees 35 minutes 09
seconds East 100 feet to an iron rod; thence
South 89 degrees 32 minutes 09 seconds East
165.88 feet to the center of a public road;
thence North 19 degrees 35 minutes 59 seconds
East along the center of said road 131.05 feet;
thence North 17 degrees 15 minutes 22 seconds
East along the center of said road 78.24 feet;
thence North 00 degrees 37 minutes 55 seconds
West along the center of said road 260.85 feet;
thence north 68 degrees 14 minutes 52seconds
West leaving said Road 258.52 feet to an iron
rod; thence North 00 degrees 50 minutes E'ast
165 feet to the center of said previously mentioned road; thence South 89 degrees 31
minutes 05 seconds West along the center of
said road 130.19 feet; thence South 73 degrees
29 minutes 35 seconds West along the center
of said road 252.88 feet; thence North 37
degrees 50 minutes 25 seconds West along the
center of said road 119.26 feet; thence North
5 degrees 46 minutes05 seconds East along the
center of said road 102.80 feet; thence North
12 degrees 58 minutes 55 seconds East albitethe center of said 58.62 feet to a south line of
the T.V.A. property; thence South 79 degrees
05 minutes West leaving said road and running along the T.V.A. line 1079 feet to T.V.A.
Monument No. 50-9; thence North 2 degrees
26 minutes East along the T.V.A. line 446 feet
to the T.V.A. Monument No. 50-10; thence

1
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Notice

Spring Session
Begins week of
April 14
Mon./Wed. 7 p.m.
Tues./Thurs. 5:30 p.m.
8 week sessions

Call

753-7597
to register
Your Total Fitness
Program.

$6.00

Christian
Radio
89.3 FM
Cable Ch. 32
WNKJ.Hopkinsville
PLAN early fr your
summer lawn care. Call
now for free estimate.
Lawns mowed at reasonable prices. 7530305

A Bad Time For

PREGNANCY?
Call

LIFE HOUSE
753-0700
1 506 Chestnut
SON OR DAUGHTER
AGE 19?
Unless still in
School or College
their family group
hospital insurance
may have expired
due to age. Our
most popular Major Medical Policy
offers comprehensive benefits at

Start At

$137wp.,1000

Laird
Brick Co.
-

4-iwy: 044Puryear, Tn.
901-247-3232

A5 THEY TEAR AROUND A
CORNER,THEY KNOCK OVER
A MIT STAND, AND
ORANGES FLY ALL OVER!

Calloway Co. High
School Greenhouse
Starts Monday
April 14 2:00 p.m.

Face
Brick

Flower pots, brick,
patio pavers, stepping stones.

NOTICE 10r; off in stock
wallpaper. Over 100
patterns in stock.
Black's Decorating
Center, 701 S. 4th.
753-0839.

Tomato
Plant Sale

2 .Notice

Cross Ties
While They Last

Vowel! &
Son Inc.

reasombir iate,.
For free information call:

Martin, TN
587-2301

Jerry McConnell

5 GAL Black Top
Sealer 66.50 ea. MidSouth Wholesle
Building; 342 East
Washington; Paris: 901642-2552.

THEN,BOTH CARS
60 ROARING OFF
DOWN THE ROAD!

Notice

Dancaerobics

Civil Action File No. 86-CI-009
Commissioner's Sale
The Commonwealth of Kentucky Calloway
Circuit Court Donald E. Moore and wife, Pam
Moore. d/b/a Pirate's Cove Plaintiff, versus
Charles Wilson and wife, Betty Wilson
Defendant.
• Notice of Sale
By virtue of judgment and order of sale of
the Calloway Circuit Court rendered at the
February 28th Term thereof 1986, in the above
cause, for the sum of Thirty Four Hundred
Forty One and 28/100 93,441.28 Dollars, with
interest at the rate of $1.70 per day from the
15th day of November 1985. until paid and its
cost therein I shall proceed to offer for sale
at the Court House door in the City of Murray
Kentucky, to the highest bidder, at the public
_auction on the 28th day of April 1986. at 10:00
o'clock A.M., or thereabout, for cash, the
following described property, to-wit:
Lot & in HILLANDALE SUBDIVISION,
Calloway County, Ky., as shown by a plat of
record in Deed Book 156, Page 539, Calloway
County Court Clerk's Office.
For the purchase price, the purchaser must
pay cash. Bidders will be prepared to comply promptly with these terms.
Frank L. Ryan
Master Commissioner Calloway Circuit Court

0.•

:'WAS WATCHING THIS
MOVIE,SEE WHERE THESE
GUYS ARE CHASING SOME
OTHER GUYS IN A CAR..

1

South 81 degrees, 27 minutes West along the
T.V.A. line 859 feet to the point of beginning
and containing 43.28 acres.
EXCEPT: 0.46 acres.conveyed by deed of
record in Deed Book 114, page 500.
NOTE: Said property being subject to the
prevailing right of way requirements for all
public roads touching same.
For the purchase price, the purchaser must
pay cash. Bidders will be prepared to comply promptly with these terms.
Frank L. Ryan, Master Commissioner
Calloway Circuit Court
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Legal
Commissioner's Sale
The Commonwealth of Kentucky Calloway
Circuit Court Bank of Marshall County, Plaintiff versus Lynn Thomas Mathis, Et Al,
Defendants.
Notice of Sale
By virtue of a Judgment and Order of Sale
of the Calloway Circuit Court rendered at the
March 20th Term thereof, 1986, in the above
cause, for the sum of Seventeen Thousand
Three Hundred Forty-nine and 88/100 Dollars
(917,349.88) with interest,from the 2nd day of
December, 1985, until paid, and its costs
therein, I shall proceed to offer for sale at the
Courthouse door in the City of Murray, Kentucky, to the highest bidder, at public auction
on the 28th day of April, 1986, at 10:00 a.m.,
or thereabout, upon a credit of six (6) months
with a ten percent (10%) down payment at
time of sake, the following described property, to-wit:
BEGINNING at a point in the North property line of a tract of land owned by Westvaco
Corporation, said point being located approximately 1,587 feet West of where the South property line of a private roadway described
herein intersects with the West right of way
of the Fred Jones road; thence, continuing in
a Westerly direction for a distance of approximately 572.88 feet to an iron stake; thence,
in a northerly direction for a distance of approximately 380.18 feet to an iron stake;
thence in an Easterly direction for a distance
of approximatley 572.88 feet to an iron stake;
thence, in a Southerly direction for a distance
of approximately 380.18 feet to an iron stake
at The point of beginning.
The above described property is sold subject to a private roadway easement reserved
by Roger Jones and wife, Edna Jones, their
heirs and assigns over the following described property:
BEGINNING at a point in the North boundary line of a tract of land owned by Westvaco
Corporation, said pointbeing located approximately 1,587 feet west of where the South property line of a private roadway described
.herein intersects with the West right of way
of the Fred Jones Road; thence, in a Westerly direction for a distance of approximately
572.88 feet to an iron stake; thence, in a Northerly direction for a distance of 30 feet to an
iron stake; thence,in an Easterly direction for
a distance of 572.88 feet to an iron stake;
thence, in a Southerly direction for a distance
of 30 feet to the point of beginning.
Roadway easement on and over the following plece-OT prB1>eilra6c7115-eda
s-folTOW-sT
Beginning at a point in the West right of way of the Fred Jones Road at the Southeast corner of a tract of and conveyed by Roger
Jones, et ux,to James Chaney, et ux,by deed
dated the 28th day of September, 1973, and
recorded on Microfilm in Book 152, Cabinet 1,
Drawer 4, Card 2967, in the office of the Clerk
of the Calloway County Court, and said point
being located at the Northeast corner of a
tract of land owned by Westvaco Corporation;
thence, in a Westerly direction for a distance
of approximately 1587 feet and along the property line of Westvaco Corporation to an iron
stake; thence, in a Northerly direction for a
distance of 30 feet to an iron stake; thence, in
an Easterly direction for a distance of 30 feet
to an iron stake; thence, in an Easterly direction for a distance of approximately 1587 feet
to an iron stake in the East right of way of the
Fred Jones Road; thence, in a Southerly
direction and along the West right of way of
the Fred Jones Road for a distance of 30 feet
to the point of beginning.
The Grantees hereby agree that they, their
heirs or assigns will hold the Grantors, their
heirs or assigns, harmless from any damage
arising from their use of said roadway.
Being the same property conveyed to Lynn
Thomas Mathis, et ux, by deed from Jimmy
McLeod,et ux. dated April 9, 1977, and recorded in Deed Book 157, Page 412, of the records
of the Calloway County Court Clerk's office,
Murray, KY.
For the purchase price, the purchaser must
execute bond. with approved securities, bearing legal interest from the day of sale, until
paid, and having the force and effect of a
Judgment. Bidders will be prepared to comply promptly with these terms.
Frank L. Ryan, Master Commissioner
Calloway Circuit Court
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Help Wanted

A NEW Party Plan
Area supervisor wanted
for Christmas around
the world Excellent
commission
No In
vestment, ground floor
chance for advance
ment call collect 92s
2364
SUMMER WORK
collogo
1134.0
stodoetts A grad. H.S.
Kanlisei only. cornpoiltly•

nimiinno. or

peril

Inforrerosion to: P.O.
Sow 10410-14, Morro.", Ky.
moot

2 .Notice
EASY ASSEMBLY
WORK! $714.00 per 100.
Guaranteed payment.
No sales. Details-- send
stamped envelope:
Elan- 332, 3418 Enterprise. Ft. Pierce. Fl.
33482.
HELP wanted: local
grocery store needing
part-time help in grocery. bakery & produce
departments. Will train.
Send resume to P O.
Box 1040-A. Murray.
Ky.
LADDER climbing.
material toting & tar
moping on flat roofs.
Must work faithfully
with out supervision.
Other work later. No
smokers. $4 per hour.
Applications at MkG
Glass, Dixieland
Shopping Center

CALIFORNIA
FEVER
Southern based firm now
has openings for 4 guys
and 4 girls. ages 18-25
Travel New Orleans
Yellow Stone. W Coast
Beaches California and
return Must be neat
money minded and able
to leave immediately 3
weeks. all expense paid
training Transportation
Annual
furnished
Christmas bonus between $500 & 5700.
discussed at interview
For interview See Mrs
Coker from 1-6 pm .
Tuesday. April 15. at the
Holiday Inn No phone
calls please Parents
welcome
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Help Wanted

GOVERNMENT jobs
416.040- 459,230/yr.
Now hiring Call 805-88/6000 Ext R-8155 for
current federal list.
LARGE international
company seeking individuals who would
like a chance at an
exciting challenging
career being their own
boss. The person we
seek is over twenty-five,
married, good job
children, responsibility.
He or she can appreciate this opportunity like
no other. If you are
management material
and wanting to get
ahead send your resume to P.O. Box 630
Murray, Kentucky. This
will be a confidential
Interview. Your employer will not be made
aware of the interview.
NEED a job? 4 openings
now. You may qualify
if: (1)you do not have
GED or your high
school diploma, (2) you
have been out of school
9 months or more, 131
you are between ages 16
& 21. call J.T.P.A. Out
Of School 753-9378 between 8:30-12:00 5 days
a week.
NEED someone to livein with elderly couple.
Call 492-8879 or 492-8413.

NURSE or

wanted part-time for
doctors office. Duties to
Include- vital signs.
E.K.G., venipunctures
& general office work.
Send resume to P.O.
Box 1040-N, Murray.
Ky.
PART -time cashier
needed. Apply at Petro.
641 North.
TAKING applications
for receptionist & phone
girl, full & part time.
Call for appointment
502.247-6577 or 6604.
-TEN. overweight people
wanted to earn between
$550 - $2000 per month.
Call 762-4003.
WAITRESS needed for
New Hong' Kong Restaurant. Experience
necessary. Apply in
_
-- •
ANTED 30 overweight people serious
about losing 10 - 29
pounds in 30 days. 100
percent guaranteed.
Call 762.4003.
WANTED- sales personnel for south western
Ky. & Tn. Male &
female. $201:1 weekly
salary PLUS! No experience necessary.
Will train. Must have
own transportation.
Call 502.247.6577 or 2476604.

24. Miscellaneous
10 H.P., 36 cut, Sears
riding mower, extra
good condition. Phone
489-2706.
1"x6"ic6r CEDAR
fencing- $1.65pc.;
4'!x4r,n8' • treated- poets.
$4.40: .80-1b. concrete
mix- $1.95. Mid-South
Wholesale Building; 342
East Washington;
Paris; 901-642-2552.
2 MOBILE home axles,
brakes & springs, $150.
436-2455.
2 SWARMS of imported
Italian bees, extractor,
extra supers., wiKe veil.
bee glove, sutoker,
electric knife. Phone
436-2481.
30" RIDING mower.
very good 10 h.p. B&S.
rest 'good. '8250. 'Call
753.6505.
COMPUTER Datassette recorder, $25. 2
Commadore 64 cassette
computer games. 18
each. Computer
joystick. $3. All items in
mint condition. Call
753-7231 after 3:30p.m.
CUT 8r Jump ski vest,
large & small; ski belt;
competition ski, used 5
times; 12 can Johnson
outboard motor oil; ski
rope: ski harness for
boat; gloves; 2 regular
life jacket. Call 753-0953.
FIRE sale. Wallin
Hardware. Paris, Tn.
GARDEN seeds- plants.
fertilizer. Lowest prices,
highest quality.
Shoemaker Seed Inc.,
4th 8r Chestnut.
GIRLS dresses, like
new, size 3 & 3 toddler.
Call 489-2489.
I-IARDWOOD frames,
metal bracing on
casters, 7'x7'x4'. $15.
Call 492-8595 after 5p m.
LANDSCAPING cross
ties. 8 1/2 ft. long, $3.00
each, delivered. Call
435-4383.
LARGE, large, large
selection of storage
buildings in stock for
immediate delixery.
Acree Portable
Buildings, Mayfield,
Ky. 502-247-7831.
NEW bath tub. god
used refrigerato't
washer & dryer. Cali
753-4684.
NEW shipment of
Wheel Horse lawn
mowers. 8 H.P. rear
engine riders to 17 H.P.
twin cly. We have them
all. Best service in
town! Stokes Tractor.
Industrial Road. 7531319.

tobacco-sticks (or
sale .15 cents each while
they last: George
Patrum, Founder Hill
Rd., Puryear.. TN
Phone 247-5549.
9. Situation Wanted
LAWNS mowed. any- OAK & hickory $27.50
full rick delivered. Call
time. Adult. Call 436436-2778.
2879.
OFFICE FURNITURENEW shipment of
15. Articles for Sale
shelving- 1 load compu2 ANTIQUE iron stoves. ter desks,
storage
$100. Call 436-2455.
cabinets, desks, chairs,
4'x 8' TREATED files, etc. 442-4302, Cryts
Lattice- Reg. $17.75 on Used Office Furniture,
sale (this week only!) 1016 Jefferson St.,
$14.75. Mid -South Paducah, Ky.
Wholesale Building; 342
East Washington. POOL table 8125: juke
Paris; 901-642-2552.
box $250: antique pot
WHIRLPOOL 17 cu. ft. belly stove $75.. 10-speed
refrigerator with tex- girls bike 850. double
tured steel door. only bed & misc. furniture.
$8.00 per week. Rudolph For best offer. 759-1739.
Goodyear 753-0595.
PROM dress. size 16.
WHIRLPOOL heavy red with white lace
washer
duty
with 4 trim, worn once. Ask for
cycles, only $6.00 per Tracy 759-4603.
week. Rudolph RESTAURANT
Goodyear. 753-0595.
equipment• gas deep
fryer, hood, steamer,
16. Home Furnishings
long counter, sinks and
4 PIECE Lillian Russell so forth. Pine Bluff
bedroom suite Shores Restaurant 436(walnut). Call 2658.
1-522-8469.
ROTO-Hoe Rear Tine
COUCH- country style, tillers. 5 H.P. to 8 H.P.excellent condition, Best service in town.
blue-rust-brown. $250. Stokes Tractor, IndustCan be seen at Souths- rial Road, 753-1319.
RUBBER bed mats for
ide Manor Apt. T-2.
QUEEN size couch, pickup trucks! Most all
makes bed, red floral sizes in stock! Cheap.
pattern. Extra back Stokes Tractor 753-1319.
pillows. Clean. Perfect SHUTTERS- (brown,
condition. $300. Call black or white I 39"438-5571.
$16.70; 47"- $19.25; 55"WHIRLPOOL heavy $21.25 pair. Other sizes
duty dryer with 3 temp available. Mid-South
selections, only $4.00 Wholesale Building; 342
per week. Rudolph East Washington;
Paris; 901-642-2552.
Goodyear, 753-0595
SNAPPER riding
19. Farm Equipment
mower. 8 h.p.. runs
good, cuts fine. $300.
'74 INTERNATIONAL
pick-up. excellent Call evenings 759-9661.
mechanical condition. TI-IE wedding is off? 1
no rust. $1000. Call white gold engagement
ring with 1/3 carat
753-1239.
Marquise solitare, size
ALL kinds grass seeds.
Clover. Kobe, Fescue 7. 753-0035 ask for Dee
etc. Also, other farm days.
supplies. AG Broker, WE have garden supplies. fertilizer seed etc.
Industrial Rd. 753-4533.
PARMALL Super e Also, organic fertilizer.
tractor with cultivator. AG Brokers, Industrial
good condition. Call Rd. 753-4533.
WE have good clean 55
436-51351.
HERD 3 point seeder, gal. drums. $6 each. AG
Brokers, Industrial Rd.
$750. Call 753-6085.
753-4533.
I.H. 140 with single row WHIRLPOOL
cultivator. Write/call microwave oven with
Jerome Rader, Rt. 1, 700 watts cooking
Willard, MO 65781, power. only $4 50 week.
417-742 2157, 753 3760 Rudoph Goodyear, 753after 8p.m
0595
20. Sports Equipment
25 Business Services
PAYE'S has shorf
sleeve sweats and tank
tops 514 Main, 753-7743
22
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Musical

AL‘AREZ guffars.
1-12 string & 1 six string
Call 753-1239
IPPNDER bass amp.
Randall guitar amp.,
Ibenez electric guitar
and a low priced student
guitar Must sell 759.
1081

Richard Jones
Tax Service
ConflIontl•I pro6s's414~1 sorveco. OS ION 40orsontlop wItA 15 yews
oiporloroco 10 proporlop
personal, boohoo= sod
form reform.
94 Wort sod
As Id
Coll 753-3215 for op
polahrooril day or nIgkr.

•

IFIC11)Alt

CLASSIFIEDS
25

Business

Services

MIKE
HODGE'S
TAX SERVICE
759-1425
JOYCE Noel Tax Service. Individual, farm.
small businesses. Reasonable rates. Call
4 8 9-2 4 40 for
appointment.
:JOYCE Noel- re•
gistered investment
representative with
Twomey Securities Inc.
of Benton, Ky. Call for
free consultation...
IRA's. Keoghs, Mutual
Fulids. Member:
NASD. SIPC. 489-2440.

34. Houses for

3 BR house on
Sycamore. Lease or
lease with option to bily.
Call 753-4109 or 762-6650
or 436-2844.
4 BEDROOM house
located. -at 1448. -Farmer
Ave. Nice yard with
driveway. Will be ready
for occupany May 15.
References required.
Call 753-8588 ask for
Grant.
LARGE 4 BR, 3 bath, 2
story house near
Murray. Call 753.6035..

FOR RENT
3 bedroom, N.
18th St. Lease,
references.
Call 753-5281
36

27. Mobile Homes for Sale
12x60 MOBILE home.
utility pole & underpinning. stove & refrigerator. air conditioning, out
building. $3500. Call
759-1051.
12x60, TWO bedroom,
$4500 with 1 acre land.
Call after 5:30 pm 4374272 or 753-4385.
14x60 EfUCCANEER`
mobile home. Call 4742325.
1971 MARLETTE 12x60,
2 BR, partly furnished.
Call 753-4808.
MO ATLANTIC double
wide mobile home,
44824. partly furnished,
good condition. Call
527-7957 or 527-3872 after
6p.m.
1 9 8 1 1 4 x 5 6 13 U C CANEER. good condition. Call 489-2861 after
4:30p.m.
1982 3 BR. 2 bath.
central gas heat & air.
excellent condition Call
436-5541
195.2 FRIENDSHIP
14870. custom built,
extra nice, central
heat air, sell with or
with out furniture.
Call 753.6052.
1984 14)(70, FURNISHED, 2 BR, 2 bath
mobile home. See at
Mobile Home Village
B•6. 753-7624 after 5p.m.
G REAT weekend
getaway or comfortable
year-round mobile
home. only minutes
from lake. Has central
heat & air and large
outdoor storage building Just reduced to
$10.500 Phone Kopp:mud Realty 753-1222
28. Mobile Homes for Rent
2 OR 3 BR, furnished,
.NC natural gas Shady
Oaks 753-5209.
FoR rent. nice 2 BR
trailer. near Murray
No pets. Call 489-2611.
30

Business

Rentals

CREEK VIEW
SELF
STORAGE
Hwy. 641 N.
74 Hr private entrance

753-6734
32. Apts for

Rent

I BEDROOM apt
partly furnished
No
pets. Water furnished.
Located in city. Call
4:16.2456.
2 BR. almost new
duplex, in Northwood.
Carpeted. refrigeratoal,'
dishwasher, stove, central heat 8r air, quiet
neighborhood. $275. Call
759-4406.
2 BR apt. $175. 207 S.
11th. Call 753-3415 till.
Call after 5p m.
753-7123.
2 BR
apts and 1 BR
apts Call 753.0268 or
753.8170.
2 BR brick duplex.
shade. walk.in closet.
carport
Couples
preferred. No pets. $250
a month Call 753-6931_
3 BR TOWN house 1 1/2
bath, central h.a. ap.
finances furnished.
vacant Also. 2 BR town
house. 1 1 2 bath 2 BR
apt.. available 4.30.
Coleman Real Estate
753-989S
PLEX. 2 BR, quiet
residential neighborhood_ $250 per month.
753-8096 after 5p rn
FURNISHED apts.
Renting now available
in May Adults only- no
pets. Zimmerman
Apartments. S 16th St .
753.4609
E.V41,1 decorated.
BR. spacious. built-in
oven & range. refrigerator. utility room
with washer •dryer
h ook-up. Quiet
neighborhood
No pets
759.1987
1 or 2 bedroom Apartment near downtown
Murray Call 753-4109 or
7626650
TARING applications
for Section 8. Rent
Subsidized apt. 1. 2 or 3
BR. Apply HIllitale
Apts., Hardin. Ky
E qual Housing
Opportunity
31

Houses for

Rent

2 BR house in North,,
Calloway. South Mar•
'shall area. near Oak
Grove Church, $175 plus
deposit Phone 437-4386.
2 OR 5 BR. 1 - 2 or whole
'house. 81504250 307 N
`"l• 7th St Phone 753.2475

Rent

For Rent or Lease

100 ACRES of corn
ground for rent. If
interested write P.O.
Box 1040.G. Murray,
Ky.
37. Livestock-Supplies
REGISTERED Angus
cattle. Cow-calf pairs.
Heiffers. Large size.
Modern pedigrees. 753.
6843."
REGISTERED Racking mare & gilding.
very gentle, anyone can
ride them. Have been
shown & trail ridden.
753-9390.
Young BEEFMASTER
BULLS: Regist. &
Commercial. Arterburn
Farms-- Wickliffe-- 8767248
38. Pets-Supplies
1 YEAR old male
Westie Dog, house
broken, good with children, $100 firm. Call
753-2813.
DOG training for obedience, personal
protection- guard & dog
showing. Boarding.
AKC German
Shepherds & AK('
Australian Cattle dogs.
502-436-2858.
41
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Pets Supplies

AK(' registered Collie
pups. $125 each. Call
759-1509.
150G food. 50 lbs • Joy
$12.75, Superblend $9
Shoemaker Seed Inc.,
4th &.Chestnut.- •
''
FREE Labrador.'
puppy., 6 months old
Call 345-2280 or 449-2686.
41

Public

Sales

Big
Garage

Sale
Fri. & Sat
8 to 4
1520
Canterbury Dr.

YARD
SALE
Fri. & Sat.
1214-A Peggy
Ann Dr.
Tires, wheels,
clothes of all
sizes, misc.

2 PARTY
GARAGE
SALE
2213
Gatesborough
Circle
Sat. 8Love seat, antique
bed,
furniture,
wicker. clothes &
much more

Public Sales

North 641
Flea Market
This Week &
Every Weekend
Fri. & Sat. 8-5
Sun. 12-5
Special items & growing plants, flower pots,
bird baths, handmade
wood crafts, antiques.
pillows,
ceramics,
tools, dolls, satellites.
New set-ups
every week
Shop N 641 Flea Mkt
2 mi N of Murray
Former Wiggins Furniture Bldg
Welcome set-ups inside
Of out

753-4566

ublic Auction
225 MOBILE HOMES
PAN NEW ANO
DOUBLE WIOESSINGIES
NO RESERVE All MOWS
SELL TO THE HIGHEST BIDDER

MAY 3, 1986
SALE 10 AM SATURDAY

LITTLE ROCK, ARKANSAS
CASTLE HOME SALES
1-30, County Line Road
Exit #126

ALL CLEANED
• Sava Thousands
• Viewing 3 Days Poor
• Terms Cash Of Go/M*11W Elan
Letter Of Credit
Plow for Bracher,
($111) 647-6912
WW1. Male NOING
Autism Cmaaany

3 PARTY
YARD SALE
Sat., April 12th
9 a.m.-5 p.m.
Rain or Shine
4 miles south of Mur
ray on 641 around the
corner from Gould Oil
Furniture
household
items. clothes, sporting
goods, prom dresses, and
much more

YARD
SALE
Fri. & Sat.
9-?
E-6 Coach
Estates

YARD SALE
Fri. & Sat.
423 S. 10th
7 till 5
Brass bed, leather
goods, handmade
lace tablecloth, cut &
depression glass
Knives, large size
ladies clothing, odds
Avon
ends
&
collectibles

YARD SALE
Fri. & Sat. 8-5
1 mile out of town
on 94 West.
Freezer slereo,
guitars hatIto, & tithe, attv.,,t
broidtt‘Q

eci,,.;tment

Pr 1,15115 cemitmq

equipment art supplie, hipurr
3
ninnattire
cwet.

...
•

CARPORT
SALE
Saturday
8-2
2 miles south on
121 at Meadow
Green
Acres.
Follow Signs.
Tools,
tires,
wheels, clothing,
much misc.

2 PARTY
GARAGE
SALE
Saturday
8-?
2207 Quail
Creek Drive

GARAGE
SALE
1710 Melrose
Saturday
8-12
CARPORT
SALE
Sat., April 12
1604 Magnolia
Boys clothes size 9 to
18 months 6 to 10
years. port-a-crib, baby
walker, lots of baby
clothes, ladies clothes
size 8 to 10-cheap also
large sizes, rugs.
bedspreads & lots of
other things.

YARD
SALE
Sat., April 12
8-12
611 Lafollette
Drive off
Sycamore
Cancelled
if rains

38

Pets-Supplies

FOR sale
AKC black •
Labrador Retriever'
puppies. -7 v.•-ks Only
$50 Phone 492-5.6413
41

Public Sales

-11)
R11. II. 1986

Wierray Ledger & Times
43

Real Estate

WE have buyers
'all
us to sell.. Century 21
Reaitias
I,oretta
753-1492.

Who Sold
Three Properties
in Three days???

46

Homes tor

Sale

FOR sale by owner 192
acres 70 acres tillable
16 yr old, brick home, 2
BR, basement 5 miles
from Paris $110,000 By
Appoiotroen.t.. only.. M..
642 6979

49

Used

Cars

1954 TORONADO. excellent condition. 20.000
miles
Call after'
6 :kip m 753.3966
1984 FORD Tempo GL.

53

Services

Offered -

Yearry's Tree
& Yard Service
Free Estimates
Phone 436-2562
492-8542
Experienced

53

Services Offered

MOODY'S Mower
;VC-e. pickup
-delivery Call 753-5668
ODD job specialist.
ceiling fans. electrical.
Teh-clh-g. You
name it. I do it. You
buy. I install
You
break. I fix Call 4362868.
PAINTING
Paper
hanging. commerical or
residential. Free estimates. References 25
years experience.
Tremon Farris 759-1957
PAINTING
Whatever
your needs- mt & Ext
painting, staining,
caulking, washing,
mildew problems. sand
blasting. spraying. No
job to large or small
Over 18 years experience Call Ralph
Worley & Sons 759-1050
PORTABLE welding
Will do small welding
jobs Call 75:1-7161 after
6p.m
ROOFING Plumbing.
Concrete a ork
dotions . Painting.
General Carpentry.
Molony Co
P A
753 - S62s .
r e e
Estimates

stereo good condition
Call 753-8056
NEWLY decorated, 2 1984 NISSAN Maxima,
BR, living, bath, utility, blue, loaded, like flea
kitchen & dining, lots of Call 753-65.36 sifter
APPL1ANCF. REPAIR
Factory authorized for
cabinet, closet & stor
4,30p m.
Sat. 8-4
Tappan. Kelvinator and
age space. Good loca '76 MONTE Carlo, ex914 Sycamore
lion Priced to sell Call tremely nice. Call after
Brown Service on gas
and electric ranges,
753 2237 after 4p.m
4 • 30p.m. 753.0821
(driveway off 11th
di s •
NICE redecorated
77 CHEVROLET • icroaaVes
St.) Lots of $1 &
h washers
rehome on I acre lot Silverado, good condi$2 items.
Earl
within 5 miles of town 2 tion. air
Phone frigerators. eti
Lovett. 354-6956 or 753Toys, vases, silver
BR plus den & living 753.0601.
room with beamed ceit
CLASSIC MCB Road- 5341.
plated
pieces,
wood
g
ster
&
1967 white ('on- CARPENTER- 2. yrs
stove
jewelry,
kitchen
Satellite T V and 18x33 vertible. Electric over- experience Pole barns.
Bob Perrirs
items, some clothes
swrmening pool wytti drive. 2 extra wire ao.bacco barns. -additions
remodeling
& shoes.
large private deck
wheels, full tonneau
houses Farmington,
$37,000. Call 753.6185.
cover at boot Good
Ky 345-2024 call for
TWO miles s w. of investment. Lots of fun
Donlan
W
at
$2500.
753-6457.
Murray,
energy
ef
Realtor▪
Loretta Jobs
s
bAVE•s Window
ficient
NISSAN
Sentra.
brick
It.
1983.
home,
on
1200 Sycamore
two acres, with shade blue wagon
I'S. PH. Cleaning Residential,
Coll him (753-1192)
trees 5 BR, 2 baths, AC, AM FM stereo. commercial. one At two
to sell yours.
story References 10';
L R
with fireplace, sunroof, 5-speed 40 Senior Citizen discount
mpg
$5500.
4.10(4)
dining
miles
space,
kitchen
Fri. & Sat.
436-2845 or 753-9573.
Looks Ar drives like new
with microwave, dis
FENCE sales at Sears
All Day
44
Lots tor Sale
hwasher 8. disposal, ('all 753.6487.
now ('all Sears 753-2310
Floriaa room, den. old
East 94 at
5 WOODED acres near
ity, 2 car garage, has SUPER graduation! '85 for free estimate for
lake, close to Pine Bluff.
your needs.
Burkeen's
Nissan Pulsar 5 spd.
cable. Will consider
Black top road Small
A 'C, AM.FM,. 29.000 GARDENS roto tilled.
down payment. Owner trade for smaller. home.
Grocery
Also, flower beds etc.
actual miles See to
financing at Fa.. Call Phone 753 2615.
Eve All kinds of
TWO story, two bedroom, appreciate, S7,400 (S400 Call 759.9661
753-7531.
weekend calls welcome.
under book). Call 753
items.
FOR sale. 130'x225' lot two bath, Lakeview
5353 days 436 2900 GENERAL HOME
on Bethel Church Road brick Recreation room,
REPAIR 15 years exevenings
with septic tank. Call central heat and air,
perience Carpentry.
garage. S59,500. Call 436
after 6p.m. 409.539-5932.
concrete, plumbing.
LOVELY partly wooded 2511.
50. Used Trucks
roofing. siding NO JOB
Let Rex give you a
building lot. 2 miles SE
47
Motorcycles
1965 FORD 1 ton .truck, TO SMALL. Free esprice on your sepof Murray. $5.500. Calf
timates. Days 753-6977.
good condition Phone
Kopperud Realty 753tic
tank & backhoe
nights
474-2276.
FOR SALE
459-2706.
1222
GUTTERING by Sears
work
1970
CHEVY
C-10
1962
HarleySears continuous gutpickup, engine good.
46 Homes for Sale
ters installed for your
Davidson
needs paint. Good work
20 ACRES with • beautispecifications. Call
3-wheeler Service
truck. Call 753-11462.
ful building site, house
Sears 753.2310 for free
30 yrs. experience
DATSUN,
1970
lots
of estimate.
Car. Many extra
with 3 BR. 1 bath, living
new
part.
Call
474.2325.
room, kitchen with dinparts,
HAMILTON Cultured
motors,
ROOF
problems
Call
1972 RANCHERO, runs Marble.
ing area. utility room.
tops- sinks- 759,160o
transmissions,
well, body good, paint panels.
1/4 mile south Lynn
custom made
fair, 5575_ Call 753-6505
and
more.
Grove. Call 753-5945
vanities Free Est. 753- SEWING Machine Re.
pair All makes and
1976 DATSUN. 79.000 9400.
after 5p.m.
52,500.00 firm.
models Home Si In.
miles, rebuilt engine
2 STORY. 4 bedroom. 2
HAULINGAG Lime.
Call
753-6/06
dustrial
Bag closing
Call 474-2325.
bath, den & fireplace.
will haul and spread
machines
Also scissor
after 5:00 p.m.
1977 CHEVROLET 4 Call 492-S425
rec room, extra nice
sharpening
40 yrs
wheel .drive pickup,
kitchen hi dining, garask for Garrett.
experience
All work
short wheel base. 4age. central heat 81 air.
guaranteed
Irrigation
Restdential
Kenneth
speed. $2000. Call after
appliances. Super in- 1974 500 cc YAMAHA
Barnhill.-a753•2674.
CAMPBELL WELL
sulated. average elec- Reduced to $399. Call 4p m. 436-5508. or 436Stella.
Ky
2359.
tric bill last year $67. 753-7566.
_DRJLLIN.
P Fr/Interv-Ift-tt
McKenzie Tn
19/42 CJ7 Jeep, 30.000
Deck, fenced in back1974 550 HONDA. saddle
SERVICE
Call Collect
miles, excellent condiyard. Reduced to $71.
seat, sissy bar. $400.
Mechanically removed
901 352 367' or
tion. Call 753-6919 after
000. Call 753-7457.
Call after 4p m. 436-5508
901 352 5704
10 inches below the
5:30p.m.
Free Estimates
3 BR brick home, gas or 436-2359.
surface, no damage to
heat, fireplace, full 1983 BLACK Harley 51
surrounding lawn
Campers
basement. For extra Davison XLX Sportster.
INSULATION blown in Larry Wood 753-0211 -or
income has 1 BR up
by Sears. TVA ap- 1-443-8682.
10.000 actual mi.. extra
stairs apt., outside en
chrome & gold, excelproved. Save on those TREES trimmed or
1973
Camper
trance & 2 BR garage lent condition, $3.000
high heating and cool- removed. Also. yard
ing bills Call Sears work
Self-Contained
apt, Large backyard firm. 759-1512 or 753Experienced.
with garden spot. 713 8540.
753-2310 for free Free estimates. Call
Call
estimate.
Elm. Call 1 395 4756.
1983 HONDA Shadow
WANTING436-269(
J L. McKnight & Sons
5(10face helmet,
3.• -BR •
-753-1265
concrete
Sawmill on Poor Farm work or roofing by the
central heat & air, excellent condition. 4.
after
6
p.m.
Rd.
Buyer of standing job or hour 20 years
fireplace, large counfry 6011 miles. $1450. Call
1303
timber. Call 753.7525.
759-1959 after 5p.m.
kitchen with all ap
experience. Phone 436.
1973
CREE,
Peggy Ann Dr.
20
long,
self JOINER'S complete 5566. 753•28s7 A E
pliances, 1 car garage, 1954 YAMAHA RZ-350,
contained,
excellent
Off Hwy. 641 S ,beside
tree service. 32 yrs
beautiful treated wood yellow, 1200 miles like
Balentine.
Call condition, air & awning. experience
Uncle Jeffs
patio On 3/4 acre lot in new. $1450
Also. WET BASEMENT' We
$2500.
Call
753-7930.
stumps mechanically make wet basements
Fairview Acres 542,000. 436-561(1.
7-4
Phone 753 9706 for GENE Caldwell 1973 KLASSIC travel removed 10" below dry
Work completely
Saturday Only
trailer,
reduced to $799
surface. Call 753-0366.
appointment.
Yamaha- lowest prices
guaranteed
Call or
Furniture, name-brand
Call
753-7566
LEE'S CARPET write Morgan Con.
3 BR. new vinyl siding, anywhere
clothes, baby clothes,
CLEANING. For all struction Co Rt. 2. Box
910 N
18th St Call YTM225DXN $1579. 52 Boats Motors
childrens & maternity
YTM200ERN $1564.
your carpet & upholst- 409A. Paducah. Ky
753 6842 or 753 0864.
clothes,
toys,
YTM200EL $1479. 14' ALUMINUM flat ery cleaning For a free 42001 (a all 1.442-71126
BY owner. Modern 3 BR
household goods
YTM 200LY $1215. bottom boat. $50. Call estimate call 753-5827.
brick home on be
Satisfied references.
Y T
1 75 K $ 1 039
436-2455.
autifully landscaped
ALUMINUM
F111225S $2049 430 16' HOBIF: Cat Custom LICENSED Electrician
3/4 acre lot in city
limits. 2 full baths, LR. West Main, W'averly, Ltd Edition, complete for residential and
SERVICE
CO.
commercial
Heating
racing rig Call 759-4619
FR, kitchen dining TN 371s5, 296.4262
Aluminum and vinyl
condiliOn.
air
and
.
gas
IS' SAIL boat Call
combo, utility, 2 car 48
Auto Services
siding. Custom trim
installation an.: repair
during the day 759-1359
garage
By appoint
work. References.
Phone
753-7207
ment only
Saturday
FAST. nice. 21' Cutty
Mod 60's
Call Will Ed Bailey
MOBILE,
HOME
Specia1202 S 16h. 753 5268..
IMPORT AUTO cruiser, 260 Mer crui- list Repair
753-0689
121 S. to Old
and preventaCall
ser.
753-6562
after
FOR sale by owner
SALVAGE
tive mairtenanc e Roofs,
6p
ni
Salem Rd. 4th
white rock,
WILL
1c.0,
Beautiful Roman brick
New and Used Parts
SKI boat, like new, new floors. plumbing wiring, sand. lime, rip rap and
home, near University,
hurric
ant.
straps
house on left.
New Parts in Stock
interior, new paint with
mas,dnary sand, coal
3 BR, 1 1 2 bath,
759-4...50
Baby swing, infant &
skis & ski vests. $3.015)
dal gravel till sand
Open 8-5 Mon Sat
fireplace, large dining
toddlers clothes,
Call 753-9298.
Cal. Roger Hudson
room, large storage
474-2325
_S_L 31 MER:Set
ROOFING
753_4545 Or 753.6763.
maternity clothes,
vvilh barbecue attached,
runabout, 140 Evinrude
appliance, central gas
Metal & shingles.
chain saw & much
55 Feed and Seed
49
Used Cars
motor Call 492-S429
heat & air Call 753 2792
Aluminum & Vinyl
more
FOR sale by owner 3 1972 OLDS 88 Royale.
Qt, ALITY Lespedeza
Siding.
Free
50 cents. Fescue 411
350 engine, new tires.
BR, 2 bath home in
estimates.
PONTOO
N
cents. Timothy 60
Canterbury
motor good. 2 door.
Large
cents Call Mike Bur
formal dining room. 51.000 miles Must sell
BOAT
Call 759-1600
chett 459-2770 at nights
to settle estate_ Call
great room with
28 ft.
fireplace, large, tree 753-1859.
shaded redwood deck
1973 CHEVROLET
Sat., April 12
Riviera
Cruise
Nova. straight shift,
fenced yard, central
7:30-3:00
with depth finder,
new rubber. $450 See al
air, gas heat, TVA
SOUthStrie Manor
insulated, 2 car garage
live well, plenty
518 S. 11th St. $72,000
Phone 753 9520 1973 MERCEDES 450
storage spaceSummer & fall baby
after Sp m
SI.. 2 lops. very nice.
CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS
-51600.00. Can
clothes, Sunday &
GOVERNMENT homes $16.000. Phone 442-3636
CUSTOM WOODWORKING
8.
or
443.
1053.:
from
be seen at Darnell
Si tU repairl Also
play clothes, ladies
OVER
delinquent tax pro
197-i OLDS 9s. beige,
clothing,
Marine, Hwy. 94
shoes.
20 YEARS
perty
Call 805 687 6000 good transportation,
bags, toys, furniture,
East.
EXPERIENCE
Eat
GH 8155 for 5500 Call 753 • 2701
car seat & stove
5..30a.m -4:30p m
information
1977 NIGH convertible, 53 Services Offered
LOTS of space and a
MOVED:
yellow & black interior,
large tree covered lot
43
409
SUNBUR
Real Estate
MEN
2
want
Y CIRCLE
to
yard
do
n e w tires
aal -FM
give this 4 bedroom
work -Tree trimming.
G A T I. K N
•
BEHIND
R C. brick the appeal of the stereo cassette Call
BUNNY
BREAD
•
7 5 3 • 9 7 Iii. 1 3 0 0 removal of 111111141r ted
Country Club condomi- country The city loc
trees & shrubbery nl,
• MURRAY, KY.
753-5940 •
nium. overlooking lion and an assunfable Canterbury Dr
1975.
loan make it a
TLASS Calais yards. light hauling a
• • 0 * • OOOOOOOOO • • •
Great Smoky Moun- V A
Ere.,
hurkett seats. console. WOOd tor sale
tains
Private sa ni- must see For 557.000
estimates
753.0650
or
V." For information
suing pool. tennis anti Call James at Century
7594683.
call 753.4113
golf course. 2 Itti.
71. Loretta Jobs Real
bath, fireplace. exi el tors 753 1492
197s FORD Fairmont. ALI. type masonry
work, block, brick
lent i•ondition
excellent
ondition
Illness MUST see to appreci
Kentucky Central Insurance Companies
concrete, driveways
forces sacrifice sale
ate , This charming slaw or hest "tier call
sidewalks. patios house
$145.000 Call 759-9953
753-6054 after 2 o'clock
bra k ranch with living
f o 11 ft at lOns
n %%WE need listings We room, warm spacious 1979 COUliAtt XR.7,
chimneys or chimney
loaded.
famth,
49
000
dining
and
actual
room
have customers trom
repair
25 years exCountry eat it, koc hen
miles Phone 753-35.43
North Carolina
perience
Free es
Wisconsin. Mississippi. 3 'Arne bedrooms: 1979 MAI.1111' Classic. timmtes Call
Charle,
Nev. York wapting
baths Attached garage
sliVer Alth silver vinyl Barnett 75.3-5476
buy porperty
on private lot
ps
Just root
ph. air. AP-PLIANCF:
Murray Call us tod'/ry painted
stereo cassette. 2 000
new c arpet
115 S. 13th
Call
SE 135 ICE
Kenmore
or tonight 753 1492
ExLellent 1.0110111On
miles on t ompletely Westing
house
Murray, Ky.
Hopkins
Tom
Dr.
Call oserhauled. small V.s.
Century 21 Loretta .1ohs PriCekl 10
Whirlpool
23 years
Realtors
759 116S
es,
()volition $2
42071
(502)75
3-6202
experience
Parts and
760 Call 759 1512 or
service Bobby Hopper
..540
753
Ilob•s Appliance Ser
DAILY GOLD & SILVER PRICES
1979 MARK V sky blue. vice
202 S 5th St
skin root loaded, hest Business 753-4572. 436.
Silver
Gold
offer Call 759 1377
home'
i
5545
Closed
Closed
1979 ()LDS Delta ss VIALLINt;.
mosying
Itosal,
loaded
with
es
Yesterday
Yesterday 329 80
5 38
trees bushes pruned or
tras. $3100 call 739.4510
removed
brush piles
Opened
Opened
19s0 At A*/.1).4. 01,C 5 deadfall & hedge rows
5 40
339 50
Today
Today
speed
great tondition
cleaned out etc Some.
515041 Call Jim 762 6461 plantings. (tosser beds
Up
970
02
Up
or
762
6951
etc Good referent-es
Compliments of:
195.0 01.1)s Omega. 4 reasonable prices Will
VERNON S WESTERN WEAR & SHOE REPAIR
cyl
also consider any tools
aiscvsi - miles. AM
713 S 12th Murray, Ky. 42071
Fat stereo equalizer, machinery etc in trade
cloth seats. vinyl .top. for labor working or
133 71113
641 N Next To Roller Skating of Murray
not .Jerry at 759-9641
We boy Gold Silver a Diamonds
a c . excellent condi
Es.' meekend calls
lion 5.21*51 or best ofter
Hours: 10 6 Deily. Closed Sunday
welcome
753.s16-5

2 PARTY
YARD SALE

CenturYen

YARD
SALE

2 PARTY
YARD
SALE

Rex Camp
Backhoe
Service

753-9224

Saturday
617 N. 4th

GARAGE
SALE
Saturday
April 12
7-?
606
Broad Ext

5-PARTY
YARD SALE

YARD
SALE

GARAGE
SALE

eriunrs

Hopkins Insurance Agency
For Bigger Returns
Start Your
IRA Today

CLOSE OUT SALE
On All In Stock
Magic Chef
Appliances

West Ky. Appliances
753-4475

•

s' •
•
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Iacocca backs Bush on oil prices

OBITUARIES
Modest Brandon
Modest Brandon. 84,
of Hazel. died Thursday
at 4:10 p.m. at the
Westview Nursing
Home.
Miss Brandon, the
daughter of the late

Modest Brandon
Robert and Addie
Paschall Brandon of
Hazel. had taught school
for 41 years, 29 of them
at Hazel. She also
taught school at
Smotherman. Harris
Grove and Green Plain.

She was a member of
the Hazel Methodist
Church.
Survivors inclue two
brothers, Noble Brandon of Hazel and Perry
Brandon of Murray:
three Sisters, Katherine
Deaton and Angelyn
Parks of Murray and
Junella Lassiter. Hazel;
and several nieces and
nephews. l'receding her
in death were two
brothers. Paschall
Brandon and J. Y. Brandon and one sister,
Rachel Brandon.
Funeral services will
be Saturday at 2 p.m. at
the •Miller Funeral
Home in Hazel With the
Rev. Bill Fisher officiating. Burial will be
in South Pleasant Grove
Cemetery. Serving as
pallbearers will be Darrel E. Brandon, Paul
Brandon. Shayne
Lassiter. Hermen
Roach, James E. Erwin
and Johnny R. Orr.
Friends may call at
the funeral home after 4
p.m. today.

James Thomas Cooper
James Thomas Herring of
Memphis.
Cooper. 75. of Mayfield, Tenn.: three brothers.
died at Community 011ie Cooper,
Lynn
Hospital at 1:50 a.m. Grove, Herman Cooper,
Thursday.
Clearwater. Fla. and
Cooper, who was a Rex Cooper, Murray;
a
retired employee of the sister. R.C.
Sheridan of
Mayfield Electric and Coldwwater;
nine
Water Systems, is sur- grandchildren.
eight
vived by his wife. Mrs. great-grandchildren
Thelma Cooper.
andt
w
o
In addition to his wife. stepgrandchildren.
he is survived by a stepServices will be 3:30
son. James Dunaway. p m. Friday at
Byrn
'Mayfield: three Funeral Home
in
daughters, Mts. KenMayfield,. The Rev.
neth Jones and Mrs. Harry Nall
will officiate
'Jael(fe Hamilton of and burial will
follow in
Mayfield and Mrs. L.B. Maplewod Cemetery.

Pete Crouch'
Pete Crouch. 86. of 306
N. Fifth St.. Murray,
died Thursday at 7:50
p m. at the Westview
Nursing Home,
Born Jan. 1, 1900 in
Calloway County, he
was the son of the late
Alex Crouch and Marina
Sturdivant Crouch. He
previously worked for
the Kentucky Highway
Department.
He is survived by his
wife. Mrs. Jewel
Ridings Crouch, whom
he married Dec. 1. 1923.
In addition to his wife,
he is survived by two
daughters. Mrs. Laura
Jo Reeder. Kirksey and
Judy Ward. Paducah:
three sons. Ronald

ERMA% • APRIL IL 11046

Crouch and .. .Johnny
Crouch of Murray and
James Crouch of
Michigan; thirteen
grandchildren: one
great-grandchild;
several neices and
nephews.
He was preceded in
death by one son. Alben
Crouch.
The funeral will Sunday at 2 p.m. in the
chapel of J H. Churchill
Funeral Home with the
Rev. Charles Simmons
officiating.
Burial wit follow in
the West Fork
Cemetery.
Friends may call
after 5 p.m. Saturday at
the funeral home.'

Mrs. Dixie Pogue
Mrs Dixie Pogue. $3.
of 509 S. Seventh St..
Murray. died at 9:20
p.m
Thursday at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital.

founded the Coldwater
Church of Christ.
She is survived by one
sister. Mamie Adams.
of Graves County. and
one brother. Hobart
Born Nov. 9. 1902 in Morgan. of Murray.
Canoway rountY:—She- .Funeral-services
was the daughter of the be Saturday at 2 p.m. at
late John and Martha the Coldwater Church of
Grugett Morgan and a Christ.
Burial will follow in
member of the Coldwater Church of the Coldwater
Cemetery.
Christ.
Friends may call at
She was preceded in the J.H. Churchill
death by her husband Funeral Home, which is
Luther H. Pogue who in charge of arwas a minister for many rangements, from 6 to 9
years here and in p.m. Friday and before
Henderson. He also the funeral Saturday.

Choppers collided, Army says

MSU-TV installs switcher

% 34 MI:70 lb...
slows
• % I 2 270 350 lb.
1S I 1
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Purchase area hog market
Federal Mate Market %ears Sp:
tire %aril II, 11616
kentuckt Purchase Sr.. Hog
Market Report Includes 6 RusIng
Mations
Receipts . Sc). 121.3 Est. MS Rat-rms.
tritt• .25 lower Rows .36- LIM lower.
114
21111-140
. 75. M.ti
ER 2 MIS 216 lb..
637.75.31375
IR 2.3 2110-236 lbs.
S331.25 .311.75

to differ with President
Reagan on oil prices,
"I'd fire him."
Immediately after
Bush said it was essential to talk to Saudi Arabian leaders about
"Stability" in OIl prices.
White House officials
said the president's
poktsy • was• 'to • -rely- -on
"market forces" to set
prices.
The president told a
news conference
Wednesday night that
he saw little difference
between his position and
what Bush said.
Iacocca criticized the

administration's
reliance on the free
market and advocated a
25-cent-a-gallon tax on
gasoline to keep the
price at a level that
would encourage
Americans. to conserve.- fuel.
In response to a queslion - about whether'
will run for president,
Iacocca repeated his
fter
.
t
frequent denial of any
St
interest in a political
•
career. A registered
.•
Republican, he often is
mentioned as a potential
candidate for the 1988
Dr. Ralph Carmode (seated) works with the new switcher that has been innomination.
stalled in Murray State's television studios. Also working with the new
$80,000 piece of equipment are: (from left) Al Greule, director of the
studios; Rodney Freed, a freshman radio-television major from Bernie,
Mo.; and Larry Albert, engineer. The switcher is the first part of upgrading
FORT -STEWART, midair collision," said tion at Fort Stewart,
equipment that came with the TV Studios in 1971.
Ga. lAP - Army in- Maj. Rob Stiffler. leader said the Cobra was
vestigators said that of a four-man team headed east to refuel at
two helicopters that from the Army Aviation Wright Army Airfield on
crashed at Fort Stewart Safety Center at Fort the post and the Chinook
killing all eight soldiers Rucker, Ala.
was headed west toward
aboard collided while
The group began an excercise area.
MSU TV-11 today an- students, to train them Monday through Friday
flying in opposite Thursday morning coinnounced the installation on up-to-date equipment during the fall and spring
directions.
bining through the
Both helicopters had of a Grass Valley swit- and in realistic or com- semesters on cable chanwreckage of the reported routine check- cher,a major equipment mercially simulated en- nel 11 in Murray and
But the cause of the Wednesday night crash. points to ground routine acquisition
for use in the vironmetits so they are Mayfield. Programs
collision remained
IA. Col. Bill Witwicki, monitors minutes TV -11 facility in the properly prepared to such as News Center 11,
unclear, officials said.
director of planned before, the crash, he Doyle Fine Arts Center compete in ,the job "Spotlight,"_ "Campus
-What we have is a
training and mobiliza- said.
at
Murray
State market after gradua- Scene," "Hoofbeats,"
tion."
University.
and National Campus
MSU TV-11, produced syndicated television are
Al Greule, director of
the television studios, by Murray State; airs shown each week.
called the new switcher,
which replaces an obsolete piece of equipment
Industrial Average
+ 1.74
I.B.M.
1511/8 +7/s which is 14 years old, "a
Previous Close
1794.30
Ingersoll Rand
65% -1/s small part of what we
Air Products
78 unc
Jerrie()
25% +% really need."
The switcher was acAmerican Telephone
221/4 unc
Kmart
44% -%
Briggs & Stratton
36% unc
Kroger
463/4 -1/s quired at a cost to MurChrysler
42/
1
4 -1
Overnight Trans.
/
2
29 -3
/
4 ray State of $80,000, with
CSX Corp
36 +%
JCPenney
68/
1
2 +1
/
2 $15,000 of that amount
Dean Foods
49% -1
/
4
Penwalt
49% -3
/
4 raised in the Department
Dollar Gen. Store
20 -1
Quaker Oats
/
4
69 + 1/2 of Journalism and Radio55% .1/4
Exxon
46% .
/
1
4 Television. It provides
Sears
i- 82/
1
4 '1/4
Ford
Texaco
31% + 1/4 up-to-date features such
G.A.F.
67/
1
2 .1/4
Time Inc.
73% -% as the ability to split the
General Motors _
1
4. -1
85/
/
4
U.S.Tobacco
361/s + Vs television screen and to
GenCorp, Inc.
73 -1 r Wal-Ma.rL _
- 40% uric --superiMpose-letters on
Goodrich
Wendy's
42% -%
211
/
4 +% It.
"Replacing' obsolete
Goodyear
32% +%
C.E.F. Yield
6.99
equipment is necessary
Ii
for providing a-realisttr - The fifeWOODMAN BUILDING
senc
131
-e-of rihidents from foreign countries
-TTY BOSTON
television station enis only one aspect of the impact of Internation y
300 MAPLE STREET
JACK UDDBERG
vironment in which
Education Programs on the Murray area,"
MURRAY, KENTUCKY
753-3366
students can learn,"
reported Dr. Tracy Harrington, left, to Kiwanians
Greule said. "Our comrecently. Dr. Harrington, director of Murray
mitment is to our
State's Faculty Resource Center is also one of the
prime organizers of Murray State's International
Studies Program. This program involves more
than 50 faculty and several hundred students who
spend one or more semesters at other institutions
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- Chrysler Chairman
Lee Iacocca is standing
shoulder to shoulder
with Vice President
George Bosh on the controversial question of
falling oil prieis4.
"I don't think George
Bush said anything
wrong," laco'cca "t0Itt
the American Society of
Newspaper Editors on
Thursday.
He offered that endorsement immediately
after saying that if he
had a vice president
who differed with him
the way Bosh appeared
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310 S 8th St.
Mayfield, Ky.
Hrs: 9-4:30
Jerry D Wheeler.
Authorized Belton,
Dealer
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Outstanding
students set
summer study,

COMPe!it'Ve O'',e0 We h save you Money
; ,ave your insurance Company money tool
FREE ESTIMATES it we do the work
30 yrS experience
General Body Repelr-Wrecks minor damage or jus'
a paint job
CUst0111PaInt-Air bruthing murals large or small

candy apple-peari-flakes
Vinyl Roofs-i 4 yrs exo ,n replacing installing anC
repairing roofs
Just off of North 4th on Andrus Ave

Across from Hawaan Tropic

753-0153

For Relief
Pizza Inn Buffet

April Buffet Special

$2.99
Sunday-Friday Noon Buffet
Mon., Tues., Wed. Night Buffet

Olympic Plaza, 641 North

753-0900
For pizza oulk Pizza Inn.
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Royal Creation Furniture

'Rugged solid core construction
'Rustic malibu finish 'Choose from
bookcase, library wall, library wall unit
with sliding doors, entertainment center
or swinging door desk.
'Reg. $28.88
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Clean-Kutter
Paint Remover

•Reg S3.22
•32 02
•
raisliKd
groin
•Dossolves old
finish

Wal-Mart Latex
Redwood Stain
•1 Gallon

2.74

•Penelrates &
Protects
•Quicks water
clean-up

•

E-Z Shear Priscilla
Curtain
•No valance or tie backs to lose
•Pre-crossed for easy decorating
•100% polyester, champagne or dusty rose

9.48
54 x 63 Reg. 13.36 sole 11.36
54 x 81 Reg. 14.97 sale 12.72
54 x 45 Reg. 11.17 sale

Big
Buster
Paint
Brushes
•Reg. 3.44
•4 inch well brush
•For latex or oilbased paint

a
•

Lighting
Fixtures

a
4n

No. P1-102 Reg. 6.17
•

5.24

•

PT-104F Reg. 9.56

•

PT-7881F Reg. 16.83

•

8.00
it
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Oval Cheval Mirror
•Pecon finish
•Routed traditional design on
mirror frame
*Overall size: 221
/
2 x 60% inches
•Easy to assemble .Reg. 59.96
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American Classic
Ceiling Fan
*Antique brass finish, 3-speed
reversible wooden paddles, close
to ceiling mount or boll and
socket mount.

14.28
PT-9FL Reg. 9.76

Bentwood
Rocker

8.28
PT-9623F Reg. 8.97

7.62

•

*Oak color paired with
natural toned caning
•Reg. 39.97

PT-7914F Reg. 21.97
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Add colorful charm to lawn with flower garden
Flower gardens have regained popularity
as centerpieces in home landscaping,
adding a comfortable "country feel" to
homes of all styles.
The many types of flowers available
today enable you to accent your lawn with
colorful blossoms throughout the year. Of
course, beautiful fresh flower arrangements indoors are a special benefit when
the supply source is just outside the door.
Flowers are categorized according to
their type of growth and the way they live
and die. Annuals are planted in the
spring, bloom throughout the summer
and die in the fall; biennials are planted
in the summer, flower the following
summer and die later in the fall.
Perennials come to life every spring,
and many varieties live for years only
requiring division and replanting as they
spread. Bulbs, corms and tubers also
reappear to blossom each year, with the
food supply for each plant remaining
below ground throughout the year.
When selecting flowers for your new
garden, keep in mind these tips:
• If possible, place your garden where it
can be seen from indoors as well as
outdoors. If you spend most of your time
in a certain part of the lawn or patio,
place your garden well within this view.
• It's best to have some type of back-

4*NO
Landscape Specialist
Nursery & Greenhouses

759-4512

"Spring Chtddist"
• ffludrkiet
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Dear Friends,
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SALE
From Minor repairs to major
remodeling...We have all it takes!

1x10
Channel
Rustic
Cedar Siding

01••..

•Rustic cedar
•Ideal for exterior
siding or interior
paneling
Reg. 354

25°

1"x8"x6' Cedar
Boards for

Lineal Foot

5 Gallon

N

3/
1
2"x5"xlr

Landscape
Timbers
Southern
\
..--- Yellow Pine
\ • tii • X
$299

79

\

,
Rickman
AN -v
N orsworthy ;MA)

Driveway
Sealer

LUMBER COMPAMKIPIC.

16 Ft. Aluminum
Extension Ladder

$3995
Reg. $54.95

ADE 200-16
t;.•

VISA

MOOt.
,CoM

CHARGE IT!
itart

you,'Vme •Orncslohnc

. ,^10c1

753.6450

$
Each
99
Reg. $8.95

Reg. $3.99

el ,

500 S. 4th, Murray
Stotts Hours:
7 5 Mon Ft.., 8 12 Sot.

99;

Driveway Sealer

_

Reg. $129.99

This year we don't want to forget anyone. Please call us
today for an appointment. We look forward to a beautiful
spring.
Much thanks.

,

Rem

- onie

$9995

kb'

AO.

marker as your guide. You may need two
different areas for your flower garden, one
for sun and one for shade, with different
families of flowers in each.
• Make certain that the flowers you
decide upon are easy to grow in your
vicinity; don't order plants simply because
they looked good in a catalog. You may
want to try several different varieties of
the same plant to see which grows best. If
you buy your plants locally, the nursery
can often give you assistance.

Colonial
6 Panel Steel
Entrance Door

puma!figgitimp
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/06 •4 lame baidlittbn

• ferrifizing

.5,1e
-6r

DAP
Rely-On
Latex
Caulk

Hoffinant
Hwy. 94 East

ground behind your flower bed, either a
terrace, hedge or fence. Then place the
taller-growing flower varieties at the back,
with medium and shorter plants closer to
the front. Try a curved border rather than
the more formal straight edge.
• Instead of placing flowers in regularly
shaped blocks, run patches together
randomly to create a flowing, natural
appearance. Develop a sketch of your
garden, using the suggested planting
distances on the seed packet or plant
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Home improvements
can save consumers
r

--

Painting, caulking, weather stnpping, insulation, storm windows, and the replacement of older appliances, including heating and cooling systems. are all good ways
to save energy and reduce utility bills.
Consumers faced with thajor investment of replacing a home heating system
should select the most effiarent, cost effective heating system. according to the
Amencan Gas Association.
According to Department of Energy statistics, natural gas heating systems are
highly efficient and natural gas is priced about 30 percent below heating oil and up to
four times less than electnc heat on a national average basis.
New natural gas furnaces have efficiencies of up to 97 percent. Other features
include, automatic vent dampers which prevent warm air from escaping up the chimney when the furnace is off, more efficient burners, and heat transfer technology.
This keeps the house warmer for longer penods of time—saving gas and money
because the heating system is required to run less. A.G.A. says.
Except in extremely cold weather, a furnace does not run constantly. It cycles on
and off to maintain the temperature called for by the thermostat. When the furnace is
off, some of the heated air in the house moves naturally through the furnace and can
escape up the flue.
The vent damper, a circular metal plate fitted inside the flue pipe. operated by a
motor linked to the furnace's controls, closes off this escape route.
When the thermostat calls for heat and the furnace goes on, the damper opens.
When the furnace shuts off, the damper closes, keeping the warm air from escaping.
Since the house cools off at a slower rate, the thermostat calls for heat less often.
New gas furnaces also save money by replacing the continually-burning pilot with
intermittent ignition systems. With an 1.I.S., a tiny electrical spark jumps across a
tiny gap to ignite the pilot and then the furance.
Only a minute amount of energy is needed with an I.I.S. The amount of gas saved
over the lifetime of the furnace can be impressive.
When compared to older gas furnaces, a new energy-efficient gas heating system
with vent damper and 1.I.S. can save a homeowner hundreds of dollars in lifetime
operating costs, according to A.G.A. studies.

9.9% APR FINANCING ON
INGERSOLL LAWN AND
GARDEN TRACTORS
Ingersoll..,
easy to operate
easy to own.
*Oar 1011 VT
a.0 WV,. a

Stratton S•rx-rwo
attranoad onon•

Choose from
4 exciting, high
performance
lawn tractor
models.

Mods III VI

New concept in doors
Bi-fold doors are an attractive, func- usefulness of regular bi-fold doors, yet
tional and very popular way to treat allows full access to the space! This
openings of all kinds in the modern hardware permits the folding doom to
home. Closets, work areas, entertain- swing completely out of the door openment centers and laundry nooks etc., are ing and lay flat against the adjoining
but a few of the areas where folding wall.
doors are used successfully. Folding
Best of all, the moderately skilled dodoors, unfortunately, have one major
it-yourselfer can change the old style bidraw back—they fold up against the door
fold doors over to the new system.
jamb and thereby use up some of the usable door opening. This can be serious
A helpful "How to" booklet has been
when the open doors interfere with such wntten entitled "How to Widen Doors
things as access to a washer or dryer or without Wrecking Walls" and is availwhen they prevent full use of a closet.
able free of charge by sending a selfThe people of L. E. Johnson Products addressed envelope to: L. E. Johnson
have come up with a unique set of fold- Products, Inc., P.O. Box 1126, Departing door hardware which combines the ment HT, Elkhart. Indiana. 46515.

Thurman's Patio Shop is

NOW OPEN

'
,h. S.Q.

50,rtIon VC
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SP ellen two 4(
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Ingersoll
lawn tractors
give you...

#4111111
I

• Easy gear and sector steering
• Heavy gauge steel frame for long life

411

AIR

41111111102.
——

4
11°
1"
t

• Dependable starting Briggs power
•Convenient, upfront controls
• Versatile 5 speed in-line shifting
•Comfortable, non-skid foot rest area
• Value that will last for years

Ingersoll

alodel .111 V.
•
•P a•al• a

SKIM.

IPC

INGERSOLL...
The New Name
7?).V4m/ For Case
Garden 71-aelorn

McKEEL
EQUIPMENT
IPMENT COMPANY
503
Walnut

i

Murray

753 3062

This is one of the largest selection
of quality outdoor furniture in this area.

All at Discounted Prices

Thurman's
Ft It\ ITI

Oman.a ••• 0•••••••••.

208 Main Street Murray

753-4834
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Interior design tastes
vary from traditional
to personal preference
Some of us like life straight up:- evoke our past and act on our imaginaSome of us prefer it with a twist.
tion in the same way as works of art When your family assembles for holiAs examples ol traditional style in inday dinners, is it for the traditional ham terior design Mills offers a II% mg room
or turkey? Or will the menu call for rare
Pedro ROdriguet. ASID. Philadelduck breasts in green peppercorn sauce? phia.
Tastes in interior design organize
Rodriguet recreated a nineteenth Lynthemselves along similar lines. If a room tur English club room for his client.
is Jacobean. it should be Jacobean right Sticking stnctly to penod furnishings.
down to the ashtrays, is the traditional the designer used mahogany paneling,
view. The more adventuresome among Italian marble and hammered brass to esus prefer to mix periods and styles to cre- tablish an Empire mood.
ate eclectic interiors.
A wing chair with ottoman was upholThe design preferences of both person- stered in royal blue Naugahyde. Rows of
ality types have been catalogued by Lee brass nailheads and deep button tufting
Mills. director of design for Naugahyde added luxurious embellishment.
'brand fabric.
The designer often covers chair and otMills continues to style fabrics in tra- toman sets with Naugahyde because the
ditional leather looks, but also has devel- fabric is engineered for feet-on-the furnioped a collection of new materials that ture lifestyles. Its tough, laminated conduplicates the appearance and texture of struction resists tears and scuffing and
denim, sailcloth, suede, and cotton. He spills—even oily dirt—wipe away with a
finds his traditional fabrics being used in damp cloth.
contemporary interiors today, and vice
A floral print in pale daffodil covers
versa. It wasn't always so.
the rolled arm sofa. The window treat"People are much more likely now to ment consists of a valance and side -panmix periods." Mills said. "It's the influ- els in hunter green velvet with floral
ence of travel and a growing sophistica- ruching. a material which was repeated
tion. perhaps. Antique furniture and rugs as trim on the half-window shears.

Replacing sliding closet doors with Mold doors is an easy
dO-R-yourself project that makes closets more accessible.

Bifolds provide
closet solution
Closets with sliding doors can make
getting dressed an exasperating experience. If one person owns the whole
closet, the doors may have to be slid
back and forth several times before the
process is finished. If two people are
sharing the closet—look out! Dressing at
the same time could become a tug-of-war
as one pushes the doors one way and the
other pushes them back.
Bifolds are an alternative which some
people have avoided because, in the
past. reliable, attractive bifolds have not
been available. However, that is no
longer the case. Thicker, sturdier, panel
bifold doors are now available. They are
real wood all the way through and can be
stained or painted to match any decor.
Available in two-door or four-door assemblies bifolds can be obtained to fit
openings that are from two feet to six
feet wide.
Six-panel bifold doors can he obtained
to complement styles from Colonial to
modern. One manufacturer is also producing bifolds which feature a unique
.carved design and curved top rail for a
more elegant effect.

fr4
•`11

When shopping for bifolds it is advisable to purchase easy-to-install units
which are pre-assembled and pre-drilled
to receive pivots and guides. Doors,
track and complete hardware should be
included in the carton. Consider purchasing doors with extra-wide stiles tor a
more substantial look and feel.
Bifolds can be adjusted to fit your
opening. Remember that the measurements given on bifold door cartons are
for the size of the finished opening.
Manufacturers prefit doors to fit the
opening size so the actual doors are
about '
1/4 smaller than the size given.

178.88 sae.EzE 109.97caergE

Trac Drive Garage Door Opener. 1 /2 H P
motor Automatic light delay Digital
transmitter to set own security code
102 032/GS900(0 11

Chain Drive Garage Door Opener. 1/4
H .P. motor. Instant reverse insures safety
Includes transmitter. Easy to install
101 419,SP-99M-11

Ems Doitcenter
Bel Air Shopping Center Murray, KY
759-1390
at%
es

Open 7 Dears A Week

AA%

Your Complete Hans Building Supply Canter
*Other 'mations — Benton & Lake City, KY*
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Using less energy means dollars to home budget
Consumers can use less energy and save money by taking &close look at how
they use energy al t home. This can be achieved by following a few energy
saving tips:
• Set the furnace thermostat between 65 and 70 degrees in the winter and at
least five degrees lower when sleeping or away. Higher heating temperatures
are recommended where the sick, elderly, or infants reside. In summer, set the
air conditioner thermostat at 78 to 80 degrees.
• A water heater is a major energy user, according to the American Gas
Association. Try a lower thermostat setting. Install water flow restrictors, in
shower heads and faucettliei, cut hot Water use without affecting family corn-

En
tGrowing•
Ge
, ,./
.000:00/.00•>
..../%07.,0:0
00;,00r0I/
400:
00
.

1

fort. When replacing a water heater, choose an energy-efficient model.
• Fully load clothes dryers and dish washers to save energy.'firm off unnecessary lights and appliances.
• Consumers on a low or fixed income are eligible to apply for federal
mOney to assist in paying utility bills. Don't ignore payments if you are late—
call the utility. It may have a budget plan to help.
• Clean or replace filters as needed in heating and cooling systems. Close
vents in unused rooms and insulate ducts and pipes in unheated spaces. Keep
direct sunlight out of living parr-% in_surnmer, but let it in during winter;it-helps
warm the room.
• Attics and their doors should be insulated to the recommended level. Find
out what the level is at a store that sells insulation. Check under floors, around
basements, crawl spaces. and foundation walls for adequate insulation. too.
And exterior walls may need insulation. Consider purchasing storm windows
and doors or double-paned glass to keep in heat and air conditioning.
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Save on the high
cost of buying
expensive lawn
and garden
equipment -

1

RENT YOUR TOOLS!
We carry a complete
line of gardening and
lawn tools.

• 7r

•

•Lawn mowers
•Small hand garden tools
•Thatcherizers
*Wheelbarrows
•Tillers
•Rakes, hoes and shovels
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Spring
Fix-Up
Time

fp

Enjoy the fun of
putting in your
own garden and
maintaining a
beautiful lawn
without the
expense of tool
and equipment
upkeep.
Stop by and see
our complete
lawn and garden
rental center
today.
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MURRAY

RENTAL SALES
200E.Moen

We Make Loans To
$15,000 At Competitive
Rates With Terms To
Fit Any Budget.

FIDELITY CREDIT
CORP.
Call or see Steve James.

CENTER

•
•

Need Money
For Spring?
LET US HELP

753-8201 j

•
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L3

715 S. 12th Street
Murray. KY
Phone 753-4006
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Herbs add spice
to garden, kitchen
Herbs are attractive in your garden and
indispensable in your kitchen. Used
throughout civilization for medicinal
purposes, they're popular today as
seasonings which add special fragrances
and flavor to your home cooking.
Though they're traditionally grown just
outside the kitchen door, herbs can easily
be mixed with other plants in your flower
or vegetable garden. You may also choose
to design a separate herb display in
another area of your yard. During the
winter, some herb varieties can be easily
grown indoors in boxes or pots placed in a
sunny window.
Some varieties, such as mint, sage,
parsley, rosemary and garlic, repel insects
and can help protect other vegetation in
your garden. Other types help some
garden vegetables grow, while inhibiting
the growth of others. Dill, for example,
may stunt the growth of your carrots while
making your cabbage crop thrive.
Though there are dozens of varieties of
herbs available, begin with a few familiar
ones for your first try. These are among
the herbs which are easiest to grow and
reap the best harvests:
• Thyme: Noted for its flavor and
aroma, thyme is a perennial needing full
sun and well-drained soil. The flower
clusters and leafy tops should be trimmed
as they bloom. Rub the chopped leaves,
fresh or dried, on meats before cooking or
use over eggs or poultry.
• Basil: With its distinctive leaves, basil
can be a feature attraction in your herb
garden. The crushed flowers can be used
as seasoning in salads, sauces, soup and
with meats and fish. In most climates,
basil is grown as an annual. Mosquitoes
dislike the basil scent.
• Dill: Dill is well known for the flavor
it adds to salads, fish, meat and poultry.
Both seeds and leaves can be used for
cooking.
• Chives: Though similar to the onion,
chives are harvested for their plant greens
and not the bulbs. This perennial can be
started from seeds in the spring, and will
tolerate slight shade.
• Sage: This perennial is a traditional
flavoring for turkey stuffing. Used
throughout the centuries as a medicinal
herb, sage is an attractive tall border
plant.
• Caraway: Caraway seeds frequently
adorn baked goods, and the plant's leaves
can be used in soups or salads. A hardy
biennial, caraway likes sun and tends to
grow slowlf.•
• Anise: With its licorice-like flavor,
aniseed is popular in cookies, bread and
candies. A hardy annual, it should be
gathered after seeds develop. It prefers a
sunny location.
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ROPER
=MOOR POWER EQUIPMENT

FINANCING
AVAILABLE

SPRING INTO
SUMMER SALE

Best deal of the season
on the Roper
LT11 lawn tractor.
SPIECIAL Marl
$1499 5

•Durabie 11-HP synchrobalanced Boggs & Stratton
industrisiCorrrnernal
engrie:
•DependalHe 5- speed tn-line
transaxle
•38-nch mower decit
standard ecamxnent
•Rugged channel frame
construcaon:
•2-year Ignited warranty

FINANCING
AVAILABLE

Best deal of the season
on the new Roper
YTH16 Hydrostatic
Drive yard tractor.
SPECIAL MCI

$249595
•,
vnooth eas‘
dna*
•Durable
Nan .11#,t. •
Brqgs E, St ration IS ••1 nprIt

•44 inch Tower deck
Included as standard
equvrnent.
•t'Pct. r10 Clutch
•2 yr& Yornited warrant,

Save big when you buy
a new Roper garden
tractor now.
SPINCIA/ PRICE
$2699 5
•Heavy-duty 18-H? Mon
cylinder Briggs & Stratton
IndustnoKommercial engine
•Standard 44'3-bi00tie mower
deck.

•Time tested 6-speed Roper
Wei trartsade.
•Electric PTO clutch
•Full range of optional
attachments tor year -round
sonic*.
•2-year limited warranty

Rrothiaigievid
2 Year Limited Warranty

ALL SEASONS LAWN & LEISURE
205 N. 4th
4
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New vacuum offers more 'mini' for money
When you are looking for a powerful
canister vacuum cleaner, ask for the
Mighty-Mini® by Shop-Vac®. This new
vacduin cleaner Is being introduced by
Shop-Vac Corporation.
This new vacuum cleaner is portable
and lightweight, with a 1.0 peak horsepower motor for big power versatility. It's

ideal for vacuuming stairs. . and for,
above-the-floor cleaning, it's superb.
The Mighty Mini® is electric, not battery operated, so you won't have to worry
about running low on power at a critical
moment.
At an incredibly low price of around
$50.00, this vacuum cleaner really is the

most Mini for your money. No other portable canister vacuum cleaner around can
beat that!
The Mighty Mini weighs just six
pounds, and has a convenient carrying
handle. Built-in rear wheels and front
glide give it complete mobility, and an 18
ft cord allows for wide area cleaning.

When shopping for a mattress, close attention
to details pays off as long-term investment
sion. Before you fall head over heels for a
mattress, make sure you are investing in
the right size and type.
Size yourself up and you will know what
is needed. If you sleep alone, stretch and
move around a lot, or need extra elbow
room, determine the amount of space for
these and other activities.
Standard widths range from 38 inches
(twin) to 76 inches (king) wide, with
lengths from 75 to 80 inches.
A couple buying a mattress should
know a double size measuring 53 inches
What to look for
wide offers about as much mom for each
Lumps, bumps, peaks and valleys mean person as a baby's crib.
Queen (60 inches wide) or king (up to
your mattress is wearing out and ready to
80 inches wide)are the logical choice for a
give you more than headaches.
How about edges? Are they firm or do couple. The California king is 84 inches
they sag? Are the springs eternally detect- wide.
In any case.-sleep authorities'recomabTe to the TeePTI6W-Ciinfined are you in
mend mattresses that are six inches longer
your sleeping space?
Start preparing for a neW bedding set if than the height ofthe person sleeping on it.
Two types of mattresses are innerspring
you have answered yes to most of these
questions. Begin with a visit to a retailer and foam, available in most Stores..
Innerspring is the most common matwhose selection is wide in variety and
tress type. It is filled with a series of steel
price.
Price and quality are usually connected. coils fitted between layers of vatying
The lower the price, the fewer years of thickness of insulation, padding material
comfort. But, remember, mattresses are and a fabric cover known as ticking.
Quality in innerspring mattresses is
on) ofmost heavily advertised and
based on the thickness of the coil and the
ed items. •
Buy from experience. Lie down on sev- number of rings or turns, plus how they
eral mattresses before making the deci- are linked together and how they work to-

Making the right investment in a mattress will pay restful dividends in years of
comfortable and healthful sleep.
A mattress wears out from constant use.
If you have been sleeping on the same mattress for more than 10 years. better begin
thinking about making another investment.
Your thinking will be influenced by the
results of a simple examination. Remove
all bed clothes and look for any irregularities in the surface.

New vacuum is powerful, yet compact.

0 Wheel Horse
Power

ONLY
$1i§9

gether to support your body weight. The
number of coils is only one indication of
mattress quality.
Thicker coils with More turns provide
greater firmness and support. Coils with
less than six turns are usually found in
lower quality mattresses.
The insulation covering the springs prevents them from poking through the network of wire, fiber padding and netting.
Check cushioning
The thicker the cushioning the better the
mattress. Polyurethane, cotton felt or batting, and other material make up the cushioning tied to the rows of springs to keep
them from moving horizontally.
A mattress needs a box spring for support to keep it.from prematurely wearing
out. Foundations of box springs vary from
actual cods s-haped4ikea-11gure-8.10 metal
and wood bars and.planks.
If the foundation is wood and foam, the
foam should be two inches thick or more
for the proper support and wear.
In foam mattresses high density polyurethane is the dominant material. To ensure sustained support and longevity, the
foam contains plastic pellets for proper resilliency.
Better foam mattresses have a higher latex content, which is more expensive to
produce, but its density is greater than
conventional foam bedding.

Clean Up, Fix Up, Paint Up...
We Want To Lend You The Money

We're eager to
loan money
with a minimum
of hassle.

SAVE $100

with 32- s.d. mower
FEATURES INCLUDE:
Powerful 8 HP Briggs & Stratton engine•3-speed all gear
transaxle•Pinion & sector
steering•Sealed beam
headlights•Cast-iron front
axle•One-piece steel frame
•Greasable spindles

You deserve no less.

PEOPLES,BANK
id UR RAY

ruxLE

OUR
CARE.
Its our ?Joky Its our promise

Most Folks Still Colt—

STOKES TRACTOR &
IMPLEMENT CO.
INDUSTRIAL RD.

753-1319
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Let outdoors reflect lifestyle

Your outdoors, just like the inside of
your home, is a reflection of your own
style and personality. Garden areas, walks,
patios and decks should be planned with
the same criteria for comfort and style that
you use to select furniture or room colors
inside your home.
Professionals in landscape design
recommend that you examine these basic
goals and establish priorities before
beginning your project.
If you want your yard to always look
well groomed, but you can't find the time
to spend hours in the garden keeping it
that way, consider the use of ground
covers, vines and slow-growing shrubs.
Raised planting beds, natural and manmade edging materials and the use of
container plants are all methods used
today in easy-care gardening. Avoid
creating areas where mowing may be
difficult: either eliminate them or enlarge
them to enable the mower to pass through
with ease, eliminating tedious handtrimming.
If you and your family spend most of
your weekends and summer nights outdoors, you'll want to incorporate large
patios, decks and outdoor cooking areas
into your landscape with easy access to the
house. There should be adequate drainage
lround the area to keep it clean and dry,
and enclosures or trees should ensure that
your new living space is well protectegil
from the wind and sun.
You can enhance your patio or deck
with raised planting areas, or incorporate
your own built-in furniture into the
design.
Remember that people moving around
outdoors need much more space than
those walking inside a house, so allow
plenty of room for children playing with
bicycles, as well as adult space for casual
browsing, eating and relaxing.
If you are a recreation-oriented family,
devote a large portion of your landscaped
area to your favorite sport by including a
tennis court, above- or below-ground
swimming pool, children's play yard or
even a putting green. Allocate space as
well for "temporary" lawn sports such as
badminton or croquet.
When planning recreational areas in
your landscape, it's easy to surround these
areas attractively with trees and shrubs,
creating a comfortable environment in
which to spend both daytime and evening
hours.
Consider hedges, fences or fast-growing
trees to seclude you from neighbors and
passers-by and also give you .the ritcessary
definition of living space pip need for
',comfort and relaxation. If you feel the
ippearance of a fence is too stark, try
planting hedges outside it or covering it

PRIDAV, APRIL 11, 1988

with a fast-growing vine. Or instead of
constructing a long, imposing privacy
fence, add a curving border of flowering
shrubs, which change in appearance and
texture as the seasons progress.
Adequate lighting not only makes
outdoor living more inviting, it also adds
a necessary safety factor. Illuminate
walkways, stairs, wet spots and pools to
avoid accidents. Many low-voltage lighting
options are now available

Onutys
CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS
& CUSTOM WOODWORKING
OVER
20 YEARS
EXPERIENCE

•

SOLID WOOD
CABINETS &
RAISED PANEL DOORS
Bach • Oak • Walnut • Cherry
GUNCASES • MANTLES • BOOKCASES
KITCHEN CABINET TOPS • VANITIES
CUSTOM BUILT FURNITURE & FURNITURE REFINISHING
COMPETITIVE PRICES Drop By & Se* Our Display

•

•
• Sunbury Circle
Murray, Ky
753-5940 •
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•••
•
•
•
•
•
•
••••
•
•
•••
•MI
•

Instant Home Improvement
with an AQUA SPRINGS® SPA
from
Bring this ad to Murray Supply
and receive an Extra $100.00 Off
our already Low Price.

Fun For The Whole Family With
Quality Throughout.
'Length 7'8", Width 6'9"
•Hydrojet Pump: 2 speed, full 1 h.p.
•Inside Light with Red or Blue Lenses
•Seats 4-6 aduhs
*Polyurethane Construction
•Skimmer/FNter
•Drain Filter
All Materials and Workmanship
FULLY WARRANTED

:

MURRAY
,ACE SUPP
LY COMPANY
208 E. Main Street

753-3361
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TUCK'S

PANELING

4x8 LATTICE and
Treated Lumber For
PATIOS and DECKS

7:30-5:30 MON-FRI
SAT 7:30-3:00

PLYWOOD * PAINT
BUILDING MATERIALS
KITCHEN CABINETS
BATHROOM VANITIES
ROOFING MATERIALS
EXTERIOR SIDING
DOOR UNITS

Hwy. 45 1 Mi. So.
Martin, TN
901/587-3000

Let Us Help With
Your Home Work
:1
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We can help you
add that extra
bedroom, remodel
your kitchen, or build
a garage with one of
our home improvement loans. Our rates
are competitive, our
procedure simple.
See us soon & let us
help you with your
homework!

wri kirl mi Bank of Murray
in! "THE Fi ing.BANK"
br

Gas range
efficiency
now better
Consumers who select new higher efficiency natural gas ranges for their cooking are choosing the cleanest, most dependable and efficient means of
prepanng food, according to the Amencan Ga,s Association .
Consumers can save the most money
by comparing ranges and purchasing one
with the features and operating costs
which meet their requirements.
The most efficient gas ranges feature
pilotless ignition systems. Surface,
oven, and broiler burners are lighted
with electronic igniters instead of standing pilot lights.
There are two types of pilotless ignition systems available on new gas
ranges.
The spark ignition system makes a
clicking sound when the burner is turned
on and the spark ignites the gas that
flows to the burner.
The other system uses a glow bar or
glow-coil ignition. When the control dial
is turned on, a flow of electric current
causes the igniter to heat and light the
burner.
Thirty percent of the natural gas normally consumed for cooking is saved by
eliminating the standing gas pilot light,
the A.G.A. says, adding that kitchens
are cooler without the continuous light,
and pilotless ignition eliminates pilot
outage caused by drafts.
New gas ranges vary in style, size,
and features, but all are similar in construction and operation. One of the most
efficient is the convection-oven gas
range. Hot air is forced into the oven by
a high-speed fan. No oven pre-heating is
necessary and heated air goes directly to
the food, starting the cooking process
immediately.

Gas dryers
save money
A new generation of natural gas clothes
dryers can help consumers save money
and energy, according to the American
Gas Association. The new appliances
feature pilotless ignition, automatic shut
off and use less energy.
A new natural gas dryer can reduce
the amount of energy needed to dry
clothes by up to 30 percent compared to
older, less efficient dryers.
Gas clothes dryers require very little
upkeep and can be maintained in a matter of seconds. It is important to keep the
lint screen clean. The location of that
screen varies with the different models;
some are on the top, others on the bottom. A few models place the lint screen
inside the door. But remember: keeping
the lint screen is the single most important step to make sure of proper air circulation and efficient, economical dryer
operation.
Whenever possible, vent the dryer exhaust to the outside. This will carry
moisture-laden air out of the house. Indoor gas clothes drying is much faster
and more convenient than drying laundry outside. But the amount of moisture
involved is enormous. Exhausting the
dryer will prevent moist air from being
recirculated through the dryer. It will
also decrease drying time, using less gas
and saving the user money.
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We're here to help you. We're TOTAL HARDWARE.

YARD CARE

Coast to Coast
11-HP Tractor

Sale

Have You
Noticed What's
Going On At
Coast To Coast?

999.00

A. 20" Deluxe Mower

Sale 159.95

38' cut Briggs electric-start engine 14-amp battery 12-volt alternator
starter One-gallon fuel tank
(481-37621

3 -HPBriggsengine Throttle
control on handle Bagging
available
1481 or.3.:i

Save now on HOSES

B.20" Push Mower

Sale 119.95

3-HPBriggsengine with throttle control on handle
1481-0016)

a AMES
A. Round Point Shotol.(483-4636)Sale5.99
13. 14-rooth Bow Rake.(483-1962)sa1e4.44

C. square Point Shovel.(483-5237)Sale 4.77
Sale3.66

D. Gaivien Hoe.(483-2689)

RX Supreme Hose
Sale 10.99
Rubber-vinyl hose Coils easily
x 50-ft i485-14401

Contractor's
Wheelbarrow

Soft & Supple Hose

Haul so,

Sale 13.99
Weatherguard additive, heavy duty
brass couplings se" x 50-ft 1485-131 7 I

GARDEN
HOP BARGAINS!

3 + 1 Hose
wi
rLit_AyLityLetyLib
. •
• • • • • •
El El El El•El•El El0El

Spaghnum Peat

20 lb. Bag

$7.69

10' x 25'

$3.99

4 Mil

40 lb. Bag

Black Plastic Sheeting only $3.77

Top Soil

$1.50

20 Ft. Heavy Duty

300 Ft.

Pine Bark Nuggets

$3.14

Lawn Edge

3 Cu FT. Wheelbarrow. 1492.13184

Qti

19.99

(L/Le
• • •LeLeL
• • fLr_r
• • •_eLIL
•
El EIEIEIADE1 El El•

r---Coupon Coupon-

400 Ft. Bag

Flower & Garden Fertilizer

Sale26.99

lawn and garden tools more'21
steel tray has rolled edge 4 Cu It 492 r

$3.99

Have You Seen Our Huge Assortment
Of Clay Pots & Lawn Ornaments?

Expires 4119166

15% Off

Any
Fruit or Ornamental
Trees 5 Gal
No Limit

Wo'ro hors to MAD you. We're TOTAL HARDWARE.

Central Shopping Center
753-8604

Store Hours
Mon.-Sat. 8:30-9:00
Sun. 12:00-6:00

Sao
1
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+TUBS FOR ALL
OCCASIONS*
For The Bathroom:
Marble TubsElegantly Beautiful
In Varied Sizes And
Designs With Or Without
A Whirlpool System.

For Family Enjoyment:
Portable Spa'sThe Ultimate In
Relaxation Inside The
House Or Out On The
Compare Quality And Price.

THORNTON TILE
AND MARBLE
612 S. 9th

502-753-5719
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Modern units eliminate window pain
Windows had humble beginnings. They started out as
holes in the wall. But they've
come a long way and are now
viewed differently.
Take any modern window,
for example. Not only must it
provide a view of the outside
world but it should conserve
energy as well. Anything less
is a window that's more pain
than pane.
To understand how a window can best save you energy
and money, certain parts
should be examined.
Consider Performance
The sash and frame,glazing,
hardware and weatherstripping
are the most important components of a window because
they affect its overall performance,says the National Wood
Window & Door Association.
Wood is used in the sash and
frame of well-made windows
because it's a natural insulator.

Unlike other materials, wood
does not need an artificial
"thermal break" like metal.
which readily conducts heat or
cold.
These factors make wood
sash and frame the first step in
the march towards energy and
cost efficiency.
Most wood windows are
double-glazed— two panes of
glass with an air space between them. This sharply reduces heat loss through the
glass area. Precision-mounted
hardware also enhances the
performance of quality wood
windows.
Save Energy
Modern locking mechanisms
insure an air tight fit to save
additional energy, while assuring homeowners of windows
that are as easy to open and
close as they are to care for.
Factory-installed weatherstripping keeps heat loss

through air infiltration to a
minimum.
Many wood windows also
have an exterior cladding over
the wood sash that all but
eliminates the need for peri-

odic painting.
To help choose the product
that best suits your needs it is
wise to "window shop" at local
building supply outlets, home
centers or lumberyards.
,4

Wallcoverings can add a look of elegance to any
room.In this setting,the floral walleovering with
companion fabrics In the chairs and headboard
serve to tie the bedroom together.

Moulding has many uses
•

Get growing with our lovely,
healthy selection of
flowering plants.
Over 50 varieties to choose from!
Here is just a sample
listing of the huge variety
of bedding plants we
grow right in our
own greenhouse!
• Ageratum
• Coleus
• Dainthus
• Petunias
• Geraniums
• Alyssum
• Marigolds
•ivy Geraniums
• Begonias
• Celosia
• Periwinkle
• And many, many more
• Perennials
We also carry a wide variety of azaleas
and picturesque hanging baskets
Stop in today for blooming bargains.

Shirley's Florist
500 N 41h • Murray • 753 3251

• „..01.460,,_
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If you're a do it yourselfer as
well as a birdwatcher, you can
get a closer look with a birdhouse in your yard fashioned
ut of wood mouldings.
However, if you think birdatching is for the birds,there
are hundreds of other wood
moulding projects to pick from
in the illustrated, 128-page
book,"500 Do-It-Yourself Wood
Moulding Projects."
The book is available for
$4.95 in the book department
at many local home centers,
building supply stores and
umber yards. Or, it can be

Plan With Care
ordered from the Wood Moulding and Millwork Producers
Careful planning and the
Association, P.O. Box 25278, proper tools are all that's rePortland, Ore. 97225.
quired to work with wood
mouldings.
Contests Revealed
The book lists the basic
The book includes detailed
drawings of a wide range of wood moulding profiles and
describes various wood workprojects, many of which can be
ing techniques such as mitercompleted in a day, such as ing and coping and how to
toys, picture frames, privacy prepare the mouldings before
screens, room dividers, wine applying the finish.
racks, plant holders and hunAvailable in a variety of
dreds of other projects. Each sizes and styles, wood mouldproject lists the wood mould- ings can be purchased at local
ing profiles required as well as lumberyards, building supply
information on finishes.
stores or home centers.
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Mulching helps eliminate many pesky weeds'

Mulching, with either natural or manmade materials, helps eliminate most
weeds. With mulching, most weeds are
unable to germinate. Others, if they do
grow, are weakened and are much easier
to remove.
At the same time, mulching reduces the
soil temperature and lowers the evaporation of moisture from the soil; that means
less watering.
Your selection of mulches will depend
upon the plants grown and the expense
and availability of materials. Traditionally,
mulches consist of lightweight, loose
materials, which are applied as soon as
seedlings are up or danger of frost has
passed. They are cithef organic or manmade, with organic mitrrials having the
added advantage of the 'ability to
decompose into the soil. As they decay,
biodegradable mulches will enrich the
soil, but they also will need reapplication.
To use a mulch in your garden, first
water the area to be mulched, then spread
the organic material. Make sure that you
don't cover the bases of small plants;
otherwise, they'll be smothered just like
yo-ur weeds. Mulch can be applied every
spring in your annual flower or vegetable
garden, and reapplied if it becomes
matted down during the season.
If freezing or severe winters are a
problem, cover your perennials with
mulch after the first hard frost; this will
help prevent the continual freezing and
thawing of the plants. Then, in the
spring, simply remove the mulch from
around the plant.
• Straw or hay: Use commercially

available straw or hay in a four-inch thick
layer over the soil.
• Grass clippings: Use only after the
clippings have begun to dry and turn
gray; apply loosely in a three-inch layer.
You can prevent them from becoming
moldy if you keep them lightly tossed so
they dry out evenly.
• Sawdust or wood shavings: Wood
byproducts are attractive mulching
materials, readily available from your local
nursery, or from your local utility
company as the result of tree trimmings.
However, though wood or bark chips are
excellent for weed control, they are
frequently acidic. You probably will need
an additional application of lime to
counteract the acidity. It also may be
necessary to use a nitrogen supplement
because wood, in the process of
decomposition, can temporarily reduce the
nitrogen in the soil and rob plants of this
needed nutrient.
• Peat moss: It's usually recommended
that peat moss be mixed with sawdust or
wood chips, because alone it will pack
down and not allow water to penetrate to
the plant roots. Peat moss is one of the

most natural appearing, easy-todecompose materials you can use in your
garden.
• Compost or leaf mold: Probably one
of the best mulches is compost you make
in your own frame or pile from decayed
plant and food material. Depending upon
the type of materials used, compost can
be spread on your garden from four
months to two years after you begin your
pile, but be sure to wait until it is
adequately decayed before using it as
mulch. Leaf mold is another gardener's
favorite, made in a similar fashion to
compost but without soil or manure. To
produce leaf mold, fertilizer and old leaf
mold, if available, are added to layers of
shredded leaves and the mixture is
fermented for a year.
• Cocoa bean hulls: Often found in
rose gardens, this mulch keeps down leaf
fungi and holds moisture. Most often it is
raked away in the fall, the soil is reworked
and, in cold areas, the soil is brought in
to provide a winter mulch over the plants.
Cocoa hulls, which add a chocolate
fragrance to your garden, are frequently
more expensive than most other types.
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New designs available for bathromhs
As they have for the -past several decades. when they re-sculpted the pedestal lavatory and introduced the bathroom
suite concept. Amencan-Standard again
leads the way in innovation with its design and color philosophy in the plumbing field.
American-Standards new Whisper
Patterns on its fine Ellisse Suite china
pieces. along with design-related accessonzing products, consists of three contemporary pattern designs. one applied
to each of the three Whisper Colors,
Shell. Heather. and Sterling Silver. The
china decorations, which might be likened to "ribbon patterns." are part of an
approach which marries design-related
products in several matenals. all created
by Tncia Stainton, the well-known English designer affiliated with Queensberry Hunt of London. the international
ceramic design specialists.
The Amencan-Standard Ellisse Suite
nieces on which the patterns are avail-

able are pedestal lavatory, countertop
lavatory. one-piece toilet, and bidet. The
main patterns are on the rims of the lavatones, toilets and bidets and up the side'
of the lavatory pedestal.
Amencan Olean is producing 6" X 6"
tile systems to go with each of the Whisper Patterns and colors. Amencan Olean
is also making available an extensive
choice of floor tiles in Heather, Shell,
Sterling Silver. and white to coordinate
with the decorative wall tile systems.
National Gypsum Decorative Products
are represented by a vinyl wall covering
for each of the three Whisper Patterns.
These designs, related in pattern as well
as color to their American-Standard and
American Olean counterparts, are particularly useful to the decorator, since it is
customary to tile only part of the wall
surface of a bathroom. The width of the
vinyl rolls is 27" and the length is five
and one-third yards.
Fieldcrest is producing related jac-

guard towel designs to coordinate with
the Whisper Patterns system. The towels
will be introduced at the Fieldcrest February 1985 market in a range of sizes.
American-Standard is offering a set of
storage jars by Hornsea Pottery of England in the three Whisper Colors and
decorated in the Whisper Patterns, as a
free gift with the purchase of a Whisper
Pattern toilet.
On the American-Standard china, the
Whisper Pattern decorations are highfired and in-glaze, not on the surface of
the china, where it might wear off or harbor dirt. In-glaze technique is technically
far superior to on-glaze or enamel decoration, which is fired at low temperature.
Further, a novel technique that moves
the glaze to embosse and debosse has
been used to give a subtle three-dimen-

sional effect, adding considerably to the
line and color of the patterns. In addition, parts of the pattern are defused into
the glaze, while other parts are refractory or hard-edged, adding a further subtlety to the appearance. Similar ceramic
effects are used on the American Olean
tiles and the storage jars.
The designs for the different aspects of
the Whisper Pattern concept are closely
related but are not just straight applications of the same motifs. Changes of pattern scale and color intensity are used to
give variety and subtlety within each design family. The amount of pattern used
in each color pattern scheme is varied according to the aesthetic need.
Just as the American-Standard Whisper Colors are not premium-priced, neither are the new Whisper Patterns.
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Ask for an
ECAM 2000
demonstration.

rider.
Everything about this Cub Cadet 11 H.P. rear engine
rider makes mowing easy. Controls are within easy
reach. A cushioned seat adjusts to 3 comfortable positions. This rider also includes smooth,on-the-go shifting and a 36-inch,two-blade side discharge mower
with 6-position height adjustment.Just add the optional rear bagger to make mowing a "one-step"chore.
Make your mowing easier. ..see this Cub Cadet
riding mower today.
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A major innovation by American-Standard consists of three
design concepts of contemporary in-glaze decoration which
could be likened to "ribbon
patterns" on the company's Ellisse china products: pedestal
lavatory, countertop lavatory,
one-piece toilet, and bidet. A
further enhancement of the
previously introduced and wellreceived Whisper Colors Concept, the new decorations are
high-fired and have a subtle 3dimensional effect achieved by
movement of the glaze in firing.

Special Spring Savings on
Summer Comfort:
Model 1136
11 H.P.

36"Side Discharge
Electric Start

$1299.00 cabeaderYour full eieryke dealer.

Anti enjoy energretwing air cononing efficiency for roam to coma
Now's the time to purchase a new high efficiency Irene or GE Executive central air conditioner
We got a special pre-season deal from Irene
and we want to share the savings with you
The Executive. It will help you save on energy costs versus older, less-efficient models You can
really be comfortable with the savings.
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901-642-0731
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Carpet carving, sculpting
offers decorating options
The carving and sculpting of carpeting offers as many options as you
have decorating ideas. You can create
floor-covering patterns and designs
that uniquely complement your
home's decor.
Carved and sculpted patterns can
lend great versatility to a room design.
They can be used to highlight furniture groupings. create a focal point or
border and divide areas of a large
room. These carpets have a posh
elegance that adds an air of luxury to
your home.
Carving is the process of shearing
the carpet surface to create a design
that was not originally tufted into the
fabric at the mill. Sculpting carries
this process a step further by cutting
out carpet sections and replacing them
with colorful inlays to form a design.
Carpet-carving techniques include
bas-relief, V-cut and beveling. With
bas-relief. the fibers are sheared from
the background of a design to create

'MP

a three-dimensional effect. V-cut and
beveling are carving techniques that
accentuate the edges of a design by
making rounded or sharp cuts. All
three techniques lend themselves to
any plush. cut-pile carpet. whether it
is solid or multicolored.

nylon combine the lush look of wool
with the durability and stain-resistance of nylon.
While once quite expensive, carving and sculpting processes have now
becothe quite affordable and within
the range of!post budgets .as a result.
of recent advances in carpet-making
Improved Techniques
technology. Both techniques are availInsure Quality
able in both wall-to-wall carpeting and
Carpet sculpting has benefited area rugs from many large carpet
greatly from innovations in carpet- dealers and carpet specialty stores.
Customized Design
making technology. In the past. carpet manufacturers experienced some
If you're artistically inclined, you
problems with inlays coming apart. can create your own totally
customToday, new sealing techniques make ized design to be carved or
sculpted
possible beautiful inlaid carpets that onto the carpet of your
choice. If
last for years.
you want help with your carpet creaFor best results, both carving and tion, many carpet stores offer
a varisculpting should only be done with ety of template designs that
allow you
thick, plush carpeting. Rich wool and to mix and match carving
s and inlays
nylon carpets are both well-suited for of borders, medallions,.
flowers and
these techniques. However, nylon - other figures in creating
your own
A custom-carved rose adds a complementary pattern to
wears longer and is less expensive. unique design. Design possibil
solid•color carpeting without clashing with this
ities
Plush carpets of Du Pont Antron®
are limited only by your imagination.
bedroom's floral patterns.

Installing ceramic tile an easy step for handyman

Setting tile isn't nearly as color or style that you may
difficult as some people imag- soon tire of.
ine. In the case of ceramic tile,
Shop Iler Tile
it's easier than ever. Quick-set
adhesives, special trim pieces
To get a better idea of what's
and pre-mixed grout enable do available, visit the showrooms
it yourselfers to get profession- of manufacturers, contractors,
al results with ceramic tile.
distributors or dealers. They
For those unfamiliar with can be found in the "Yellow
setting tile, the Tile Council of Pages" under "Tile-Ceramic."
America, Inc., suggests start- Be sure to buy the right proding small. Consider a back- uct for the job. Some tiles
splash for a kitchen countertop aren't suitable for floors, for
or a floor in a small bath or example.
laundry room. Once you have
Also, make sure you buy
the experience you can go on to enough to finish the job to inlarger projects.
sure that all the tile is from the
same production run and is uniBe Prepared
Before shopping, take a form in color.
snapshot or draw a sketch of
Pweiese Emmet
the area you plan to tile. Note
its dimensions and be ready to
Setting tile is the same
answer any questions the re- whether it's the floor, walls,
tailer may have about the sur- countertops or anywhere else.
face to be tiled.
Use a notched trowel to apply
When choosing the product, the adhesive to a small area.
remember that today's Ameri- That leaves time to correct
can-made ceramic tile comes in mistakes before the adhesive
a wide range of colors, shapes. dries. With extra thick tile.
sizes, textures and decorative spread adhesive on each tile as
motifs. Choose the tale care- well as the surface being tiled.
hilly because it is designed to Use a slight twisting motion
last many years. Don't pick a and press firmly into place.

Align the tiles so all joints are
uniform and straight. Clean excessive adhesive off the face of
the tile right away.
At the edges of the surface
being tiled, mark the tile
where it is to be cut, place the
tile in position in the tile cutter,
score it and break it oft Practice with a couple of tiles to get
the knack. Use tile nippers to
shape cuts around pipes.
Smooth the edges with carborundum stone.
After setting the tile, wait
24 hours to grout Mix it according to manufacturer's instructions.
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...But your old vacuum cleaner just isn't up to it?
Keel's Vacuum Soles & Service has new and
rebuilt vacuums, wet/dry vacs, a complete line of
ports and accessories, and written warranties to
bock up their service and help you sweep up the
savings.
Come see us!
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Shop the advertisers in this
in this section for many
home improvement bargains

Spring Time Means
Spring Cleaning!

107 East Ruff St.
Paris. Tn. 38242
Open Mon.-Sat.
7 a.m.-5 p.m..

•

Usk Available
The tile cutter, notched
trowel or squeegee, and tile
nippers are available at ceramic tile dealers.
For more information including a free booklet,"How
tile it yourself." write the Tile
Council of America, P.O. Box
2222, Princeton, NJ. 08540.

U. II IR

VISIT OUR NEW
SHOWROOM

RALPH WORLEY & SON
PAINTING CONTRACTORS

Most of the tools needed to
eet tile are probably at hand.
They include a straightedge,
tape rule, chalk line, level,
square, airborundum stone,
scraper, sponge and cleaning
cloths.
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Use a 'D•owel
Apply the grout with a rubber trowel or squeegee. Spread
the grout diagonally across the
joints. Wash excess grout from
the face of the tiles. When
joinkare firm, wipe the tiles
clean with a damp sponge before polishing them with a
clean, dry cloth.
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Today's carpets more durable than ever
The carpeting available to today's
homeowner is more durable than ever before. Carpet wear guarantees now run five
to 10 years long.
If properly installed and maintained, a
carpet should last far longer than its guarantee. In fact, "How long can the rpet
look good?" is replacing "How I,.ng will
the carpet wear?" as the criterion for measuring a carpet's performance.
Installing carpet
Foam-backed (built-in backing made
from a dense urethane)carpet is one of the
most popular among install-it-yourself
•
homeowners.
It's laid as a single sheet, requires no
stretching. comes in a variety of thicknesses and generally costs from $4.95$14.95 per square yard.
Proper installation begins with measuring. The widest length and width measurements — include doorways — of the room
should be taken and the carpet purchased
with at least 3" added to each measurement. This ensures enough carpet, even
for out-of-square rooms.
The carpet is cut to fit to the baseboard
with a general utility knife (use a straight.
sharp blade). lithe carpet meets an existing one, such as at a hallway door, use a
straight edge to cut and fit the new carpet
exactly alongside it.
Large rooms may require seaming two
lengths ofcarpet. Be sure to purchase both
pieces from the same roll and unroll them
adjacently, exactly as they were rolled up:
All the nap should point or "lay" in the
same direction.
To seam, overlap the carpet and use a
straight edge to cut through both pieces simultaneously; a perfectly-matched butt
edge will result. The two pieces then can
be fastened together. This method is effective whether the
DlYer decides to seam first and create a
single piece, or seam last, after cutting in
all the baseboard edges.
Most installers and dealers recommend
gluing down the entire carpet with a multipurpose carpet mastic, it also can be fastened with double-faced tape or staples.
Carpet mastics should be spread moderately and evenly with a saw-toothed trowel
and seam edges fastened together by first
"buttering" them with a carpet seaming
latex glue.

uum's suction stream. Vacuum all of the
carpet only periodically — to remove dust.
Cleaning smart
An effective dry cleaning system such
as HOST lets homeowners clean oily
build-ups in these specific areas, blending
them in with the surrounding carpet.
(High traffic areas can be protected with
walk-off mats.)
The dry cleaner is made up of gentle,
organic "mini-sponges" containing just

the right amount of water, detergent and
solvent. Worked through the fibers, the
compound absorbs and removes the dirt
without causing the dirt to be washed
down deeper into the carpet(highly probable with a wet cleaning method).
A pre-clean mist should be used to
loosen tough stains such as coffee, blood
or ground-in dirt.
When dry cleaned, carpet is ready for
immediate use and there's no danger of
shrinkage, mildew, browning, seam split-

ting or waiting for the carpet to dry; furniture stays.
Sound installation, combined with frequent vacuuming and regular cleaning,
can bring the homeowner years of satisfying carpet performance.
For more tips on bow to clean carpet,
restore matted carpet and remove difficult
carpet stains, write for "Helpful Tips on
Carpet Care," HOST Consumer Information, PO. Box 1648, Racine, WI 53401.

JOE SMITH CARPET CENTER

Now through May 3,save from 20% up to 100%
on select high-gloss vinyl floors.
What an offer! Participate in our Congoleum Centennial Celebration and you can save
at least 20%,or 25%,50%,75%,or even get a new floor FREE!* Just visit our store and
ask for a free Gold Seal Savings Certificate. Rub off the gold bar and find out your surprise savings. Everybody's a winner!

Nisintenance returns investment
To maximize the installation investment. homeowners should understand that
carpet requires active maintenance. Excellent maintenance, according to carpet
manufacturers, includes frequent vacuuming and regular dry cleaning.
A planned maintenance schedule will
help the carpet retain a high appearance
level year-round, and its Useful life can be
extended.
-Smart" maintenance,

•

Probably less than 30 percent of the
room's carpet will he walked or.stood on
once the furniture is placed. And since
carpet "localizes" soil — catches and
holds dirt and spills in areas where they
occur, rather than spreading it like hard
surface flooring — it is easy to predict
where soiling will occur. The homemaker's cleaning efforts should he concentrated in these areas.
Localized soiling areas include: Track off areas, such as where a tile foyer enters
onto a living room carpet; funnel areas.
such as doorways and stairways that converge traffic, and main traffic areas, such
,
as hallways.
Vacuuming these areas a few times a
week (even when soil is not visible) will
help the homeowner slow the huikl-up of
tiny sod particles --- imperumt, since the
accumulation of particles eventually will
create the need to chemically clean the
carpet,
An upright, heater-type vacuum gets
the soil up off the fibers and into the vac-

Congoleum high-gloss vinyl floors are winners too! ESTEEM, CENTENNIAL and HIGHLIGHT.
All feature a tough, easy care no-wax wearlayer that resists household stains
and spills. Available in a wide array of styles and colors. Now at tremendous values!

Certoin restrictions apply. See our special display for details. Call today 753-6660

JOE SMITH CARPET CENTER
HWY 641 NORTH
•instossen not redeem Pwcaser must pm
Comieflarrn Cooperation
CONCIOLEUM.ESTEEM.0010SEAL and HIGHUGHT ant miestered trademarks of Congoleum Corporatson
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